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Suppll.d ready bullt .nd te3ted
AMPLIFIER MODULES Now snjoy a wold,wide r6puation tor qualty retiab(fiy and

pedorman@ at a r6al slc pilce Four oodes avarlabl€ to su( th6 needs o, the p.olossionel and hobby oarkot, s lndustry,

Lersuie, I nstru menlal and H -Fi 6lc Whgn compailng prices, NOTE all mod els i nclude Torodal pow6r supply, I nteg rsl heal sh k

Gla$,brePCB andDrivectrcuilslopowercompatibleV!meter Openendshodcrcu[prool

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USER$

NOTE:- MoS-FET MoDULES AnE AVAILABLE lN TWO VEFSTONS STANOAEO - tNPUT SENS, SOOmV BAND W DTH IOOKHZ
PEC (PRoFESSIoNAL EoUIPMENT CoMPATABLE) - INPUT SENS 775mV, BANO WTDTH SOKHZ ORDEF STANOABD OR pEC
E-_

olar 0
Freque
01%, s
1OK, S

PRTCE t33.99 + e3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES

0 t 10 watts R.M.S.in 1Hz - 100KHz

_- w Bate 45V uS.I ty500mv, S,N.H.

pntce ess.ss + t3.00 P&P.

ts B.M.S.
1 00KHz
50V/uS,

V, S,N.R,

O Ou 0 watts R.l\4,S1
in ncy Hz - 100KHz
- tor Rate 60ViuS,
T.H.D, Typical 0.0008%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV,
S,N,R. -130d8 Size 330 x '175 x 100mm.
PR|CE t79.99 + e4.50 P&P.

rs detailed above. A very
4 red) plus an addrtional
se and decay times. Tough
45mm.

PRICE e59.99 - E:]Jo P&P.

STANTON ALsOO GOLORING G85O
PRICE e16.99 + 50p P&p pRtCE S6 !€ - SOo p&p

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w * rCe*

MXF400 (200w * 200w) MXF600 (300w - -itrt,*
All power ratings R l\.4 S into 4 ohrs

FEATURES: r l.dependent oowersuppl es$ilh twoToro.da -,a^s/c-::' -r - _ : : . -E=f i--_4
indended level controls i ll umrnaled oni oll switch t XLR conneclors r S:a:ca: -:-, -r- s ' l;er r-c s-c4
circuit proof * lest lvos.Fets for slress free power delivery Into vnJa i a-, .= , -:- ;€{ -* r t=t ot
drsronronrAr irurcasesr|VXF600FanCooledwrlhDC.Loucsoear:..-:-z-z--:=-
usED THE W0RLD 0VER til CLUBS, pUBS, CtNEirAS, DtSCoS EIC

slzEs:- MxF 200 wl9"\H3% (2U)xDl1
MXF 400 Wl9"xH5th.. (gU\ / O12
MXF 600 Wt9"xHsv.- (AUi/Dt3

MXF200 8171.35pRtCES: MXF400 t228.85
MXF6(x) e322.00

SECURICOR DELIVEBY 812 OO EACH

8' lOO WATT CSlOOGPM GEN, PUBPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT i,IID,. DISCO.
RES, FREO, 80H2. FREO, RESP, TO 1 4KHz. SENS, 99d8. .... PRICE e29.30 + E2.00 P&P
1O'IOO WATT ClOlOOGP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO EXCELLENT I,IID,
RES,FREO,70Hz,FREO,RESP,TO6KHz.SENS,100dB..........................PR|CE135.58+e2.soP&P
1O'2OO WAIT C,IO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOABD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID,
BES,FREO,45Hz.FREO,RESP,TO7KHz.SENS,103dB...........................PR|CEe48.67+E2.5Op&p.IZ' 

1OO WATT Cl2TOOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO,
BES,FREO,45Hz.FREO,RESP,TO7KHz.SENS,98dB...........................PR|CEe37.59+E350P&P
lz'100 WATT c12100Tc TW|N CONE) H|GH POWER W|DE RESPONSE, p.A., VO|CE, DTSCO
RES,FREO,45Hz.FREO,RESP,TO14KHz.SENS,100dB...... .. .. PR|CEE38.58+83.50P&P
12'2OOWATI C122OOB HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A
RES,FBEQ,40HzFREQ,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I00dB PR|CEE65.79+E3.5Op&p
12'3OO WAIT C,I23OOGP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC,
RES,FREQ,45Hz.FREO,BESP,TOsKHz.SENS,1OOdB..........................PR|CEE87.5i+t3.5OP&P
15' 1OO WATT CI5IOOBS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREOUENCY, P.A., DISCO,
BES, FREQ, 40H2. FREQ. RESP, TO sKHz. SENS 98d8. ........... ........ ........ PRTCE es5.05 + e4.OO p&p
15'2OO WATT C.Is2OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS,
RES,FREO,40HzFREO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PB|CEe75.1O+e4.0Op&p
15'250 WATT C1525OBS VEFY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,40HzFREORESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB,PRICEE82.54+44.50P&P
15'4OO WATT C154OOBS VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES,FREO,40HzFBEQ,BESP,TO4KHzSENS,I02dB PR|CEe9547+e4.5Op&p
18'4OO WATT Cl84O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS,
BES,FBEO,2THz.FREO RESP,TO3KHz.SENS,99dB. ....pRtCEEt72.06+r5.OOp&p

g OHMS (ExceplEBS-\AEEB1A-50whtch aredual npedencetapped 0 4 ESahm )
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, HOLLED FOAM SURROUNO

THEVERY BEST IN OUALTTY AND VAIUE

[.{ADE ESPECIALLY TO SL -
TODAY'S NEED FOR CO['.
PACTNESS WITH HIGB OUTP--
SOUND LEVELS FINISBED I\
IIAFDWEARING BLACK VYNID-
WITH PBOTECTIVE CORNECS
GFILLE AND CABFYTNG HANOL=
INCOHPOEATES 1Z' DRIVEF PLJS
HIGH FREO HOFN FOH Fi-L!
FREO FANGET 45Hz-20XHz BOn
MODELS 8 OHM SIZE H18' X lYI:
x D12"

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWER FATINGS QUOTEO IN WATTS FiTS FOF EACH CABIHEI

oMP 12n00 (r00w 't00dB) pHtcE €159 99 pER pAtR

oMP 12-200 (200W 102d8) pBtCE e2{r9.99 pER pArR

SECUBICOR 0EL.:- el2,00 pER pAtR

iTEFS - MOTOROLA
The low dynamic mass (no vorc€ E I 9' ; ;"r^ :.=-r :a- 4 --,8 #

response wt han ord
be adoed lo ol uo to
St,PPLIED

mesh ideal tor 3oc<S-a':-: --:_- ::3: ---,
speakers Pdcc E4 90 sn - i:: =!:TYPE'B (KSN1m5A) j. : s-::- -,:- =:- =:-= =PJrPOse sma{ers :s:-: =: S,:::-:::: ?.e
e5.99 each + 50c PaP
TYPE'C'(KSN6016A) 2 - 5 w,oe c,smrs c- 1c- ::r
ouality !ii-rr systers a1o q-at ty o scos erc. pric€ e6sg
each + 50p P&P.

Prlce t5.99 each + 50o P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Conibines on a -Ee 

----cplate, level control and cabine: -:,-- a- s:c.i
85x85mm Prlc6 E3.99 + 50p Pa=

STEREO DISCO MIXEH with 2 x 5 band L & Ft

Pilce e134.99 - 84.00 P&p

PBOVEiI TRANSMITTER OESIGIIS INCLUDING GTASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIBCUIT EOABD AND HIGH OUATITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIBCUIT ANO INSTRUCTIONS

3lV Ft TBANSIIIIEF 80.1mMHz VABICAP CONTB0LLEO pFOFESSTONAL pEF.

F0FMANCE RANGE UP T0 3 MttES S|ZE 38 r t23mn, SUPPLY t2V (a 05AMp
PBICE H{.49 i t1.00 p0p

Fil tlCB0 TnAtlSilmEF IBUG) 100.!08MHz VAnlCAo TUNED COMPLETE rt|TH
VEFY SENS FE- UIC qANGE 

'00.3{0n, SIZE 56 \ I6mr, SUPPLY 9V BAn. PnrcE

K BfiJiirffirtr,E:t# 
J.{il!sfr.#lTi!^1!%'s.1,iHfl mi



ol outlay. Bare
ponents, or buy
or custom chiPs

Go as lasi or as slowly as your lunds and enthusiasm Permit

inside. Full circuil
honeslly, can You

w whats inside and

construclion - someihing to be proud of' 19" 3U
lui in circuit boards anii modular construction
ce al bay.

Hundreds ol
roup.
, Forth, etc.

Cassstle tape operation or disk (up lo 4 drives, 1 Megabyte.3 5"

;fi-d6i; i^i. ui, bur vou can aori i". 5 25", 8" il vou wani) Disk

operating syslem CPlM Plus

64K BAM, ZBO based at presenl wiih poteniial lor expansio-n to a 16

il;;'[Ji:=1-J.';;;; st;;;;"d ziloe'i latest 280200 in the,future 
,..

oecialised knowledge to construcl and we will haPPily
'ol a iam il You get into one 

)

and individual at vica, rmPoss
mpanies, who ar Your money'
rom Greenbank ' establishe(
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Interak 1

buto YouR owN coMPurER

Greenbank

DID

THAT THOUSANDS OF OTHER
I ETI READERS ALREADY

ENSURE THAT THEY REGULARLY
RECEIVE A COPY OF THEIR
FAVOURITE MAGAZINE BY

TAKING OUT A DIRECT
SUBSCRIPTION

A SUBSCRIPTION TO ETI ENSURES A
COPY IS NEVER MISSED AND WHAT'S

MORE IF YOU LIVE IN THE UK, NO
EXTRA IS CHARGED FOR POSTAGEX

SIMPLY COMPLETE THE ORDER FORM
AND RETURN IT TO THE ADDRESS

GrvEN WITH YOUR CHEQUE OR
MONEY ORDER TO COVER THE COST

OF THE SUBSCRIPTION

Take the stress our of buying ETl,
subscribe today!

SUBSCRIPTICXRATES
UK: t,19.20; EUROPE: 124.10; MIDDLE

EAST: 124.40; FAR EAST: t26.80; REST OF
WORLD: t25.85; or USA: S+A.OO

Airmail Rates on Request.

*OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION MTES INCLUDE POSTAGE

Please commence my subscription to ETI with the

issue. I enclose my

cheque/money order for f............... made payable to

ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS

Or Debit my Access/Visa

No.

Valid from to .................

Signature

Address

Postcode

Send this form with your remittance to:
SELECT SUBSCRIPTIONS, 5 River Park Estate, Billet Lane,

: BERKHAMSTED, Herts. HP4 lHL, United Kingdom

For more details write or phone us:
Greenbank ElectronicS, Dept. (ETl 04),460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry Birkenhead, Mersevside Ly'.22AE. Tel:051-645 3391.

I
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Arangeolhighquali sedesigned
andproduced,notto withconcise
ass6mbly and settin ters are fully

tuneableindcanbe curity Build-

up seryice available if required,

MTXMicro-miniatureaudiotransmitlerlTmmxlTmm.9Voperation.l000mrange tl2'95
W500Hi-poweraudiotransmitter.250mWoutput 20mmx40mm.9{2VoPeration 2-3000m

range ,..,,.,,..,.... ..................,,.,,..,..,,.... 815.95

VXT Voice activated lransmitter Valiable sensitivity. 20mmx6/mm, 9V operation, '1000m

\

Xr!9 Crvslal controlled audiolransmitter. High pedormance. 100mW outpul. SuPPlied with xtal

for'l0sMHz.Ohersavailablelo'l16MHz.85mmx28mm.9Voperation.2'3000mrange t36.95
qIXl80 Narrow band FM crystal controlled audio transmitter. 180MHz frequency, Requires

ScannerrsceiverorourORX'180 kit(seeCat)20mmx67mm.9Voperation.1000m rang€ t39.95

TKI900Tracker/BleeperlransmitterTransmitscontinuousstreamofaudiopulses Variablstone

andrate,Powertul2oOmWoutput.63mmx25mm.9Voperation.2-3000mrange.,,.t21'95
interfacs. ephone lines (anywhere)

utomatica ll conversations recorded,
......................... ff 2.95

TLITOO Micro miniature telephon ects to line (anywh ll
with phone use. All conversations x20mm. Powered 

3

IJKcustomespleasesendcheques.Poborregistercdcash PleaseaddelS0petorder
for cheq u e clea rance. Ove rce as c uslome B
add f5.00 pei ordet lotohipment. Crcdit card

oders accepted on 0827 n4476. tade enquiieswelcome.

\ Send2xlstclasssaamPslotthenew 1991 Catalogue. ./
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Mixing Signals
Why do audio signals mix
differently when combined
electronically and acoustically,
J Asbery will attemptto tellyou
the answer.

LASERS
The start of a three part
investigation, consfu uction and
application on this highly
illuminating subject by Kevin
Kirk.

Designing An
Electronic
Testmeter
The second part of this article

sees the construction of an

aciuftite multlvoltmeter by

John Smith.

46
Microdesign 2
A review of DTP package for
elechonic engineers by Herbert
Ward.

A Radio
Calibrator
David Silvester describes the
construction of a calibrator to
operate with last months SSB
receNer.

52
An Electxrnic
EPROM Eraser
Mike Bedford pays particular
attention to the construction of
a timed UV light source to wipe
old information from your
chips.

54
A Digital
Tachometer
Harbanse Deogan constucts a

compact RPM indicator for the
car dashboard.

t4 22

Active Dircct
lnjection Box
Peter Kunzler describes the
construction of another handy
little box to integrate

I:l::-""*, 
amplifier and

l5

Static Sensitive
Devices
A company view on the
problems of static in eleckonics
by Magnus Cooke.

l6

HDTV 6
With a whole variety of
American ideas in the advance
towards a better viewing
medium, James Archer dwells
on two systems that are possible

contenders for the huge
American market.

Back to Basics
Resistive networks are the
subject on our beginners course
this month by Paul Coxwell.

VLF Earth loop
Antennas
What are these mystery signals
within the ground? George
Pickworth is back with a

description o{ how to emulate
them and to receive them.

30
NICAM Sterco
A TV conversion to digital
stereo sound using the Maplin
decoder board by Geoff Cox.

33
Voltage
Refercnce
Generator
Gircuits
RayMarston isbackwith a mini
series and a multitude of circuits
to keep you experimenting for
months. ,i.

26 s0

l7
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LETTERS

Loudspeaker Por
f was verv interested to read the
Iarticle for the construction of a
high quality loudspeaker by Mr
Mike Fox. I agree that for someone
who is able to do some woodwork
and soldering then constructing
your own hi-fi loudspeakers can
be rewarding and produce
excellent results

The design described would
seem to be such a design.
However it does appear that
intendin g constructors will need to
have some testing{acilities of their
own because Mr Fox does not give
details of the drive units he uses.
Drive units will more than pro-
bably have different character-
istics, particularly the resonant
frequency, and experimentation

will have to be carried out. I also
agree with Mr Fox's statement that
the length of theporttube mustnot
be altered in his design. Apartfrom
the fact that he does not give a
length, making his statement a

little pointless, this dimension will
be different for differing drive
units.

Itseems a nonsenseto describe
a design that has obviously beefr'
so well thought out and re-
searched for home construction
and leave out data so the pro-
verbial wheel has to be invented all
over agaln
A. Lillie,
Middlesbrough.

Mike Foxreplies:
Regarding the type of drive

units employed in the K2 loud-
speakerkit (ETI Feb97) and also
th e I ac k of d i m e n sio n s for th e port
tube which is of course critical to
the design.

It was intended that the
p ote nti al co n stru ctor wo uld h ave
to p u rc h ase the co mp lete kit fro m
Kord Audio Products, these
details were not considered
necessary as allthe components,
less the woodwork are included in
the kit, also since the bass/mid
drive units had to be carefully
doped to produce the correct
characteristics, this cannot be
done by the home constructor.

To prod u c e a tr uly prof e ssi o n a I

hi-fi loudspeaker requires a long
period of development and ex-
tended listening to prod uce a unit
worthy of use in a high quahty
system. To ensure that end. it
makes sense to produce a kit
which ensures that all the
parameters are correct

A couple of errors crept into the
article. Our telephone number
should be 0522 595261 not
585261. Thegrille t'rame in Figure
3 lacks dimensions, they are from
top downwards 153. 102, 152
and a total height o{ 407mm In
Figure 2, the back panel should
read 786 (185.9)

Mike Fox,
Kord Audio Products

The Answer lies in the soil
f would like to compliment you
Ion your February Energy
article. I refer especially to the
ideas regarding heat extraction
from hot waste water, being both
informative, practical and prob-
ably very cost effective. However,
Id be very wary of releasing water
containing biological type sub-
stances into the garden soil. The
bacterial breakdown of manure
and humus in the soil is inhibited

by biological washing powders
that such waste water would
inevitably contain. I believe the
cumulative effects of this regular
treatment of the soil could be
quite serious as proper soil
nourishment depends upon the
breakdown of organic nutrients.

To end, thanks again for the
article, when's the next one?
Rohan Barnett,
Co. Cork, Eire.

Thank you for your comments. I
agree, persistent use of chemical
nasties running into the soil could
kill the organic nature of the
compost until such time that rain
could dilute and precipitate the
elements alien to organic growth.
So what do we do? Stop using the
chemical nasties and switch to
agro-friendly detergents or
maybe feed the liquid output
through a filter.

My thoughts at the time of
writing that section was to prin-
cipally transfer the cool, less
polluted bath or shower water to
the garden. Perhaps two storage
tanks are required for each type
of water. The next instalment is
when I can get the time - Ed.

Transformer I
LCD Modulel
Qome readers interested in
9constructing the Remote
Control Timeswitch have said
they have experienced difficulty
in obtaining the LCD module
Type EA-D16015AR. They can
be sourced from STC Electronics
Tel 0279 626777 quoting part
no 0296628 or from Hawke
Components Ltd. Tel: 087 979
7799
Kevin Browne,
Huddersfield.

New Chips for
oId
f understand constructors of the
IInfra-switch and Infra-lock
(Nov/Dec 90) are having diffi-
culty in obtaining fhe ML924

chip. It looks as if Plessey have just
stopped making these (Murphys
Law) and they have now swit-
ched to a new chip series. The
nearest compatible is the MV601,
but is not pin compatible. I am
working on an alternative design
with some interesting variations in
the use of infra red coded signals.
Watch this space!
D Banham,
Romsey.

HDTV Praise
f must congratulate you on the
I most superb series of articles on
HDTV Please pass on to James
Archer my appreciation of this
timely treatment - a subject that
is changing at a rapid pace both
technically and politically

I do hope that in some future

edition you will be adressing the
'hot' subject of digital transmission
and data compression which is
being undertaken by companies
like General Instrument and
Tellestra. And that you will
describe in the same easy to
understand style ofthe rest ofthe
series some of the concepts and
algorithms particular to this new
type of television - namely digital.

Full marks again for such an
interesting and useful series.
TonySalmon
TV Producer
Bristol

fm glad you like the series I'm
afraid I cannot reveal whats to
come but rest assured with a
subject so new and topical, we will
aim to bring you everythingthere
is to know on the subject - Ed

f was interested to read the
Iarticles by Simon Russell on
Repailing Oscilloscopes in
Dec 90/Jan 9l

Having started my electronic
hobby in the days of Octalvalves,
I had no hesitation in buying an
old valve 'scope: a Solatron
CD1400. With a copy of the
manual, I set about bringing it to
life, but to no avail The mains
transformer had blown

Please thank Mr Russellfor his
article and I wonder if he or
anybody else knows the source of
transformer for this scope.
D Lacey,
St Helens.

This sounds like a plea (tm feeling
charitable) for a possible
replacemant l{ you have any
suggestions telephone Mr Lacey
on 0744 53072 - Ed.
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51N POPPY ROAD carrersby

PRINCESRISBOROUGH appointmenr

BUCKSHP1T9DB E
TEL: (08444)6326 rrx:(osal)zroz 

-Add VAT t C1 50 on all orders. Export add too/o rE

FULLY BUILT AND TESIED
ATL UNITS SUPPLIED WMI

COUPREHENSIVE INSTRUCIIONS

MODULESAND EQU]PMENT
For Projects & Applications in:

*AUDIO * SECURITY * INDUSTRIAL * DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

r+#"tjh'

AL 12580.125W POWER AMPLIFIER
A rugged, high powered module that is ideal for
use in discos & P.A. Systems where powers of up
to 125W, 4 ohms are required The heavy duty
output transistors ensure stable and reliable
performance lt is currently supPlied to a large
number of equipment manulacturers where
reliability and perlormance are the main

whilst lor others its low pnce is the r
majorfactor Operatinglromasupplyvoltageol -. 

c
40-80V into loads from 4-16 ohms

AL sO7()-ULTRA LOW DISTORTION

s()W AMPLIFIER
Provides sound reproduction ol the highest quality with
distortion levels below 0 02%, this module otlers
superlative perlormance in all types of audio equipment

AL 2550-COMPACT LOW.COST 25W AMPLIFIER
One ol our mos[ popular audio modules with tens of

where low distortion and compact size are
the prime requirements Used with supply
rails of 20V-50V into loads of & 15 ohms

AL 1O3O-RUGGED l()W AMPLIFIER
This.low cost unit provides a powerfu' ,r[q"rY)rrrJ 

llrjilf 
,,

MM l()().BUDGET 3.INPUT MIXER
With a host ol leatures including 3 individual level controls, a master volume and
separate bass and keble control, it provides lor inputs Ior microphone,
magnetic pick-up and tape, or second and yet costs
considerably less than competitive units
This module is ideal for discos and public
address units and operates trom 45V-70V

MG 1()()G
As MM 100 with two guitar + 1 microphone
input intended lor guitar amplilier applicalions

s()FT INFRA.RED BEAM-IR147()
The lR.l470 consists of a seParate transmitter
and receiver providing a beam of up to 50ft
which, when interrupted, operates a relay in the receiver whach
in turn may be used to control external equipment The system
requires only65mAlrom a l2Vsupply Size: (each unit) 02x52x

TIMER SWITCH & POWER SUPPLY-DP357O
The 0P3570 consists ol an adiustable timer switch and 12V
stabilised power supply designed to provide ol loads
up to 4A at 240V A C for a preset time between
1o secs and 6 mins, the timed period being initia-
ted by the normally open or normally closed

GENERAL PURPOSE ULTRASONIC
MOVEMENT DETECTOR US4O1 2
This module uses ultrasonic techniques to detect movement at
distances up to 5 metres with an operating range of 60' Supply
voltage 10-14V (12mA) Size: 147 x 52 5 x 1smm,

STABILISED SUPPLY & SWITCHING UNIT.PSI265
ThePSl265providesstabilisedl2VoutputlorcurrentlevelsuptoT00mA Addition-

ally it incorporates a high
impedance input Ior switching
loads up to 1kW at 240V
without timing

in household or vehicle security systems 12V
operation and built-in timing makes it suitable for a

wide range ol applications

ADVANCED CONTROL UNIT-CA 1382

Aulomatic Loop feil & Swilch On * Automatic Siren
Re-Sel * Audible Enky/Exil Warning Euzzer * Two

Separale Loop lnpuls + 24-hr Circuils *
Eas i ly lns la I led, Ful I I ns lrucl ions Suppl ied.

This advanced control panel provides elfective and
reliable control for all security installations, yet its

operation is sheer simplicity lor all members of the
family, and is supplied with two keys Housed in a steel

case with an attractive moulded lront panel, it compares
with units costing twice the Price

LOW.COST CONTROL UNIT.CA 1250
Thip tried and tested control unit provides the finest

value lor money in control syslems, with many
thousands protecting houses all over the country
A suitable steel enclosure is available separately

The unit ollers the followlng leatures Buill-tn electronic
siren, drives two loudspeakers incorporaling extl &
entry delays * Anli-lamper and panic lacilily * Screw
conneclor for ease ol installation, elc. etc.

FULL RANGE OF SECURITY ACCESSORIES STOCKED PROVIDING
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO PROTECT YOUR HOME

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR.US 5063
Crystal controlled movement detection module operating

at 50kHz with an effective range up to 20ft. Suitable lor

DVM 456 HIGH PERFORMANCE

3% DIGIT PANEL METER

Sensitivity &r / WV
Accuracy Mlhin 0.1! 1 digil
lnput lmpedance l00M ohm
Supply Vollage 8V-l2V
Oimensions 95.5x55x llmm

This exciting new module provides a
large, bright digital read-out with an

accuracy within 0 1 % lt incorporates a
built-in regulator which allows it to be

used from an unregulated supply ol
between 8V-12V Full over-load

protection is included and the unit is
supplied with a mounting bezel and

filter, together with full application
instructions showing how to extend its

range and measure resistance, current
and temPerature

DTl0 TEiIPEBATURE MEASUBEMEI{T MODULE
A simple, thouqh eflective module which when

conslructed provides a linear output ol 10mV/'C
over the temperature range - 10 to + 100'C

e3.95 +vAr
PS2O9 DUAL POWER SUPPLY

Fully built mains power supply providing two 9V
outputs of up to 250mA each Suitable lor use with

either DVM modules and olher equipment* e6.65 F vAT

ffi

3-digit pertormance with an FSD of +999mV and
- 99mV Supplied with a

DVM 356 VERSATILE
S.DIGIT PANEL METER

The DVM 356 is a low-cost module oftering

comprehensive Data Sheet
No bezel available

MINIATURE PASSIVE INFRA.RED SENSOR.RP33
Swilchable Dual range, detects inlruders up lo 6 or 12 melres

This advanced sensor operates by detecting the body
heal of an intruder moving within the detection field

Slow ambient changes such as radiators, etc are
ignored Easily installed in a room or hallway Providing

reliable operalion trom a 12V supply, it is ideal lor use
with the CA 1382 or equivalent high quality control unit.

Size 8O x 6O x tu)mm SuDolied with lull instructions
discounts start at 3 units

Easily lnstalled
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Death Knoll

f ast year's merger between Sky TV and British
l-Satellite Broadcasting leaves a big problem
somewhere up in the stars, to which there is no obvious
solution. However, I am about to suggest an answer
which could suit allparties.

British Satellite Broadcasting (BSB), for all its
faults, had an advancedtelevision transmission system
which looked set to become the system of the future.
What's more, Britain had the system last year, daring
to tread where others dare not. For one reason or
another BSB chose to develop and-rnarket a unique
systemknown andstillis, initsbog-
standard form uality audio,/visuil
transmission which could improve the standard Iiving-
room pictures and sounds we ve allhad to suffer since
the present 625-line terrestrial television system was
developed. By transmitting luminance and
chrominance video signals separately, coupling them
with digital stereo audio transmission, an immediate
improvement in picture and sound quality was
available to those users with a BSB satellite dish and
receiver, together with a suitable television. (A
television set with RGB inputs via a scart connector,
and stereo sound circuits was all that was needeC to
realise the improvements DMAC offered.)

Technically, picture quality is improved with such
an arrangement simply because luminance (bright-
ness) and chrominance (colour) signals which your
television set needsto produce its picture are separate.
In conventionaltenestrialsystems such as PAL they are
transmitted side-by-side, almost separately but
overlapping to some small extent. Thus, it becomes
impossible forthe television setto distinguish between
high frequency luminance signals and low frequency
chrominance signals. Result is spurious colour
patterningon areasoffine detail - such asfine checks
on clothing materials and so on. Tiansmitting these
signalstotallyseparately using one of the MACsystems
overcomes this problem allowing much higher picture
quality. (MAC is an acronym for multiplexed analogue
components, which succinctly describes how the two
analogue signals are kept separate, by multiplexing,
while being transmitted.) Digital audio transmission
means much improved sound - in stereo, too -although development of NICAM digital stereo sound
accompanying terrestrial television transmissions has
negated this benefit to a small extent.

Allthis aside, the biggest benefit of using a MAC-
based television system is its potential for the future. So
much has been argued about MAC's potential.
especially in this column, that it hardly seems necessary
to point out high-definition television (HDTV) systems
can result: with 1250-line pictures, on a wide-screen
(i6:9) basis. Use of a MAC-based system rather than,
say, the Japanese HDTV system maintains current
compatibility with existing television sets, while giving
all the future HDTV benefits - and keeps the system
in European hands. What more could we want?

It appears BSB's choice (persuaded by a forcef ul
IBA,) of DMAC, rather than D2MAC, together with an
insistence that BSB-licensed equipment (dishes,
receivers, LNBs and decoders) must be used to receive
BSB signalsfrom its satellite, became BSB's downfall.

In retrospect there are other reasons for BSB,s
demise. Its late entry on to the sateilite recetver
marketplace (more than a year after Sky.TVs launch
on the Astra satellite) is one.

Another (or rather. lack
of marketing). operly,extolled
and, coupled to be almost a
conspiracy of silence to prevent people {irrding outl As
a journalist I found it extremely hard to ger relevant,
meaningful, information out of BSB - what chance
had Joe Public? Sky benefitted once again

Disappearing rapidly up its own back end. BSB!
DMAC now looks as though it will be defunct ruithin
months. E lites using the
(a close de MAC format)
forces in a sition in the s

westof south). These willensurethefuture of D2MAC,
and the resultant HDTVformat, in a rvay promoters of
DMAC could only have dreamed of.

Pig in a Poke
Meanwhile, the two Marcopolo satellites franchised to
BSB hang outat3lo west. Acomplete satellite control
centre isbased at Chihvorth, too. Rumours are. they are
all extremely cheap to rent. Any takers?

Pigs Might Fly
It wili be interesting to see what is to happen when the
new Astra satellite is launched and becomes
operational (atthe beginning of April) . Tests should, in
fact, be under way as you read this. Astra 1B (as is ihe
original Astra 1A) satellite is perfectly capable of
transmitting signals to whatever system standard is
required. Indeed, two channels on Astra 1A have
always been transmitted in D2MAC. Its not impossible,
therefore, that certain channels may use DMAC and
BSB,receivers may not be totally defunct, yet. By
coupling two or three transponders on the satellite, ;
transmission power not dissimilar to BSB's marcopolo
satellite transponders could be approximated. Those
unfortunate souls whothoughi BSB wasthe nextbesi
thing to sliced bread, then need only reposition their
dishes towards the Astra satelliie colocation angle to
enjoy superior quality pictures again.

Unless this scenario takes places, the whole BSB
drama from initial concept, through development,
manufacture and eccentric marketing, must be seen
simply as a glorious bubble which has finally burst, That
would be a great pity. Like many other British ideas (the
hovercraft, the jet engine, the bouncing bomb, the
computer, pogo sticks, crisps and so on) DMAC seems
likely to highlight our brj nceprual matters
and dismalfailure in the h maners of getting
those ideas off the draw

They've Flown
The IBA is no more, and if the Goi ernment had

a funny old world, isn't it?
Keith Brindley
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ff itachi has developed
I ltechnology that makes it
possible to detach individual
atoms from the surface of a solid.
In one experiment, Hitachi's
researchers formed characters of
record-breaking smallness on a
crystal by selectively removing
atoms from its surface. The
method can be conducted at room
temperature - something not
possible with other techniques
developed up to now.

The technology was developed
using scanning-tunnelling micro-
scope (STM) techniques to 'see'

the atomlc-scale surface.
Observation of the formed
patterns with an STM showed that
the individual atoms had been
excised with high precision.

This ability to detach specific
atoms can be expectedto be highly
useful in atomic manipulation, a

field that has recently been
attracting wide attention for its
potential to enable the fabrication
of atomic-scale devices and
memones.

Observation of atomic-scale
topography with an STM involves
bringing a metal probe near the
surface of the specimen and then
scanning the specimen surface
while applying a prescribed
voltage between the probe and the
specimen. During scanning, the

distance between the probe and
the specimen surface is main-
tained at about l0 Angstroms (10

hundred-millionths of a centi-
metre). For conducting their
experiments, Hitachi scientists
fabricated a processing device
based on the principle of the STM.

Two techniques were par-
ticularly crucial to the success in
removing individual atoms -
variation of the applied voltage at
the site of the atomsto be detached
and use of a probe tip the size of a

single atom. During scanning for
observation, the tip of the probe
was kept at the usual l0 Angstroms
from the specimen surface. Then
when it had come directly over an
atom to be detached it was brought
to within 3 Angstroms of the
surface and an electricalpulse ofa
higher voltage than that used for
observation was applied.

The experiments were con-
ducted using a molybdenum
disulphide (Mo52) specimen and
a tungsten probe. By applying

vohage pulses b€tween the probe
and specimen, sulphur atoms
could be detached from the
specimen surface one by one with
high precision.

Although f urther studies will be
necessary to work out the atom
detachment mechanism, Hitachi
researchers believe that the atoms
are removed by field evaporation,
aphenomenon in which atomsfly
into the surrounding space when
the interatomic binding energy is
overcome by a strong electric field.

The mainstream of progress in
the semiconductor field has been
towards the realisation of finer and
finer device features. lt is generally
accepted that further advances in
this direction will eventually
become possible through atomic
manipulation - the abilityto work
freely with individual atoms. Once
technology for manipulating
atoms one by one has been estab-
lished, the realisation of atomic-
scale devices and memories will
no longer be merely a dream.

By making it possible to excise
individual atoms with high pre-
cision. ihe new technology is

expected to serve as an extremely
effeclive tool in the implementa-
tion of atomic manipulation.
Through furiher research based
on this technology, Hitachi will be

working to develop technologies
for selective insertion of specific
atoms, in this way accelerating
R&D in the field of atomic devices
and memories.

For those who have ever been
f *orr,"o aoout reavlng a

caravan, lock-up, garage or boat
unattended, then a new product
by Multiple Connections Ltd,
specialists in solar powered
security products, will be
appreciated.

The Vanguard Solaire
Security System has a minia-

urised passive infra-red detector
(PIR) to sense unauthorised
movement, which is kept fully
charged all year round by a highly
efficient solar panel. The alarm is
therefore suited to unattended
caravans, boats and sheds which
have no power source.

Removing the key, the alarm
system has a full 60 second exit

delay and an 8 second re-entry
delay. Its f ull microprocessor
control guarantees virtually no
false triggers.

The alarm system comes
complete with an internal 150 x
150mm solar panel, an 85 dBA
siren and external weatherroofed
90dBA siren, and a compact
single unit housing the integral

PIR sensors and rechargeable
battery The solar panel can be
fixed to an inside window with a
strip of velcro.

The Vanguard Solaire is
priced at E99.95 including VAT.

Further information contact:
Multiple Connections Ltd on
(o458t 210743.

F\elicate electromechanical
Lf air. drives can be ruined by
hostile environments and re-
placing disc drives with a toially
electronic disc file system reduces
susceptibility to damage or con-
tamination. Compared with a
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floppy disc, the Star Card systein
from ITT Cannon, Santa Ana,
California, is 1,000 times faster.
The card is an internal memory
device composed of bare poly-
amide flalflex circuit with surface-
mount components and a PVC

frame.
This disc file system consists of

a control board, adapter box,
cable, and software, and offers up
to SMbytes of memory on 8
cards. Supplied software emu-
lates either a hard or floppy disc

and allows an XT/AT or compat-
ible user to access data. The
software works with DOS ver-
sions 2.0 and higher The disc file
system fits inside a half-height
5.25-in floppy disc drive.
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L.fow available from The
Il Instrument Centre is a digital
multitester with a single recessed
rotary switch and colour coded
frontpanel. DM 310 comes com-
plete and ready for use with a
battery, test Ieads, operating
instructions and a sturdy carrying
case thatcan be used as atiltstand
and enhance the extra wide view-
ing angle liquid crystal dlsplay.

The 0.5 inch high 3.5 digit
display provides the usual infor-
mation. Alternating and direct
current are to 10A in 7 ranges with

0 to 2OpA as the lowest.
Resistance is to 20M together with
an audible continuity buzzer fior
circuits of less than 30R. A
separate socket is used to indicate
automatically the gain of both
PNP and NPN transistors. Other
features include Diode Test, Data
Hold, an input impedance greater
than 10M on all voltage ranges
and a basic DC voltage accuracy of
0.5% of reading. Furtherinforma-
tion contact TIC, Tel: 0633
280566.

W:li,"#1r ii"i,."J:'#; f:
increase by over 66% between
1990 and 1995, reaching
$1000bn and making the elec-
tronics industry the largest single
branch of industry in many coun-
tries in the 1990s, according to a

new Special Report published by
the Economist intelligence unit.
The industry is considered to be of
great strategic importance as
microchips, sensors, lasers and
other components are at the heart

10

of computers, telecommunica-
tions, consumer electronics and
automated factory production
equipment. The computer sector
is expected to continue to
dominate the market throughout
the 1990s.

In was
trans es in
semiconductor technology, fur-
ther improvements in production
processes and a growing reliance
on the semi-skilled low cost labour
of East Asia. It is already the largest

single indushy in Japan, South
Korea andTaiwan where govern-
ment policy fostered its develop-
ment in the 1980s. In these

rcountries it is likely to contribute
I 7% of GDPbythe year 2000 com-
pared to 5% in west Germany
and 3% in the USA.

Japan's increasing dominance
of the world market is traced back
to strategic government support
from the 1960s onwards. This was
basedon aclearvision of evolving
electronics technology and a co-
herentpolicy tofocus on key areas
such as optoelectronics and
microchips and bringing products
to the market muchfasterthan the
US or European industries. By
1988, the result of this strategy led
to an $80billion surplus in
electronics equipment and
components with the rest of the
world.

The electronics industry in the
USA remains the largest in the
world with substantial exports of
computers, peripheral equipment
and components. However, it
faces the 1990s with a heavy
reliance on imports of consumer
electronics and is no longer in
control of the semiconductor
device production equipment
industry that US companies first
invented.

In western Europe, the elec-
tronics industry's strength lies in
telecommunications, industrial
and medical equipment. Govem-
ment support for research and
development was varied, but
generally lacked the coherence
and focus of the Japanese pro-
gramme, being particu larly weak
in semiconductor component
technology, and slow to switch to
digitaltechnology.

This gap in Europe's industrial
base willbefilled in the early 1990s
as a result of a reorientation of the
strategy of the few remaining
European owned diversified
electronics companies and plans
by Japanese and American
companies to manufacture locally
forthe largestsingle marketin the
world,

The report examines the cor-
porate strategy of 30 major inter-
national companies and identifies

12 major trends affecting the
industry's development during the
1990s, these are:

Computers and peripherals will
continue to accountfor one third
of the industy's output, increasing
in power and speed while decreas-
ing in size and cost;

Demand for software and
systems engineering skills will
grow rapidly causing a skills
shortage;

Demand for telecommunica-
tions equipment wilJ grow steadily.
Mobile telephones and other new
technologies may threaten the
viability of existing networks in
some countries;

World markets for semicon-
ductors willincrease fourfold in the
1990s, the key growth areas will be
memory chips and ASICs (custo-
mised chips);

The industry preoccupation
with miniaturisation of electonic
components will continue:

High Definition TV HD[V) will
arrive by 1995 but with three
different transmission standards;

Optoelectronics will receive
much more attention and bring
some major advances in tech-
nology;

Government support for R&D
will move from defence to non-
military uses or dual-purpose
projects;

Governments will become
more sensitive to foreign
acquisition of hightechnology
companles;

The use of electronic com-
ponents in automobiles willgrow
rapidly, doubling by 1995;

The international and co-
operative nature of the industry
will be developed by more
strategic al[iances between
companies;

Growing overseas production
by Japanese companies will
reduce Japan'strade surplus with
the USA and Western Europe.

The report concludes that,
despite a re-orientation of strategy
in Europe andthe USA, Japan will
continue to produce more than
half the world's output of con-
sumer electronics and increase its
share in computer and industrial
electronics.

plectronize now offer a Micro-
lrpressure trigger module
which can be added to any car
alarm system using the volt drop
triggering method. This small
device provides an easy way to
upgrade any existing volt drop
type alarm to the standard oftheir
system. Itcan also befitted with the

company's volt drop aiarm in
order to combine the benefits of
both systems.

The micro-pressure system
senses the changes in air pressure
inside the car. As a door catch is
released air is drawn out, causing
a minute drop in pressure which is
detected by the tigger module. All
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doors and the tailgate can be pro-
tected without the need for addi-
tional sensors or switches. The
trigger module has a sensitivity
adjustment and can be set to
operate even with a window partly
open. An LED indicator is in-
cluded to make sensitivity
adjustment easy. The risk of false
alarms is minimised by an elec-
tronic filter making the device
immune to loud noises and sensi-
tive to the very low frequencies
produced by door opening.

The higger module requires no
direct connection to the existing
volt drop alarm, that normallY
detects loads on the electrical
system such as the courtesy light.
The tigger module simulates such
a load, requiring just two supply
wtres.

The trigger module costs
814.90 including postage and
VAT. Also available for the
electronics enthusiast is a build it
yourself parts kit at €10.85

W'.ti",,1:,t"t1.r",:';ti'J'"7
pace, Maplin Elechonics has inho-
duced a video starter kitto unravel
the mysteries of electronics.

The kit is a complete educa-
tional'Build-lt-Yourself kit with f ull
step-by-step video instructions
and is designed to assist the
inexperienced hobbyist, and
school pupil to construct a work-
ing loudspeaker radio receiver.

The video gives information on
component identification, circuit
board construction, soldering and
testing.

The price is f 11.95. (incl vat),

Also available from Maplin is a

starter tool kit for the home
hobbyist and schoolpupil. The kit
includes: A snip cutter, a pair of
long-nose pliers, a light-duty flat
blade 75mm long screwdriver, a

crosspoint screwdriver, a de-
soldering tool and a soldering kit
containing a CS Iron, stand and
pack of solder. Price €19.95
(including VAT)

Apology
Maplin Electronics are still
awaiting delivery of the plier set
featured in ETI News last month.
They apologise for the delay.

f f K electronics enqineers are at
ILJ a significant disidvantage in
terms of education, training and
job oppprtunities, compared to
their counterparts in Germany
and France. They also tend to be
less highiy rated than their
continental colleages.

These are the findings from a
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survey of 135 electronic engineers
in the UK, France and Germany.
The survey was conducted at
Nepccfrr Europe, an electronics
exhibition held at the NEC,
Birmingham.

The findings confirm that the
UK may lose the skills which
would help itcompete on an inter-

I

national scale, as its engineers take
advantage of better training.
increased job opportunities and
enhanced social status in a more
mobile labour marketpost 1992.

Germany leads the field in
education and training, followed
by France. The survey showed, for
instanc'e, that German and French
engineers are more likely to have
a first degree or equivalent than
their British counterparts. One in

. five ofthose questioned in France
' and Germany reported that over
50% of their senior staff had a
degree, compared to only one in
ten in the UK.

Only German companies are
heavily geared to providing formal
apprenticeships, (78% ), while the
French and UKtend to stickto bn
the joUhaining, (91%l and(67%)
respectively. However, both the
French and UK respondents were
more likely to involve staff in
externalcourses on company time
than the German respondents.

Only 10% of those questioned
gave no training whatsoever but,
disappointingly; over half of these
were British. In addition, only
13% of all respondents were
aware of the availability of any
government or trade, training
incentives or grants for foreign
graduates. The highest awareness
was among French companies,
which generally quoted the tax
deferrentscheme whereby 1% of
taxes due could be spent on

training instead.
When asked about the main

problems faced in moving to work
abroad, by far the most common
answer was the language barrier.
This was considered particularly
disruptive for the family of the
employee. Differences in the
working environment, such as
holiday entitlement, adapting to
the local mentality' and'integral
ing into society' wdre also fre-
quently mentioned as barriers to
mobility.

Despite the problems, however,
a resounding 74% ol the those
questioned recogn ised that there
will be greater 1ob mobihty in the
Single European Market. Only in
the UK did engineers feel that
there would be a net loss of
qualified staff. In Germany there
was a strong feeling that there
would be an influx of engineers
from the UK, France, southern
and eastern Europe, whilst the
French were indifferent on this
lssue.

The popularity of Germany as
a place to live and work was
endorsed by 75% ollhe UK and
French engineers because of the
perceived quality of its engineers.
its shong emphasis on training and
its commitment to research and
development. The social standing
and status afforded to engineers in
Germany was alsofelttobe higher
than in the UK or France.

/^r ates Energy Products has
\Iintroduced the world's first

NickelMetal Hydride Cs cell.
By the end of this year the com-
pany will offer a family of Nickel-
Metal Hydride cells in key sizes for
the portable computer and port-
able communications markets.

The Gates Nickel-Metal
Hydride Cs cellprovides 2.3 Ah of
capacity and by the end ofthis year

the company will also have a

Nickel-Metal Hydride AA 1100
mAh celland a 7 /SAf 2.3 Ahcell
in limited production.

Nickel-Metal Hydride has been
heralded as the rechargeable
technology of the future for it
provides twice the run-time of
standard Nickel-Cadmium batt-
eries of the same size and allows
designers to create smaller and
lighter portable products The
alternative is to provide signi-
ficantly longer runtime without
increasing the size and weight o{
the existing battery pack.

The cell sizes were chosen for
their use in the high-growth areas,
such as cell phones and laptop
and notebook computers as
market research has found that
consumers want products that are
smaller and lighter. Consumers
also express a desire for longer
run-times between charges.

Samples are being provided to
the leading portable computer
and communications companies.
Initially, Nickel-Metal Hydride
batteries will cost about twice as

much as Nickel-Cadmium batt-
eries of equivalent amp-hour
capacity but in time the prices will
become competitive with Nickel-
Cadmium types.

Gates are saidto bethe first and
only f ull-scale producer of Nickel-
Metal in America and intend to be
one of the first suppliers in the UK
and Europe. Their current Ultra-
max line is said to offer the highest
capacities available in Nickel-
Cadmium today.
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ff itachi has successfully pro-
I Iduced a 1-chip digital
camera using LSI technology.

In the past it has been difficult to
produce such a small-scale
camera with a digitalsignaloutput
because of problems relating to
cost and power consumption.
Hitachi has now made the camera
cicuitry digital and as a result, can
be realised on one chip.

The company hopes this new
technology willmake the camera-
recorder even smaller and
improve the picture quality.

The company has demon-
strated the latest in video cassette
recorder technology. The proto-
type laptop VCR has a 1Oinch
colour LCD display-monitor with
a high resolution of 920k pixels
and willrecord and replay S-VHS
tapes. In the race to produce high
quality colour flat display systems,
the Hitachi screen willreproduce
400lines on screen. The proto-
type uses the NTSC television
system but no doubt will be
reproduced in other TV standards
as it goes into production . Initially,

its intended use willbe for business
presentations.

Still on the audio,/video front
Hitachi can claim to be up front
with their proto-type portable CD
player that gives a combination of
audio, video and data. Using the
latest compression techniques,
there seems to be no end to the
amount of information that can be
accommodated on a compact
disc. With a 5inch colour screen
and a 16bit micro-processor, the
machine could offer up to
l6hours of audio with varying
degrees of bandwidth, 2000
pages of full colour picture
information or 600M8 of pu=re

data. The player/viewer has two
basic functions, the first is still
picture presentation with a

synchronised sound sheam rather
like a slide presentation or
secondly an audio-visual card
type data base retrieval system
using cursor keys and a graphic
menu.

Hitachi intend that this product
would be highly suitable for
business, education and
entertainment.

A new instrument for
I lmeasuring a phenomenon
as "flux noise" in high-
temperature superconductors in-
corporates a superconducting
quantum interference device, or
Squid. This is an electronic device
that uses a quantum mechanical
phenomenon known as the
Josephson elfect to convert
magnetic flux to voltage.

The new flux noise instru-
ment, called a McDLT incorpor-
ates a lowll6 super-conductor
(warm on the other), separated
by a 100-um gap.

A super-conducting com-
pound emits a magnetic flux
(known as the Meissner effect)
when cooled below its transition
temperature Flux noise is a
random disturbance caused by
the motion of magnetic flux in a
sample. It is related to the
magnetic properties of materials.
Detecting and measuring flux
noise reveals details of a material's
micro-structure that may be
crucial to our understanding of
high-temperature super-con-
ductivity.

In the McDUI, the Squid sits
on a sapphire substrate that is

cooled by liquid helium to a
temperature of 4"K. Across the
gap, the sample of high:T6
materialis kept at temperatures as
high as 125oK To minimise heat
transfer from one side to the
other, the entire apparatus is kept
in a vacuum which limits heat
transfer to radiation Because the
sample and Squid are so close to
each other. they remain
magnetically coupled. allowing
flux noise from the sample to be
recorded and measured in the
Squid.

Developers of the McDLI
probe, ajointresearch team from
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
and Stanford University, hope it
will lead to a lightweight,
nitrogen-cooled Squid instru-
ment that can be carried into the
field.

Applications of a practical
Squid instrument jnclude
measuring tiny changes in
magnetic fields that presage
earthquakes, helpin g geologists
pinpoint where to look for
minerals or oil, and finding a
material's critical current which is
the amount of electrical current it
can carry without losing its
s uper-con d uctivity
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Sample and hold amq helPs
b road c a sti ng e qui Pment

NEWS
strteside
A n innovative lC is claimed to

A,-proun tne perlormance oT

conventional DC-restoration
techniques, nrany of which intro-
duce their own distortion, and cut
PC-board space Called the
EL2O90, it holds a video ampli-
fier and a sample-and-hold
amplifier. The chip is expected to
help designers of electronic cir-
cuits for recording and broadcast-
studio equipment.

DC restoration o{ video signals
in these studios is mandatory. A
typical signal is routed through as

many as two dozen separate
amplifiers and/or gain-control
blocks before reaching its final
destination: magnetic tape or the
airwaves Each point along that
route represents a potential
source of distortion. With so
many of these sources in series.
the output signal at each point
must be exceptionally clean.
Gain-control circuits, in particular,
can be distortional. Therefore,
exlreme measures must be taken

to optimize their performance.
The Elantec chip is built on a

complementary bipolar dielect-
rically isolated process. Its video
amplifier employs a current-feed-
back architecture and offers a 3dB
bandwidth of 100MHz. Once per
video line, during the 'back porchl
or black period of the signal, the
sample and hold amplifier com-

pares the video amplifier's output
level against a DC clamp (black-
level) reference applied to the
min us input which then stores the
correction voliage that offsets the
'back porch to the clamp levelon
the Hold capacitor. It restores a

1.4V output offset to zero in
under 10us.

The chip is basically an auto-

zeroed, video bandwidth DC
amplifier. It can be used for that
purpose in various applications
and this is said to be the first time
auto-zero techniques have been
applied to a video or current-
feedback amplifier.

Manufacturer of the EL2090
is Alantec Inc., of Milpitas,
California.

Feedback tesislor

Video inpul

Currenl.leedback

0p amp

Bipolar switch

0perational

lransconduclance

ampliliet

EEM(l

llold upadtm

Video output

Black-hvel nlennce
(orgruund)

Sample.anri-hold amplilier

lmproving
X-ray
pictures
IZ-ray pictures are normally
Aproduced on a film placed
close to the object so that the
ihadow' from a point radiation
source produces an image with-

out the need for focussing. A
drawback of this arrangement is
that secondary radiation scattered
from the object clouds the film
and reduces clarity.

An improved method places
the object close to the radiation
source with an imaging detector
placed some distance away. With
this arrangement only minimal

scattered radiation reaches the
detector, making the image
sharper.

Because it is close to the object,
the radiation source cannot be a
point source. Instead, it is a raster
scan that illuminates the whole
object. A low-sensitivity imaging
medium is replaced by a point
electronic detector synchronized

with the raster scan radiation to
produce a digitized image not
degrated by radiation scatter.

When beta testing is
completed, Digiray Corp., San
Ramon, California, plans to sell
Neoscan systems.

Coating
printed
circuit
boards
I waterproof or conformal
Flcoating is sometimes aPPlied
to printed circuit boards to reduce
problems from moisture or
humidity. When this coating is

sprayed on, parts of the board
that must remain uncoated have

to be masked A flat-Pattern
nozzle has now been developed
that applies a coating without an
atomized spray. This all but
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eliminates overspray so that
masking is no longer necessary.

Called the Select Coat film
coating process it uses a cross-cut
nozzle with an orifice that pro-
vides airless coating Tfre
designer reduced the dispensing
pressure and altered the nozzle-
to-board angle to eliminate
splashing and thickness varia-
tions Combining the nozzle with
robotic equipment automates the
coatin$ process. The workcell
model covers a 14.5 x 14 Sinch
area at 20 ips with a Z-axis travel
of 3 Sinches.

Nordson Corp., Amherst,
Ohio.
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single master oscillator. This usually

runs at about 4 ot 2MHz. An IC called a top octave
generator simply divides the frequency to produce the
tones for the top octave and highest register. Other
ICs divide the frequency successively by two to
provide the tones for the lower notes and registers.

When two stops are drawn and one note is
pressed, the two signals are locked in phase as they
come from the same source. Instead of sounding like
two stops it sounds like one stop part way between
the two. When two notes an octave apart are pressed,
for the same reason it does not souhd like two notes
but rather like a different stop. The paired note
frequency which are 19 semitones apart has an exact
ratio of three to one and is phase locked, so that even
when they are pressed it does not sound like two notes
but like a different stop, one stop and one note.

In a good classical electronic organ there is a
separate oscillator for every note and banks of
generators for the different stops. When you draw two
stops or press two notes it sounds like two stops
and/or two notes. These organs are called free phase.

One problem with free phase organs is the
mixing of the tones before passing to an amplifier and
speaker. If two stops are drawn and one note pressed
there will be a slight difference in frequency between
the two oscillators. They will slowly change in phase
and the sound will slowly decrease to the difference
between the two It will then increase to the sum of
the two - a useless situation. The solution is to use
two separate amplifiers and speakers. These are called
channels. The resulting sound level then remains
almost constant

When only one stop is drawn and two notes an
octave or 19 semitones apart are pressed the same
slow beating effect of the fundamental upper note and
the harmonic of the lower note occurs. Some free
phase electronic organs have several hundred
channels. One in Philadelphia is reported to use over
900. In the home organ it is not practical to have more
than about four channels, and in the past one simply
tolerated the beating between harmonies, the separate
channels necessarily being used for different stops.

The reason why signals will not mix electrically
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any people find modern electronic
organs musically unsatisfactory. This
is because the tones for all the notes
and all the steps come from one

is well known but the reasons ,.vh1' they will mix
accoustically does not appear to be known amongst
home builders nor even surprisingly amongst the
organ building profession. The reason is that voltage
and current are scaler quantities. that is they have
magnitude and polarity only. and add or subtract
arithmetically. Acoustic sound is a vector quantity, it
has direction as well as magnitude. A vector can be
considered as having three componenrs mutually at
right angles, in this case for example vertically,
horizontaly along the room and across the room. The
three components add or subtract the different sounds
separately. The division between the three
components statistically will be different for different
sounds One component will have a large contnbution
from one sound and only a littie contribution from the
other. There will be little cancelling or rein{orcing to
reduce the variation in sound level In some cases one
sound component will be of opposite phase to the
other. When one component has maximum
cancellation, the other will have maximum
reinforcement and the total variation of sound level
is further reduced.

Now that we understand the mechanics of
accoustic mixing we can take advantage of this
knowledge. We can simulate accoustic mixing by
three channels each having a direct and a phase
reversing input In the case of home organs instead
of feeding the whole of the keyboard on one stop into
one channel and from another stop wholly into
another channel, we can divide the keyboard into four
semitone sections and feed different proportions into
the three channels in some cases using one of the
phase reversing inputs. In the case of very large organs
we can replace many lower powered channels by
considerably less higher powered channels using the
above technique

When choosing mixing resistors it is easier to
work in conductance values. This is the reciprocal of
resistance, and the unit is the mho. As power is
proportional to the square of volts or current, the
square root of the sum of the squares in mhos of the
three resistors is the total 'soundi For example to
replace a 10k resistor to one channel : 100
micromhos with two equal resistors to two channels
each should be

70 micromhos : t+U (ttrOz +lO't)
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NOTE:
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Fig.1 Circuit diagram of Active lnjection Box
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he active DI box does away with the need
to use a transformer Of course you can
use a transformer if isolation is required,
but an op-amp will give good common
mode rejection at lower cost. In order to

get the Dl box to produce balanced outputs, there are
many ways to do this Some circuits even compensate
for the loss in signal strength when one of the outpuis
is shorted to ground For most applications, a simple
buffered anti-phase pair will sufiice. If we use a dual
op-amp package, this will save space and reduce
costs The signal is fed into the non-inverting input of
the first op-amp via a DC blocking capacitor. Each op-
amp works as a unity gain buffer, with the second half
working 180 degrees out of phase with the first. Each
half of the dual op-amp lC drives one of the balanced
outputs via a 300R load resistor to provide a 600R
source impedance. This circujt has the advantage that
it provides a small amount of gain. The main dis-
advantage is that it will distort the signal as the battery
runs low. One big advantage is that the circuit can have
a very high input impedance, preventing loading of
the music signal. ln addition, the circuit is relatively
immune to magnetic interference.

Phantom Power DI Box
If buying batteries bores you, a phantom Dl box is the
answer Just plug in and forget! Many audio mixers
provide a 48V phantom power supply from the
microphone inputs. Although this voltage is far too
high for many small signal circuits, a three leg regulator
can be used here to good e{{ect The LM317L can
provide very good regulation when used properly It
is convenient that it already runs from a DC source.
The LM 317L regulator has the job of reducing 48V
to a more acceptabJe voltage {or op-amp circuits, say
24V (whjch you can adjust according to preference)
but bear in mind that the maximum voltage across the
supply rails of most op-amps is 34V The phantom
power DI box works on the same principles as the
battery DI box, with more thorough DC blocking on
the balanced outputs and higher rated capacitors all
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round Use the 48V supply carefully, or you might
damage your mixer. Most of you are going to wonder
why we don't recommend a 78 series regulator. Well,
we are reducing 48V to 24, and that is too high a

voltage differential for the 78 series. You have been
warned! It is not easy to provide an effective ground
lift because the DI box obtains its power via its output
socket. As hum loops may occur, a switch is inserted
at the input end of the ground line.

Another DIY DIB
from Peter Kunzler

PARTS LIST
BESTSToRS

R1,3;9 , , ,t00k,'
R2,6 : 300fi .

R4;5,8i0 '' 12k

R7 47k

,SEMIC0NDU0Y0R$ ,

CAPACITORS

Cl 470n

C2,3 10p/63V

C4 0r8
c5 r0/10V

Fig.2 Component overlay for ADIB

lCl 5532 or T1082
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Static Sensitire

s modern electronic devices become
smaller and more sophisticated, many
become more sensitive to electrostatic
charges and fields. A sensitive device
when exposed to an electrostatic event

may be immediately rendered nonfunctional or latent
damage may occur which is not apparent on testing,
and affects the lifetime and reliability of the device. The
electrostatic voltage sensitivity levels are well defined
for the majority of commonly available devices and
can be as low as 20V for the most sensitive types.

Electrostatic charges are generated and
discharged all around us and can give amusing and
harmless phenomena such as the crackling of a nylon
shirt when it is taken off. However, a direct discharge
of this magnitude, to a sensitive device can easily
degrade it, and even being in a transient electrostatic
field can degrade some devices. Most materials tend
to generate charge when rubbed or pulled apart, and
people generally are the major generators in the
vicinlty of sensitive devices. Walking on a nylon carpet
can charge a person up to 30kV or moving about on
a chair, 10kV.

So when sensitive devices are handled openly,
special precautions should be taken to minimize the
risks of electrostatic damage. It is common practice
in the electronics industry to observe certain
f undamentalprecautions which could be considered
as being the minimum requirements. The first element
of a statje protected work area is the working surface
on which the devices are laid or handled. lt should
have certain electrical properties which allow them to
be held at a certain potential, namely earth In practice
the working surface materials have a finite con-
ductivity which enables any charges placed on the

surface to Ilow to earth. The working surfaces are
commonly supplied as mats and are connected to
earth via a cord. Connection to the mat is sually
made by press studs, which enable the cor to be
removed if necessary The earth connectjon can be
made to a water pipe or similar, but it is recommended
to use the 13A ring main power supplt' earth and
convenient plugs are available to do this

The next element of the protected area is the
person who must work within its boundaries The
operator must be held at the same electrical potential
as the working surface, so he or she is also connected
to earth. This connection is achieved by a conductive
wrist band and coiled cord. which is connected to
earth. The wrist bands are normally elasticated and
give a snug fit around the wrist, providing good
electrical contact with the skin The cords are coiled
to allow them to extend with the movements of the
operator The cord must contain a 1M0 current
limiting resistor for safety reasons W:th the working
surface and the operator connected to earth they are
both held at this potential, and any charge generated
or intr ese elements will be discharged
safely. ve devices can be handled openly
within ies of this area.

If the sensitive devices must move from this area
into uncontrolled conditions for example during
transit, they should be enclosed in protective
packaging This packaging will protect the devices
mechanically and electrostatically from external
conditions and does not itself present a risk to the
devices, (the majority of plastics like polyethylene and

polystyrene are prolific charge generators) Common
forms of protective packaging are electrically
conductive bags, boxes, pinning foams or various
combinations [f you receive a device which is not in
protective packaging (which will be marked as such),
the device may be damaged even before you open it

These simple precautions are easy to implement
and generally very effective. ObviouslS,, it js hard to
justify any expense on precautions if you believe that
you have never had any static related problems
However, if you have experienced probJems like
unexplainable circuit faults or operational errors then
static precautions are worth considering especially as
device replacement can be very expensive these days
More information on static precautions can be found
in BS5783:1987 "Code of practice for handling
electrostatic sensitive devices'. available from the BSI.
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The ZEI{ITH Spectrum Compatible
HDTV system

nother frontrunner in the race to provide
a compatible HDTV system for the
United States of America is the Zenith
Electric corporation, whose'Spectrum
Compatible HDTV System adopts a

different and original approach to the subject.
According to the company's claims, its HDTV
transmission and encoding system enables a 30MHz
bandwidth HDTV signal to be transmitted through
parts of the spectrum that are currently unusable
because of the 'taboo channel problems that were
discussed earlier in this series This could result in a
second 6MHz wide channelbeing made available for
every existing NTSC station to use, the extra channel
being capable of carrying the HDTV information,
whilst the existing channel continues to carry the
standard NTSC signals, so giving a f ully compatible
HDTV system.

The energy spectrum of a typicaltelevision signal
is most uneven, and virtually all the energy is

concentrated in regular peaks around harmonics of
the line frequency

These peaks of energy could cause interference
to other transmissions, and the ahount of interterence
is proportional to the peak picture and sound carrier
powers Much of the interference is due to the high
peak powers transmitted during the sync periods,
whilst some is also related to the level of the radiated
colour subcarrier Zen\tlls engineers have designed
a new type of television transmission system which has

a more even distribution of energy over the complete
picture signal, allowing peak energy levels to be vastly
reduced, as compared with NTSC. This allows
transmissions to be carried in 'taboo channels that
would normally be quite unsuitable for the carriage
of standard NTSC signals, because of generated
interference. The energy within these new trans-
missions is so evenly distributed that the overall mean
level can be extremely low compared with NTSC, and
Zenith claim that the average transmitter power
needed for the extra HDTV channel is only 0.2% ol
that required by an NTSC transmitter with the same
servlce area

Figure 1 shows how the Zenith system would be
compatible with existing NTSC systems, and the extra
HDTV channel can be carried on otherwise 'taboo
channels makes this system practicable. It is most
unlikely that the available spectrum would be sufficient
to allow every NTSC transmitter in the USA to be
given an extra 6MHz of bandwidth if the normal
taboos have to be complied with.

The key to the Zenith idea is that if the energy
spectrum of the signal is examined, it is found that
most of the energy is concentrated within the first half
megahertz from the carrier frequency, except for
peaks which occur at the sound carrier and colour
subcarrier frequencies Figure 2 shows this clearly; it
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represents the average of an NTSC energy spectrum
over a one-hour period (courtesy Zeniih).

The Zenith system therefore separates the
spectrum to be transmitted into two frequency bands,
a low frequtnuT band with a bandwidth of under
O.2MHz, and a high band containing most of the
spectrum above}.2MHz. From Figure 2 it can be seen
that the low frequency band will contain virtually all
the signal components with any significant power,
whereas the high frequency band, although

containing most of the spectral detail of the television
picture, will have hardly any of the total video signal
power. By treating the two bands separately with

6

Continuing the
American theme,
James Archer delves
further into the

technical ideas for an
ATV system

Fig.1 Zenith Spectrum Compatible HDTV System

Fig.2 Power spectrum of an NTSC signal averaged over one hour.

(Counesy Z€nithl



Fig.3 Basic Zenith transmission and reception processing system

different types o{ processihg it is possiblb to generate
a signalfor transmission with an even spread of energy
over the spectrum, and a much lower average level
of spectral energy.

Figure 3 shows the basic kairshf ission processing
system and the receiving system used by Zenith. The
video signals are first passed through a temporalpre-
emphasis filter, a sort of combfilter which is designed
to reduce the amount of redundant transmitted
information, i.e. the amount of stationary picture
information; this should lead to a reduction in the
potential co-channel interference between the HDTV
and NTSC signals. The signal is then subjected to
another filtration process which separates the low
frequency part of the signal from the high frequencies,
and different processing is then used for each of the
iwo signals,

the synchronisation information is transmitted during
the vertical blanking interval, in a similar manner to
which teletext information is carried with conventional
television pictures.

The result of separating the two parts of the signal
gives a flatter energy spectrum and a lower average
level.

Figure 4 shows the basic principles of the picture
encoding and decoding system used by Zenith.

The number of scanning lines per picture is the
somewhat peculiar number o{ 787 5, ( 525 x 1.5 )
which provides a display with 720 active lines,
generally regarded as perfectly adequate for an AIV
system. The video source is a787.Sline, 59.94 FpS
progressively scanned picture, which uses a horizontal
scanning frequ ency ol 47 .2 kHz. This is exactly three
times the NTSC system, and Zenith have shown that

the 787 .5line signal can readily be obtained from a
1050 line 59.94 FPS source picture, as used in some
of the other proposed AIV systems. Zenith say that
there are no problems in designing the system to cope
with wide aspect ratios.

The principle of the Zenith video encoding
system is to split the spechum of the source signal into
components, and to analyse them in order to
eliminate those which the eye doesn't actually need
in order to recognise a satisfactory picture. The video
encoder converts the HDTV 787.5/59.94 source
signal into 480 analogue sampled components every
frame period of l/59.94 seconds. Each of these
components occupies 63.56us and has a nominal
bandwidth oI 2.675MH2. The coding scheme is
aranged so that parts of a picture which contain
movement are sent at a fast rate, 59.94 FPS, whereas
the static parts are sent less frequently, at only 11.988
FPS, a technique that we have encountered in other
HDTV systems,

The 480 components are divided into 240 pairs,
equivalent lo 240lines of an NTSC picture, and the
pairs are eventually transmitted sequentially as
suppressed carrier amplitude modulation on two
carriers in quadrature, at the centre of the 6MHz
HDTV radio frequency channel, Suppressed carrier

High Frequencies
The average power of the video signal is much
reduced by removing low frequency information, but
high instantaneous power levels will still be generated
on picture amplitude peaks. A compressor is used to
reduce the level of high amplitude signals and increase
the low levelsignals. This limits high amplitude signals
and gives a narrower spread of levels over the picture.
This has the incidental advantage of improving the
signai to noise ratio, since the level of the lowest
ampliiude signals is increased before transmission.
The high frequencies are then passed to a linear {ilter
which disperses the energy of any remaining signal
peaks over a period of time, a technique which again
reduces the peak power of the signals To improve the
high frequency signal to noise ratio, pre-emphasis is
applied. The raised level of high frequency
components are then transmitted as suppressed
carrier modulation on two carrier signals in quadrature
at the centre of the channel.

I"ow frequencies
After being filtered,the low frequency signal has a
narrow bandwidth, and it is digitally encoded at a low
bit rate before transmission. The digitised signal and

787 5 LtNE
PROGRESSIVE

59 94Hz
LINE SCAN BATE

I
G

B

SOU RC E
28 9MHz

BANDWIDTH

Fig.4 Principles of Zenith HDTV

TRANSMISSION FIELDS

picture coding system
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operation is necessary so that the amount of
interference produced will be small enough to allow
the signal to be transmitted on 'taboo channels. The

various frequencies used in the Zenith system have

been chosen to relate to the NTSC scanning
standards. This allows the HDTV signals to use

precision frequency offsets to be interleaved with the

standard NTSC signals
The processed video signals and the digitatdata

carried in the frame blanking period are time-division
multiplexed and then modulated onto the two carrier
signals in quadrature. As the data is only transmitted
during blanking, it should be completely invisible to

anyone with a standard NTSC receiver.
The receiver has the comp)ex task of decoding

the analogue components and of using the incoming
digital signal to restore the low frequency parts of the

luminance signal. The analogue components are

interpolated so they appear again on 720 lines, and
the motion compensation circuitry in the receiver is

controlled by additional data transmitted during the

vertical blanking interval

Other Applications of the Znith
System
Zenith claim that the reduced peak and average power

requirements of its system will enable the 6MHz wide
HDTV signals to be carried over standard cable

systems, and since such a signalshould be recordable
using standard FM recording techniques, they feel that
Super VHS recorders should, with small
improvements in technology, be able to provide
domestic viewers with the means of recording and
playing back HDTV signals. The ideas which led to

the reduced power requirements of the Zenith signal

could have applications for many other future
television transmission systems; anything that allows
the massive power consumptions o{ the broadcasters

to be cut back must be of interest, at a time when
energy costs are rising and the environmental benefits
of reducing energy consumption are becoming more
apparent each day.

HD-NTSC The Del Rey GrouP
HDTV System
The HD-NTSC system is designed to provide

widescreen HDTV pictures to new AfV receivers via

a standard NTSC 6MHz wide radio frequency
channel, whilst stillproviding a compatible picture on

standard NTSC receivers, without any form of
adaptor. It uses a technique called 'TriScan

Subsampling'. Although called HDTV the basic

proposal is for the transmission of a 525/60/2:l
picture, although this can be derived f rom a1125/60
studio source i{ required. A straight forward method

of understanding the Tii-Scan technique is to begin
with the picture elements that can been utilised on a

standard NTSC picture. Ignoring the interlacing that
normally takes place ihere are 483 active lines

available, so it is reasonable to say that the smallest

vertical picture element will have a height equal to

V+s: of the screen height The maximum horizontal
luminance bandwidth of an NTSC signal is 4.2MHz,
which means that22O cycles of a sine wave would be

displayed during the 52 5prs active line time. lf we

assume that a complete cycle of a sine wave,can carry

iwo picture elements, one black, one white, perhaps,

then a maximu m ol 440 pixels can be squeezed into
a horizontal line, or to put this another way, each pixel

will have a width o[ r/+soof l6e screen width. The Tri-

Scan system ef{ectively uses an original luminance
signal of three times the horizontal resolution and
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twice the number of lines as the standard NTSC signal

that we have been considering. To do this, the pixels,
just described are subdivided into smaller elements
that are known as sub-pixels, and each NTSC pixel

is divided into three sub-pixels. Although pixels are

usually considered to be rectangular, as in Figure 5a,

the actual pixdl shape displayed on a cathode ray tube

is likely to have a Gaussian form, and for the purposes

of our explanation of the system it is convenient to
consider them as triangular, as shown in Figure 5b.

Figure 5c shows how in the Tri-Scan process

each of the NTSC pixels is divided into three subpixels,

numbered one, two, and three. If the scanning spot
in the camera could be made to scan only the
subpixels numbered one on its first pass,i.e. as it scans

the first frame, and then on the next pass 1,/30th

second later, to scan pixels numbered two, and then
on the third pass pixels numbered three, the amount
oiinformation transmitted through the system would

be equivalent to that from three times as many pixels

as the standard NTSC transmissions.
When these signals are received by a standard

NTSC receiver, it cannot cope with subpixels, since

it was never designed to do so, and it will therefore

merely display subpixels one two and three onJop of

each other as they are recelved from subsequent
frames, the end result being a picture that looks no
different from a normal NTSC display.

lf a special HD-NTSC receiver were used

however, it could be constructed in such a way that
the phosphor elements on the display tube were

divided into three to correspond with the subpixels on
the camera scanning tube, and thus could make use

of the extra detail that has been transmitted. The
scanning spot in the receiver must obviously have

some means of synchronising its position with that of
the scanning spot in the camera tube, and the normal
line-sync pulses will not give enough information to
synchronise to a third of a pixel, one subpixel. In order
to overcome this problem a special TriSync pulse is

transmitted every third frame, so that the receiver will
know which of the three scans it is dealing with. This

{a)RECTANGULARPIXELS
ISTANDARD NTSC PICTUREI

IbITRIANGULARPIXELS

( c ) TBISCAN SUB PIXELS EACH PIXEL lS
DIVIDED INTO THREE SUBPIXELS 1,2'3

Fig.5 Pixel shapes for NTSC and for the Tri-Scan subpixel
concept
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Fig.6 Simplified block diagram of MITV-CC encoder

pulse could be transmitted in the vertical blanking
interval, or as part of an extended VBI known as the
Auxiliary Data Window. An incidental advantage o{
having the TiiScan pulse is that its presence can
indicate to receivers that HDTV signals are being
transmitted; this could be useful in enabling HDTV
receivers to switch back to standard NTSC processing
when the pulse is missing.

Movement interpolation
We saw earlier that it takes three frame periods to
actually transmit all the three subpixels that make up
each pixel. These are necessary to build a complete
high definition picture. Any movement in the HDTV
image will cause problems as there is effectively a loss
of temporal resolution because it takes three frame
periods to transmit a.complete HDTV picture. The

standard NTSC picture rate of 30 FpS will take
3/30ths or 1/10th of a second before the screen
image is completely refreshed A frame store in the
receiver can easily be used to recover the complete
signal, but if moving parts of the image are not to
appear smeared and blurred some form of motion
correction must be applied. The blurring in the Tri-
Scan system will be present on both vertical and
horizontal motion. The system uses a motion adaptive

eso ng
of he

ma ng

Wide Aspect Ratio
The HD-NTSC system utilises a somewhat unusual
method of providing a wider aspect ratio, 5:3 at
present, although it may be possible to go to 16:9
using the same techniques. The idea is to keep the
width of the pictures the same as with the normal4:3
display, but to reduce the number of lines in the picture
display from 483to 474, thus giving a widescreen look
to the display In addition the visible NTSC picture is
increased slightly by reducing the duration of the front
and back porch of each line. A very slight horizontal
compressibn, called an 'anamorphic squeeze'is also
used. There is no question that the standard NTSC
viewer will lose some of the picture, top and bottom.
It might be thought this would rule out the proposed
system on grounds of compatibility. DelRey claim the
average NTSC receiver is already overscanned and

does not display more than about 435 out of the total
of 483 active scanning lines transmitted. A reduction
to 414 lines would only represent a vertical height
reduction of lessthan 5%, evenly diskibuted as a blick
strip at the top and bottom of each picture.

The Auxiliary Data Window
ng lines
ines per

hansmitting video information. The 
"*r"rro"o""t"lllliis called the 'au ndowl

e sent during about
ll be used for ion of

several channels of digital audio, for teletext, and for
Uigital assistance'to tell the decoder how to make the
best of the transmitted picture

MITV-CC and MITV-RC - two
bhannel compatible' systems from
the Massachusetts Inititute of
Technology

ATV systems that
hers at MIT, and
annel compatible',

bounds of '-'5:#:?]:-*;
MITV-RC, er compatiblel
can actuall mpatible in the
sense that we have used before, in providing the
ordinary NTSC receiver with a watchable picture and
better pictures on ATV receivers.

MITV.CC
MITV-CC, the CC standing for'channel compatiblel
claims to have resolution similar to the versions of the
MUSE system that have been put forward for use in
the USA, but it is not compatible with standard NTSC
receivers in any way The researchers seem to have
looked for a method of making better use of a standard
television channel, carrying the exka information
necessary for ght compatibility
with NTSC h nds, except that
the MITV-RC next section can

tion with MITV-CC.
re modulation of a si
radio frequency ch
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better use of the channel. Further information is

transmitted through sub-band coding. In a similar
manner to other systems such as the Zenith system

that has been described, the video spectrum is divided
into several components which are selected according
to the amount of movement information contained
in them, and this ensures a better balance between
spatial and temporal resolutions, at the cost of a lower
frame rate for higher spatialfrequencies, that is on fast

moving parts of the image. Even more revolutionary,
the sound carrier and the flyback periods are

eliminated, wasting as little o{ the channel as possible,

and the various picture, sound, and data components
are modulated onto the single carrier at the channel
centre. Yet another difference between the MITV-CC
system and more conventional systems is that the
usual wideband luminance and narrowband
chrominance component signals are not used.
lnstead, a narrowband RGB signal carries the low
frequency parts of the picture, and a luminance 'highs'

signal, the luminance detail. Adaptive modulation of
the various components is used, and ihis causes any
noise in the channel to be suppressed, and advantage
is taken of the better noise performance to allow the
picture resolution to be improved

The protagonists of the system claim that it has

much better performance than existing television
signals under conditions where the signalto noise ratio
rs poor

Figure 6 shows the basic idea behind the MITV
CC coding system. Pictures from a high-definition
source are digitised and then fed to a bank of filters
which produce a number of components, up to forty-
five, each one of which has a different spatial and
temporal frequency content. RGB information is

iransmitted with a resolution of 400 pixels wideby 254
lines high, at a rate of twelve frames per second. The

resolution of the luminancrj signals ranges from 1200
pixels wide by 762lines at 12 FPS to 400 pixels wide

by 254lines at 60 FPS. Nine of the components are

then selected, six of which are fixed, and three
depending upon the content of the particular scene

and the amount of any movement which it contains.
The six fixed blocks correspond to the lowest
resblution signals in R, G and B, and to the next
highest horizontal, vertical, and temporal com-
ponents. The three further components which are

selected are signalled to the receiver by means of
digital codes transmitted in the verticalintervalThese
components are then multiplexed together with digital

audio and data signals, and then read into a buffer
memory store. The data is read out from the store in
two separate streams, one for odd lines, the other for
even lines, and is then converted back to analogue
form. The two signals are then filtered and quadrature
multiplexed onto the carrier.

The MITV-CC system is the product of a research

department that has tried to develop a completely
new design of .*elevision system which attempts to
extract the maximum possible picture and sound
quality out of a standard NTSC 6MHz wide channel.
Although we have seen that it cannot be considered
technically compatible with existing NTSC receivers
or video recorders, it can under the somewhat
peculiar regulations for compatible HDTV that have
been laid down in the United States, still count as a

compatible system. This is because, as we saw earlier,

the ATV rules allow for an extra 6MHz channelto be

used alongside an NTSC channel, which would allow
MITV-CC to be carried on one channel whilst the
other 6MHz channelcarried a standard NTSC picture
to keep existing NTSC viewers happy. Somehow this
seems almbst cheating!
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LEVELS (OBBITS)

Fig. 1 Atomic structure showing electrons at
different energy levels.

the emerging technology a LOSER would help much
in assisting it to become accepted so it became a
LASER. It could have been called the photon
Origin nsmissioN Or pOwer
Emissi n work it out!) which p
it's fun ittle better but sadly t
alread

Prior to this century, light was aJways regarded

know so well In fact Maxwell proposed that it indeed
y^a: g! electro-magnetic wave having a speed of
300,000,000 metres per second with frequencies
around 500,000,000,000,000H2.

On it, this just about wrapped it up
for light, gling little problems were ignorej.
Einstein and messed this up by proposing

(?) of the day muttering about interfering so and sos
and how does he explain what happens when light
interacts with light.

In fact both camps are right, when ljght reacts
with light then it can be regarded as being wave theory

asers form an important and ever
increasing role in today's world, yet the first
successful laser was not developed until
the 1960s This article is intended as a
practical insight into this emerging tech-

It is split into three sections, the first deals with
how a laser works and we see.it's,application in the
modern world, for example Laser Printers and CD
players.

Part 2 describes a practical project to build a small
lower power laser, which is ideal for experlmentation.
ETI has secured a source of low cost Laser tubes for
use in this project

Part 3 gives a series of practical uses of the laser.
complete with circuit diagrams, such as a perimeter
intruder alarm, light telephone etc

PRACTICAL HENE LASER

Fig. 2 Practical He Ne Laser.

The Theory
The term LASER is an acronym for Light

Amplification by the Stimulated
Emission of Radiation. In actual

fact it is not strictly true, it
should be Light Oscillation
by the Stimulated Emis-

sion of Radtation but the
scientists developing the
system didnt feel that calling



and when it reacts with matter it becomes particle
theory This particle theory dove-tailed neatly into
Planck's work on quanta of light which he introduced
when trying explain the emission of radiation by btack
bodies. This then became known as quantum theory,
which says in effect that all atomic systems have

different and discrete energy levels. So now you know
all about quantum mechanics, particle physics and
wave theory; we will now press on

As you all know an atom consists of a nucleus
and a number of free electrons which orbit the atom
at a given distance Each atom type has a different
number of electrons, for example hydrogen has 1 and
oxygen has B (the number of electrons is represented
by the number in the periodic table and also represents
how 'heavy' a material is, for example lead is 82).
These electrons can't all orbit at the same distance.
Only 2 electrons may or.bit at the lowest levelclosest
to the n ucleus. with 8 in the nexi level or orbit and 8
in the next and so on

These orbits may be regarded as energy levels
(as in Quantum Mechanics). so that if an electron can
be induced into leaving it's present level and orbitting
at the next higher one it can be regarded as being at
a higher energy state. It can't be stable at this level
though and must be kept there by the application of
energy. If it is allowed to decay back then it releases

obtaining it's energy from an external light source,
usually a high pressure mercury lamp. It operates at
a wavelength oI694nm and it is seldom used today.

The YAG or yttrium aluminium garnet laser is
used in commercial cutting and engraving operations
as it can yield over 1000 watts. It is usually stimulated
using a quartz-halogen lamp as the peak output of this
lamp at lprm is f;rirly close to the frequency of the laser
which is 900nm. Itis very inef{icient with a maximum
output of less than 2% oI the input power.

The Helium Neon laser or HeNe is probably the
most common laser at present (laser diodes are
rapidly catching up). The laser consists of a small bore
glass tube containing a mixture of helium and neon
in a ratio of 10:1. It is electrically excited by raising the
voltage across the tube to around 5kV when it 'strikesl

the voltage should be reduced to allow an operating
current of a few milliamps. If too high a current is used
then the laseing ceases, which effectively ensures that
only low power levels may be achieved. However this
is not regarded as too much of a problem as it's beam
quality and reasonable stability coupled with iti
relative ease of use and it's output in the visible light
spectrum make it an ideal laser for use in low power
applications.

the energy in the form of a photon. In most lasers, the
electrons will go up by 3 or 4 energy levels, but we
can ignore this at this stage as we have created our
photon. which is what we have been after.

Wellthere we have it, a photon! As it stands it is
not a lot of use, it needs to be induced to form up with
others in a coherent manner to perform work.
Coherent light is basically light (photons) of one
frequency and in phase. Incoherent light is a mixture
of different frequencies, white light is the prime
example.

To produce this coherent light we introduce the
photons into a cavity which has mirrors at each end.
Thus the light oscillates backwards and forwards (see

it is a LOSER!) picking up more energy as it goes One
of the mirrors is a n ear perfect reflector and the other
allows a certain amount of light to pass through, which
can be used to do some work Obviously to keep the
iaseing action going then energy must be continually
fed irrto the cavity to ensure the electrons are con-
tinually stimulated into going to higher levels,
dropping back and producing photons. This may be

done in a variety of ways such as an external flash
tube. but usually it is achieved using a (high) voltage.

Types Of Laser
The first successful laser was the 'ruby' laser which was
made of aluminium oxide and was operated by

BINARY OOOO

REPRESENTATION OF AUDIO SIGNAL IN DIGITAL
ti e OUTPUT OF A/D WITH AUOIO INPUTI

Fig. 4 Representation of Audio signal in digital.

The CO, Laser is probably the rnost efficient
laser at present with efficiency levels o{ upto 30% and
power capabilities of several kilowatts. It consists of
a mixture of 3 gases, helium, nitrogen and carbon
dioxide which are continually replenished as a rule
because the CO, tends to break down to CO (in

small lasers water may be added to help restore the
CO, thus making sealed systems a possibility), so if
it was not replenished it would stop laseing after a few
minutes

It is excited by a high voltage and may be current
modulated. lt is used for metal cutting and welding
and for industrial engraving, as well as in medical
applications.

It suffers from one major drawback in that it
operates at 10.6gm which is not in the visible
spectrum. Therefore it requires special optics such as

BEAMsPLTTER-\ lTIl\4l.l ,)i,

PBOTECTIVE LAYER +
REFLECTIVE MATERIAL+

CONTAINING PITS

Fig. 3 Optical disc reading mechanism.
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silicon, germanium or zinc sulphide as it would burn
through a glass lens. It would use an aluminium metal
mirror (a good reflector) that is usually water or forced
air cooled. The optics being special are normally
expenslve

There are other types of laser, which use different
types of excitation from the laser stimulated bv another
lower powered laser to the 'star wars' laser which
explodes a nuclear warhead in the cavity to create a
bnce and for all' stream of photons (how do they test
this?), but the ones mentioned above cover most of
the common lasers

The exception is the Semiconductor laser, I've
left this until the last because it is possibly the type of

laser you willbecome most
familiar with over the next
few years and also because
it is the most difficult one to
explain the operation of.
The main problem is that
they follow different rules
to the rest of ihe laser
society,. (like Electronic
Engineers really). For a
start, instead of individual
atoms having enhanced
energy levels, semi-
conductors' electrons
occupy broad bands of
energy levels, so they cant
be associated with any

stor ts of Systems.
the s ptical disc

syst tion s in fact a
digitalsystem, whereas video. curiously, is analogue
as digital requires too much bandwldthl) is storeJ as
a series of pits' in the surface,

by scannlng'the
z (at greater than
al audio to avoid
e resultant level is

converted to a 16 bit binary number by an A,/D
convertor (see Figure 4). This is then added to various
error correcting bits and stored on the disc at a rate
of 4.32l8MHz

0s is converted to an analogue signal suitable for
listening to by a Digital to analogue convertor.

Note the use of a lens to both focus the beam and
to e ace donot ctually
out

sed in
computer systems, although eraseable discs are now
available. These use a ferrous mat€rial which uses a

curie point
agnetically
een optical
ole area of

optical discs is a fairly large and interesting one and
really needs an article devoted solelv to it.

Laser Printers
These are the products that made the word laser

ROTATING
POLYGONAL
MIRROR

single atom but with the material as a whole. For a start
I must assume that you know and understand how
a semi-conductor PN junction works and that under
certain circumstances it may emit light (AKA an LED).

If a semi-conductor junction is forward biased
then carriers rough the junction fairly
easily. Once become minority carriers
and will reco e opposite carriers which
will give rise to a change in energy levels This action
takes place in a very small area of the diode junction
(about 1gm out of a total size of 200-400;zm) so at
present the laser powers will be small, less than 1 Watt
generally.

The ends of the diode are formed into mirrors
to permit the laser action - not very efficient mirrors
it has to be said but good enough for the purpose.

Certain semi-conductor materials make very
poor emitters of light, for example silicon and
germanium are very very poor emitters. Usually they
have to be heavily doped with other materials to
increase the efficiency such as gallium and arsenide.

One area where the semiconductor Iaser differs
greatly from conventional lasers is that the beam
diverges, which I was always lead to believe was a
benefit of lasers, to the tune of 40% on some lasers.
Gallium Arsenide operat€s at a wavelength of 0.9prm
which is not ideal for fibre optic communications so
compound lasers are used such as lead salt lasers but
this is straying into heavy physics so we will discretely
draw a veil over the further goings on in the semi-
conductor laser family.

Applications
After denigrating our friend the semiconductor laser,
the first couple of applications are using this type oi
laser as any other type would be impractical.

The Compact Disc Player
As I write this I am sitting listening to my CD player
(Fleetwood Mac if you must know), this has revolu-
tionised music reproduction in the home and incident.
ally radically increased the poor old record companies'
profits as they are re-releasing all the old records. The
same basic technology is used in the opticaldiscs for

PA RTIA L
BLOOD CLOT

Fig. 6 Medical Laser burning away blood clot.

environment, chop doWn allthe trees and replace with
laser printersl). When the laser beam sirikes the
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the drum rotates these particles are attracted to the
area where no charge remains and are repelled by the
charged area. The image is now a teal' black and
white image.

The paper is charged to an opposite polarity and
when it comes into contact with the drum at the
transfer station, the toner is highly athacted to it and
leaves the drum) The particles are now fixed onto the
paper using a combination of heat and {user oil. The
paper passes a 'tinsel' arrangement on the way out to
disipate the charge on it.

The laser image is scanned across the page using
a polygonal mirror and is switched on and off

ROLLER TO BE ENGRAVED

Fig. 7 Typical Laser engraver.

EXTRACTTON (OF PARTICLES) +t----------'l

HeNe lasers cant be switched on and off as quickly
as required. Maybe some enterprising reader can

come up with a way of modifying a photocopier,
which if used with our project can be made into a laser
printer. I wait with bated breath.

These are not the only lasers used in the printing
industry, laser scanners also used to scan artwork
produced by graphic artists and laser engravers are
used to engrave printing plates from hard rubber and
ink transfer (anilox) rollers from high tech ceramics
such as chrome oxide.

Medical Lasers
This is probably one'area where lasers are actually
contributing greatly to the quality of human life. CO,
lasers are the ones you are most likely to find in
medicine, this is because the wavelength of 10.69m
is absorbed by the water molecules found in human
tissue. This waterthen evaporates with the subsequent

destruction oI the tissue, it also has the effect of sealing

the cut and of course it is totally hygenic unlike a

conventional scalpel. The downside is the fact that

10.6pm cannot be carried on conventional fibre-optics
as it tends to melt both plastic and glass. So a system
cf mirrors is used in some form of arm which tends
lo be a little cumbersome. YAG lasers may use con-
uentionalfibre optics and may be used for intra-artery
work (see Figure 6) and for removing blood clots etc.

An exciting development is the destruction of
cancer cells using lasers. There are various ways of
doing this but the method that is finding most favour
is by injecting the tissue with a dye (usually HpD)
which is absorbed by the cancerous tissue but rejected
by the healthy tissue. The laser wavelength is then
tailored to destroy any tissue containing the dye.

Eye surgery (like that practised by the hospital
'factory'ship currently in Cyprus, doing eye surgery
on a production line basis) uses argon ion lasers which
emit a green light which is strongly absorbed by the
red blood cells and the resultant heating re-attaches
the retina.

There are of course many other applications for
Iasers but they are too numerous to describe in a single
article.
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be used to calculate the current flowing in the circuit.
Also shown are two voltmeters. measuring the

voltage appearing across each of the two resistors]The
voltages can be calculated by applying Ohms Law to
the part of the circuit of interest. RLmember that in a
series flows
comp ugh b
is2A. esisto
be found by multiplying this current by the value of
the resistor in question, and the results are shown in
the diagram.

The results of these calculations lead to Kirchoffs

such that the sum of each individual voltage equals
the total voltage applied. Figure 3 shows some
examples of series circuits.

'tt',: ;

The Series Circuit

these devices all exhibit a certain amount of resistance,
they can be considered to be resistors for our purposes
at present.

The circuit consists of a battery delivering an EMF
of 12V and a resistance ol 24R.Application of Ohm,s
Law shows that the current flowing will be 0.5A. As
there is only one path for ihe cr.rnni to take. the value
of current flow is the same in all parts of the circuit.
An ammeter inserted at the point marked A would
show the same current as a meter inserted at point,Bl

When a circuit consists of more than one
resistance, as most practical circuits do, the calculation
of current flow requires a second step. Figure 2 shows
two resistors c y. Once
again, there i to take,
so the same v h every
part of the c sets of
resistance - the 20R resistance of R1 and the 4R
resistance of R2 Both these resistances reduce the
f low of current, and the total resistance may therefore
be calculated by simple addition. Once ihe overall
resistance (often represented as Rtotal or Rt in
calculations) has been determined, Ohm,s Law can

The Parallel Circuit
A parallel circuit (Figure 4) provides more than

It is not necessary to determine the current flow

BacktoBasics
BY OHM'S LAW

l=E
R

!o^ r=r*-!2Y=osa

1 A simple circuit

o far, we have seen how chemical or
magnetic energy may be used to generate
electricity, and that- there are two
important conditions that must be met in
order for electric current to flow: There

must be a source of EMF and there must be a
complete loop, or circuit

The way in which resistance affects the current
cuit has been examined, and you
a good knowledge of Ohm's Law.
ok at DC (direct current) circuits in

I

Rrotaf=F1 +R2=24R
r=E=4gy=24

R 24F.

V1=tRl=2x2O=4OV
v2 = la2 = 2x4 = BV

NOTETHATE = V1 + V2

Fig.2 Simple series circuit

I

Rt=R1+R2=15+15=3OR

l= E = 3 = O1AR30
v1 =tF1 =01x15= 15V

v2 = tR2 = 01x 15 = 15V

Vr=V1+V2=15+1S=3V

Rl R2200R 1508

Bt = R1 + B2 + R3 = 2OO + 150 + 25o = 6008
l=E= 6V =10mAR 6OOR

V1 = lR1 = 001Ax2O0R = 2V

Y2 = lR2 = 0,014x 15OR = 1 5V

V3=lR3=001Ax2SOR=2sV

Vr= V1 + V2 + V3 = 2 + 15 + 2SV = 6V

Fig.3 Series circuits and Kirchoff,s Second Law
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to calculate the total resistance, however. Figure 6

shows how Ohm's Law and Kirchoffs First Law can

be used to develop a formula for calculating parallel

resistance. This formula can be employed to calculate

the total resistance of any number of parallel resistors.

A useful point to remember is that if several resistors

of the same value are connected in parallel, the total

resistance is equal to the value of one resistor divided

CURRENTS FLOWING INTO JUNCTION:

11 +12 + 13 = 2 + 1 + 4 ' 7A

CURRENTS FLOWING AWAY FROM JUNCTION:

14+15=6+1=7A

Fig.5 Kirchoff's First Law

A Practical Application
Last month it was mentioned that a micro-

ammeter is often used to measure voltages by using

a series multiplier resistance The laws we have seen

in this part of the series are all that are needed to
calculate such resistances, and Figure 8 shows an

example.
The meter itself registers fullscale when 5OpA of

current flows. The coil has a resistance of 4000R
which because it is inside the meter movement is

called the internal resistance of the meter (Rinternal) .

Rm represents the multiplier resistance, the value of
which must be calculated,

Ohmt Law is used to determine the total
resistance that the meter and Rm must offer in order
that 50V at the positive and negative terminals causes

50prA of current to flow You have learned that the total
resistance of two resistors in series is equal to their sum,

so the required value of Rm is the difference between
the total resistance required and the internal resistance
of the meter.Another example is shown in Figure 9,

this time using a lmA meter instead of a 50prA type.
This meter will indicate voltages up to 50V just as

effectively as the circuit of Figure 8, but there is an

important factor which gives the first circuit better
sensitivity. You have seen that when a resistance is
placed in parallel with another, the overall value of
resistance is lowered. A voltmeter using a series

multiplier resistor looks just like another resistance to
the circuit under test, so the meter's resistance can

affect the circuit be tested The total resistance of the
first voltmeter is 1M0; the resistance of the second
meter is only 50k.

Figure 10 shows how the low sensitivity of a

meter can give misleading results R1 is a resistor in

a circuit which must be tested, and has a value of
100k. To measure the voltage across R1, a meter is

The circuit under test should have a resistance of 100k

between points A and 'B' on the diagram, but the
presence of the meter changes this value

by the number of resistors. Two resistors of 100R

connected in parallel, for example, give an overall
resistance of 50R. Three resistors of 30R each would
give a total resistance of 10R, and so on.

The key points to remember about series and
parallel circuits are summarized in Figure 7

It = t1 + 12 + 13 lKlRcHoFF',S FlilsT LAW)

h = Vr 11 = Vt 12 = Vt 13 = Vt IOHM'S LAwlEi m fr. F:t

BY SUBSTITUTING OHM'S LAW EOUATIONS IN KIRCHOFF'S FIRST LAW:

14=.]l!+-\B+-V!Rt R1 R2 R3

THEREFORE:

1= 1+ 1+ 1

Rt R1 A2 83

Fig.6 Calculating parallel resistance combinations

It

11 = E = 10V =0.1Al100mAl
R*2 Td'6F

,, = t.= :lsfi = 0 osn tso.rt

It = 11 + 12 =100mA + Soma = 150mA

Ri = E =lOV = 66,6TFITO2DECIMALPLACES)n iE-6;r

Fig.4 Simple parallel cicuit
tl 12 13+ + +
R1- F2 83

Vt=Vl+V2+V3

It=11=12=13
Bt=R1+R2+83

It

-+

lra
t

R3

Ib}PARALLELCIRCUIT

vt=v1=v2=v3
It=11+12+13
nt= 1

{1iRll r l1/B2l+{1/83}

Fig.7 Series/parallel circuit summary

v2

It

-
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50uA FSD
Rinternal = 4,OOOR

METER TO READ FULL SCALE WHEN sOV APPLIED TO TERMINALS

FOR FSD:

I = 50uA = 0O5mA

USING OHM'S LAW, TOTAL FESISTANCE:

Rt = 50V = 1,00Ok tlMot
0.05mA

Rt=Rinternal+Rm

THEREFORE:

Rm = Rt - Rinternat = 1,0O0k - 4k0 = 996k

Fig.8 Multiplier calculations for a voltmeter

Rm lS MULtIPLIER RESTSTANCE

Series and Parallel Combinations
Most circuits do not conveniently fall into a simple
series or parallel category. and consist of manv
branches of each type. Figure 12 shows a simple
combination.

The vo
of a simple s

an example
Figure

extend the range of an ammeter. The example shows
a 1mA meter which must be converted to read
currents of up to 10mA. The meter cannot carry more
than 1mA, so a resistor is shunted across so thai some

meter with an internal resistance of 200R requires

many good multi-range meters.

0.2V ior full-scale deflection, and because n" is in

1mA FSD
Rinternal = 2OOB

METER TO READ FUI.L SCALE WHEN 50V APPLIEO TO TERMINALS

FOB FSO:

| = 1mA

USING OHM'S LAW, TOTAL RESISTANCEI

8t=!9Y=50k'lhA

Bt=Finter,ial+Rm

THEBEFORE:

Rh = 8t - Rinternat = 50k - 02k = 49Bk

Fig.9 A less sensitive voltmeter

R1
A 10Ok s{al -F \,\rnur ,,

PABT OF CIBCUIT
BEING TESTED

R FT Fdr
1= I + 1

R--t IEO i.-md

SO, Br = 90,9k

1= 1+ 1Fi M ffi;E

*=#.t
SO, Bt = 33.33k

Fi9.1o Effect of meter sensitivity

-5 ''-
ImAFSD .i i..
Binlemal = 200f,

METER TO READ fomA AT FuLL scALE

It = lOmA ANO t1 MUST BE 1mA

12 = lt - ll = lOmA - imA = 9mA (KIRCHOFF,S SECOND LAU
Vt = 11 RinlernEt = tm A x ZOOR = OV2 (OHM,S LAWI

FROM OHM'S LAW:

*" = E = ffi = zz zze ro zDEctMAL PLACESI

Fig.t1 Shunt resistaflce calculations for ammeters



With the total resistance known, I,.,", can be

calculated (9mA). Suppose that the current through
each of the resistors R2 and R3 needs to be

determined. We know that the 9mA of I, must split
between I1 and 12. tf we call the voltage across the
resistors Vx, Ohm's Law can be used to calculate this
voltage from the total current 1,. and the parallel

resistance, Rx. [t is then a simple matter to calculate
the value of 11, as shown. The value of 12 must be the
difference between the total current and I1 (Kirchoffs

First Law). The same results could have been

achieved by using Ohm's Law to calculate 12 and then
taking 12 from the total current to give l1 In many
practical circuits you will find that there are several

routes to the same arlswer These examples
emphasize the importance of learning the basic

electrical laws, particularly Ohm's Law.

Power
So far, you have been dealing with three main

electrical quantities: voltage, current, and resistance.

Power is the actual amount of work that is done in
moving electrons along a conductor. Much power is

dissipated as heat, sometimes intentionally as in an

electric {ire. The primary purpose of a lamp is to give

off light, but it also radiates a certain amount of heat.

However, the power is consumed, be it light, heat or
motion, it is measured in Watts (written as the symbol
'W') and is directly proportional to both the voltage
and the current flowing in a particular circuit. The
formula used for calculating power is very similar to
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that used for Ohm's Law, and a triangle arrangement
may be used to aid calculations (Figure 13). Just as

with Ohm's Law, the formula may be applied to an

entire circuit or just a section of it. Figure 14 shows

how to go about calculating the power dissipated by

a circuit.
By rearranging the formula it is possible to

calculate voltage or current when given the power.

The current drawn by a 4S-watt, 12-volt bulb, for
example, may be calculated by dividing the power by

the voltage (the answer is 4A).
It is important to be able to calculate the power

dissipated by each part of a circuit, for many
components can only handle a certain amount of
power. lf that power rating is exceeded, the

component overheats and may be damaged.
In Figure 14b the resistance of the bulb was

known, but not the amount o{ current of passing

through it. The power triangle requires voltage and

current to be known. By simple formula
rearrangement it is possible to write two further
formulae (Figure 15) to aid calculations. Power can

be calculated directly so long as two out of three
quantities (current, voltage, and resistance) are

known. Try the new formulae in the examples and

confirm that the answers are the same. Note that in
a circuit with constant resistance, if the supply voltage

is doubled the power is quadrupled, because the

current is also doubled.

Next month we examine AC circuits and
phase.

P:lxE

OHM'S LAW PROVES THAT I = E:, SO BY SUBSTITUTIONT
R

P=ExEOFP=El
RR

OHM S LAW ALSO SHOWS THAT E = I x R. SO BY SUBSTITUTION:

P = lxllxFl ORP = l'?R

Fig.'15 Some more Power formulae

I : 0.5A

Proral = Ex lt = 6Vx0,25A = 1 5W

Vl = ltFl = 0.254x 18R = 4V5

SO POWER DISSIPATED BY Rl = hVl = O.25A x 4VS = 1'125W

AND POWEB DISSIPATED BY LPl = lt x (Vt - V1l = O 25A x 1V5 =

0.375W

NOTE THAT ftota| = PiNBI + P|NLPI

Fig.14 Power combinations in simple circuits
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What are these
mystery earth signals?
George Pickworth
returns to report on
his investigations with
VLF communication
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experiments confirmed as origioating as VLF
electromagnetic (Hertzian) waves on 80kHz (naviga-
tion), 60kHz (time), and 16kHz (MOD submarine
communication signals). In addition, signals of
unknown origin were found to be present as earth
currents, from 3.3kHz down to 250H2, the lower limit
of the authors tuner, but there is no evidence of the
signals below 3.3kHz being present as Hertzian waves.
Signals on 3.3, 2.2 and 1.8kHz were particularly
interesting as their waveform sometimes appeared to
be frequency modulated, sometimes amplitude
modulated, and other times an almost perfect copy
of a damped wave generated by a spark transmitter.
In these articles we discuss the philosophy of earth
current loops and how these could possibly explain
the phenomena of naturally occuring, man -made and
Hertzian waves being converted into earth currents.
The articles also include notes on my equipment,
some of the experiments conducted, and my thoughts
on the subject. It is a field wide open for investigation
by amateur scientists.

The study of earth loops and currents involves
a 'basd formed by inserting a pair of earth rods, spaced
30 to 150m apart, into the soil and connecting these
to a simple receiver. Having said that, I am fortunate
in having a moderate size garden adjoining open
farmland into which I can extend the experimdnts.
Those not so fortunate should not dispair, as the
equipment can be made completely portable and is
therefore well suited for Tield day' experiments_

However, experience has shown that an oscillo-
scope is the only device that will give meaningful
information by displaying waveforms, moreover, it
allows frequency measurements to be made. A battery
powered oscilloscope is therefore required for field
experiments. Other desireable, but not essential

Fig. 2 DC Earth Current Signalling (After Steinheil).

when the sunb photo-sphere is disturbed by spots. The
sunb surface must at such time be violentlv disturbed
by electrical storms and oscillations are set up, and
radiated through space in sympathy with those
required to affect telephones, it is not a wild dream
to say that we may hear on this earth, thunderstorms
on the sun."

During the First World War, when earth current
signalling played a very important role by maintaining
communication with the men in the trenches when
land-lines were destroyed by
frequently heard sounds which o a
occuring electromagnetic waves; e
by Barkhausen in 1919, and subsequently named
after him, although the most common sounds are
generally refered to as 'whistlers'. However, triode

YtF Earflr

IMAGINARY
CU R R€NT
STFEAM LINES

Fig. 1 A 'Penisular' VLF/ELF Sea Antenna.

uring experiments with simulated
World War 1 untuned earth current
signalling equipment, the author
encountered inierference from stron g
earth currents which subsequent

instruments include an audio signal generator and a
multi-purpose DMM. The actual tuners were home
made from variable capacitors and ferrite rods
salvaged from valved, high quality domestic radios.

A simple inductance/capacity tuner, used in
conjunction with an oscilloscope, has the advantage
over the usual heterodyne converter type receiver as
spurious signals are not generated. Indeed, a single
tuned stage was found adequate and be so selective
as to limit reception of modulation sidebands unless
its 'Q' was reduced by a loading resistor.

Naturat And Man-Made
Strange sounds, originating as naturally occuring
electromagnetic waves, had been heard over tele-
phone lines, especially those employing an earth
circuit, since Bell invented the telephone receiver and
were discussed by Sir William Preece during an
address given to the Society of Arts on Februarv 23rd
1894 when he gave rein ro his jmagination. ani said:
A rt paper is confined to
of al system of communi
terrestial space, one cannot help speculating as to
what may occur through planetary space. Strange
sounds are heard on long telephone lines when the
earth is used as a return, especially in the stillness of
night Earth currents are found in telegraph circuits
when the aurora borealis lights up our northern sky



valve amplifiers made WW1 earth current receivers
infinitely more sensitive than the passive telephone
earpiece employed by Preece.

Around 1950,'Barkhausen Sounds' aroused
considerable scientific interest Investigation of this
phenomena was mainly with elevated antennas
although'sea looy' antennas were used occasionally.
'Sea loops' were most successful on peninsulars
where salt water, having a lower resistance than the
land, resulted in the incoming ELF Hertzian waves

inducing current stream lines around the peninsular,

which effectively created a very large closed loop
antenna (Figure 1.)

Natural electromagnetic waves are a subject in
their own right, so in these articles the author
considers principally man-made Hertzian waves, but
the conversion of both naturally occuring and man-
made Hertzian waves into earth currents is the same.

Indeed, during WW1, in addition to interference from
naturally occuring Hertzian waves, spark transmitters
also caused, considerable interference with earth
current communication. As no elevated wires were

used with the earth current system, the in{erence was

that the earth itself acted as an antenna and picked-

up the Hertzian wave signals

Notwithstanding the 'sea loop', information on

how electromagnetic waves are converted into earth
currents is not readily available, so, let us follow the

sound scientific approach of first going back to basic

principals, and having said that, there is no better start

than with earth current signalling. Steinheil, the faiher

\

(

Fig. 3 AC Earth Current Signalling (After Stanley).
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LOOPS OVEBLAP TO
GIVE INDUCTIVE COUPLING

of the system, demonstrated in 1838 that a current
does not take a direct route between two distant earth
rods but that the stream lines spread out in a pattern

similar to the lines of force of a bar magnet to form an

infinite number of loops on each side of an imaginary
line, connecting the two earth rods. The earth base

of the distant rece\ver, aligned along a stream line
provides an alternative path and ihus intercept some
of the current (Figure 2).

Inductive Coupling
With DC earth current systems, coupling can only be

by conduction, however, Rupert Stanley, chief wire-
less instructor to the British Army in France during the
First World War, came to the conclusion that with
1OkHz AC, or pulsed DC generated by a 'Power
Buzzer' co mm unication was n ot simply by -cond uc-

tion, but also by inductive coupling between the
transmitter and receiver earth loops. This made
signalling possible at distances up to 8.Okm. Indeed,
Stanleys own calculations indicated ihat [ong range
earth current signalling would be impossible by con-
duction alone and this may help to explain why AC
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earth current communications systems were found to
have much greater range than DC systems. Having
said that, one may ask h ow areceiver earth base forms
an earth loop when no current emanates from the
receiver: it is analogous to an ordinary transformer
where no current flows in the secondary winding
unless the primary is energised (Figure 3).

' Stanley's philosophy was however forseen by
Preece as early as, 1880, by his demonstration during
'wireless' communication experiments with earth
currents and magnetic induction. Preece showed that
a current was induced in either of the earth loops by
an elevated, large diameter and completely insulated
horizontal wire loop, located over an earth loop, and
energised with AC or pulsed DC. By the same token,
Preece found that by energising the earth loop, a
current could be induced in the elevated loop. As both
the earth loops and the elevated loop responded to
a changing magnetic field is reasonable to assume that

W
M

an earth loop will similarly respond to the changing
magnetic field component of an electromagnetic
wave, as is the case with a ferrite rod antenna.

It would seem that the magnetic field component
of an Hertzian wave induces a current in an earth loop
and, as the earth loops extend to infinity, their circum-
fercoce would theoretically allow standing waves to

develop and become resonant. Moreover, if the loops
are resonant, they may well respond to the 'total'

e[ectromagnetic wave, similar to a resonant elevated
horizontal loop antenna generally known as a 'Sky

Loop and not just their magnetic field. This is

discussed in Part 2.

Iuned Earth Current Receivers
It was logical to adopt and modify the receiver used
with the earth current signalling experiments for the
study of earth loop antennas, but let us first briefly look
at how the tuners evolved. My original earth current
experiments with simulated WW1 untuned equip-
ment were inconclusive because of interference from
50Hz leaking from power lines and VLF electro-
magnetic waves. However, a simple inductive/
capacity tuner was found to eliminate both 50Hz
pollution and interference from VLF transmitters. The
first tuner was designed for a {requency of 1.SkHz, so

that the asynchorous 20W DC to AC power converter
used to replicate a WW1 'Power Buzzet' could con-
tinue to be used as the transmitter The advantage of
an inductance /capacity (LC)tuner over earlier trials
with resistance/capacity type filters was immediately
apparent in that it responded to square waves
generated by the DC/AC power converter and gave

an output to the oscilloscope, or amplifier, that was

virtually a pure sine wave.
Subsequent earth current communication

experiments involved a 150W audio amplifier, driven
by an audio frequency signal generator acting as the
transmitter, and matched to the typical 150R DC

ELEVATED LOOP

Fig. 4 Small Scale Replication of Preece's Experiment.
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of Replication of preece,s Experiment.

resistance of a base by means of 220/30-b0V 2\rA
mains tiansformer. To take advantage of the wider
range of operating frequencies possible with an
amplifier, a bank of selectable capacitors were

coverage lrom 1.0kHz to 10kHz with a 20mH
inductor. The experiments showed that frequencies
up to 10kHz can be used for earth current signalling
and with 150W a range of 15km is feasible. Sometime
in the future, the equipment will be used to confirm
Stanleyb coupled earth loop philosophy.

Replication
Of more irnmediate interest were the author's small

energised with, audio frequencies, a current was
induced in the elevated loop. Conversely, by ener-
gising the eievated loop, it was found that a current

battery powered amplifier, or alternatively a DMM. In
the latter'mode the elevated loop, which had a DC
resistance was connected directly to
the amplifi r teiminals, while the eirth
b6
9o
ee
transmitter amplifier through the power supply line.
(Figure 4).

In the unlikely event of either of the loops
generating electromagnetic waves, experiments were

er, a

dbv
nga
bout

y difficult to create.
earth loop antennas
ntial.

VLF Transmitters
As the 2.2 and 3.3kHz signals were not reliable or
consistent enough to be used as signal source, the
logical approach to was to employ the powerful and
consistent VLF Hertzian wave transmitters. So. a
second tuner was constructed with a 15mH inductor
tuned by a double gang 500p tuning capacity with
both gangs in parallel. The tuning coii is in two
sections, one to cover the 20O to 100kHz sector.
which includes Radio 4, but with the two sections in
series, covers 90 to 40kHz and was therefore also used
for reception of the 80kHz navigation, and the 60kHz
time signals. This is referred to as tuner ,8,.

Meanwhile, the matter of adapting the original
tuner A to give continuous coverage received aiten_
tion, and capacitor decade
box to p e fiom less than
1.0kHz t thus include the
l6kHz io
it was e
genera a
and no te
to accent are not
available values,
there is n cannot
be made

In addition, a separate portable ferrite rod
antenna/tuner'C' coverin g ZjOkHz to abo ut 40kHz

as a direction finder, to give some
al shength obtainable with this type

In part 2, the equipment is described in more
detail and the results of some experiments are
reviewed.
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Nicam Stereo

he last {ew years have seen tremendous
changes in Television Satellite and cable
transmission, teletext, specific audience
broadcasting and now the prospect of high
definition and wide screen television. Most

of these changes have affected the picture quality The
latest change is to provide high quality stereo sound
The UK stereo sound system is called NICAM 728.
In this article we look using one of these boards to
convert a recent vintage TV set to receive the latest

digital sound broadcasts. The receiver is based on the
Philips K35 chassis. This chassis was used in some
'Stereo televisions sold in the mid 1980s urrder the
Philips and Telefunken labels. Similar receivers were
sold under the Ferguson and Baird labels

Safety First
The inside of a television set is a dangerous place so

unless you are very confident about what you are

doing get your local TV dealer to make the
modifications for you If you wouldn't know a line
output transistor if it got up and bit you, it probably
will, so leave it to an expert

If you still feel confident about proceeding
contact the manufacturers service department who
will be able to supply you with a service sheet
Alternately you may find the circuit diagram in the
reference section of your local library It is vitalthat you
ensure that the chassis is isolated from the mains. Most
isolated chassis receivers have large transformers fitted
somewhere but the presence of a transformer does
NOT mean an isolated chassis, it could be an
autotransformer

Basic lblevision Layout
Figure 1 shows a basic television layout. In this case

the NICAM IF signal will be available at point A
{ollowing the video irap Digital Audio can be

reinjected into the system by making a break at point
B and using a switch or relag to select either FM or
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Fig.1 Basic Television receiver

Fig.2 Ouasi parallel receiver

NICAM audio source.
The availability of low cost integrated circuits led

to the development of the Quasi parallel IF amplifier
used on better quality receivers Figure 2 shows a

typical Quasi parallel receiver with appropriate
NICAM connection points The K35 receiver falls into
this class.

The NICAM decoder
The NICAM decoder board used in this project was
the Maplin Electronics device This is available in kit
form or ready built and aligned.

The NICAM board has a number of connections
to the outside world, see Figure 4. The function of
these connectors is detailed in the documentation
accompanying the decoder so we won't go into too
much detail here At present only the standard ltered
mode is being broadcast so it was decided to hard wire
the mode selector for the time being. Pins 2 and 3 of
PL4 were thus linked with a 1k resistor to provide two
mono channels if bilingual mode signals are broad-
cast. The receiver in question had a mute on the audio
output so the NICAM mute was left unconnected.

The four mode LEDs were conneited to PL3 by

short leads and left inside the set. At present they serve
no useful purpose but this may change in the future
At present the stereo and C4 LEDs are permanent
illuminated in NICAM mode.

The receiver has a row of five LEDs on its front
panel, only three of which are ever used. the other
two were isolated by removing the appropriate panel
and culting the correct tracks. Four conductors of a
six way ribbon cable were used to connect the isolated
LEDs to PL7 The broadcast Stereo LED being used
to indicate NICAM reception, the I-ll LED was used

A TV Conversion
using the Maplin

E.U
EI,N
l\jT

- -
L^./nFi

NICAM Decoder b1r

Geoff Cox
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NICAM MUTE

PL3

Fig.3 Simplified lF cicuir

I

^^^ 
Finally a 11J3v supply capable of providing

3004 was needed. The set undeiconversion had ai

auxiliary power supply which filled the bill nicely but
almost any stabilised supply will do. A 5W 47R reiistor

voltage regulator into the case somewh ere. There
have.been many circuits published for this type of
simple power supply so I won't describ" on" 

-h"r".

Remember to take the mains power for the trans_
former primary from a point in the circuit after the
main fuse.-

Locating the NICAM signal
This is definitely the hardest part of the conversion.

If we look at the circuit of Figure 3 we can see that the; :'i! ;rlis de a is not
of the q The sound part of the circuit
shown i missing. In this case you may
have to ng ca.- to take the NICAM
output from the output of the combined IF amplifier,
especially if ceramic filters which can attenuate the
NICAM carrier are used.

You that of the sound
demodul con ing point. This
is true of iver dulir with the
demodulator and unused stereo matrix decoder on
a single plug in board marked U7. All the NICAM
connections can be made to this board which can be
removed to make life much easier. Figure
5 shows version of the first half of-this
board. T nel is redundant.

SW1, SW3 and SW5 form a6.242MHzfilter6ut
ther
top
You
and
MHz signal from CV1 on the NICAM board. If you
don't have an oscilloscope donl worry the adjustment
is not critical.

Remove h of high
quality video SW1 and
SW3 and pin Connect
the cable screen to pin 2 of PL3 and the 0v line of the
demodulator board. The most
are the screening can of SWS
IC2. This IC can be removed
wish.

Other Receivers
If you are converting a standard TV the NICAM signal
could be tapped from the junction of C1 and C5. In
this case the rest of the circuit should remain intact.

c filters which may
make it unusable.
taking the IF signal

There is one finalpitfall which may apply to some
mono receivers, especially those which do not use the
quasi parallel approach, Surface Active Wave (SAW)
filters. These are electromechanical devices with a
frequency response which is designed to match the

t

I
I
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FM SOUND
MODULATORswz 2P2 sw+----- ----

MATRIX

6MHz
SOUND IF

T

FEMOVE CAPACITOB AND
CONNECT TO PL3 PIN 1

WITH SCREENED CABLE

sw5
T_

L___J I

J 
",,t-tr22nl 22n

lin
|c1.2 = TBA120AS
D8 = 8A317

Fig.5 Simplified audio detector cicuit

L____lsw7 Ilin

The Audio Link
The Audio link connections depend on whether the
television receiver is a mono or a Stereo type. Mono
types will need a stereo amplifier and two speakers

either internally or externally mounted. In either case

an Audio and/or a speaker connection to the outside
world will be required. Some means of turning oif the
internal audio will also b e needed The volume control
can be used if you don't want to fit a switch You should
take the audio from a point in the circuit before the
volume control The output of the sound
demodulator is the probably the best place A
screened cable is used to connect the audio take off
point to pin 2 and 4 of PL5 on the NICAM decoder
board.

Stereo televisions are somewhat easier to convert
as they have amplifiers, speakers and, usually, audio
output connectors Figure 6 shows the audio
arrangement of our K35. This circuit is also found on

the U7 board. The grey area to the left of the circuit

is the stereo decoder mahix with left and right channel
outputs on pins 18 and 19 respectively To the right
is the audio output to the on board stereo amplifier,
Audio output DIN socket, Peritel and Headphone
sockets. All we need to do in this case is to break into
the circuit between C23 and R11 and C24 and R10.
High quality audio lead is used for the connections
to the NICAM board. C23 andC24 go to pins 3 and
1 respectively of PL5. PL6 pins 1 and 3 are connected
to R11 and R10 respectively. If a suitable Audio outlet
does not exist on the television receiver, now is a good
time to add one. Use a 5 pin DIN socket with pin 5
going to the left and 3 to the right channel. The use

of a good external amplifier and speakers makes a

tremendous difference to the quality of the sound
produced, even in mono There is little point in having
a CD quality sound source and passing it through a

2 watt ampli{ier into a three inch speaker in a

acoustically terrible enclosure such as the inside of a
TV set!.

Fig.6 Part audio detector cicuit
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The set being converted had a teletext decoder
mounted on the left wall, this was removed and
mounted a couple of inches higher, leaving room for
the NICAM Decoder to be fitted at the bottom of the
cabinet. A piece of 3mm plastic sheet was used for
this purpose. Four holes were drilled to match the
decoder mounting holes. M3 screws, spacers and nuts
Wooden wedges were glued to ihe case and the
plastic sh ard slightly away
from the the shaped rear
cover to

Alignment . -

Before starting alignment you should contact a local
TV dealer or the BBC and IBA engineering
departments to confirm that your local tranimitter i!
operating digital audio. You should also check that
your aerial is conectly aligned for the local transmitter.

d should be either ready aligned or
sing the instructions supplied with

If you are not converting a 'stereo TV you can
ignore the following paragraph which deals with
setting up the IF filters on the audio detector board.

Adjust SW1 and SW3 on the Audio detector
board for maximum 6.552 MHz signal at Tp1 on the
decoder board. If you do not have an oscilloscope use

a short piece of wire to short circuit 51. Tune the
television to a strong local station that is transmitting
digital Audio. The NICAM LED should illuminate. If

is. Find the range of
is illuminated and set
the short circuit from

Adjust RV2 and RV3 on the decoder board so
that there is no change in sound volume when
switching between digital and FM sound using the
switch connected to PL7.

Check that digital audio is available on all four
local TV stations. If you find that one or more station
is_not available adjust RV1 followed by T1,T2 and
CV1. If you still cannot get digital sound on one or
more cha
the TV IF
is to repla
that supp

e conversion will very
ision receiver being
any serious problems
obtain a ventilated

aluminium box to house the tuner board if you see
any patterning on vision or buzz on FM sound.

Converting a television receiver to receive
NICAM broadcasts is well within the capabilities of the
average amateur. The resultant sound quality is
remarkable both in Mono and Stereo.
Component sources:
NICAM IF Decoder Maplin Electronics f60 _fl2g
NICAM Tirner Maplin Electronics f40
0702 554161

Philips Croydon Surrey O8l 689 2166
Thorn (Ferguson) Service Enfield Middlesex 0g1 363
5353
Amstrad (CPC) Preston Lancs0772 555034

Mountinq the
NICAM bloard
The NICAM board
must be securely
mounted, preferably
on the extreme left,
looking from the rear,
of the cabinet well
away from HT and
other noise sources

6mm SPACER PLAST|C SHEET 6mm SPACER

. engineered hili equipment there is, designed
by the leaders in their field, using lhe 

-best

Telephone or write for your FR ll details of all our
Kils, components and special s month is the:_

AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER

Thisfantast y flagshipolourrange p isyiteni.Thiskitisyo K th;cost!

Today I nternational' this
Class performance allied
nslruclion. John Linsley
nit were enthusiastic;-

ly proressional piece ofaudio
This impression is greafly
, which is redolent ofquality,

Each power amplifier channel has its own advanced double sided

gives a lape input
tuners, tapeandC0
ampliliermay be usetc
signal handling stages.
'Slave'and'monoblm'r

frontendstagewhicheven
for use with

As we aretho aclual importere you get prime parts
suppliersand see! AII

Dolby syslem and ar6 nomally
awide rangeofspecial heads lor
users.

head with excellent

Suitableforchrome
replacement head Irom hi-f i

pricetoo!,. C6.60

11:09lIlNP4!D Amplilier Kit. Totat cost ofail parts is
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY ,,.
lfBargrap red.................... D(
lf Relay lnK11oodo p;;i;;i;;i";i;.l
KflooS SLAVE Amplifier Kit. Total cost of all parts is ... r3gf5
SPECTAL OTSCOUNT pRtCE ONLy ............ . ........... .. .832s.42

lMMlilgrygqLOCAmptiflerkit.Totatcostof ail parrs is€29265
SPECTAL DTSCOUNT pRtCE ONLy .,.... ............. ....... . E253.O(,

All HAIIT kits are de
home mnstruc,tion,
manual ability. lryou
youtsellwith aHAFI
foryourselfandwe will refund the costwhen you buyyour kitl

llfircM Construction Manual. 20+ pages of s.tep by step msembly
instruc,tions, circuitdiagramsand fult parts identificalion list CS.S.)

RLH1l Reprintsof lhe latest 1989 articles Cl.go

Our F turther details of this kit as wsll as our range of
lupel ALPS precision pots and lape recorder ciruits.
Send

... c2.85
e4439

auto-reveree
.. . c16.79

TAPE RECONDER CARE
HART TCl TEST
cassene setstape eimulh, vu
DEMI Mains PoreEd Tape Head
on playback dueto rssidual head
DEMl15 ElectDnlc, Cassette type,

Sendforyourmpynm.
2lRCs to @versurtae

W€.nowacceptinland and ovesem ordets by posl ortelephoneon
all Access/Mastercharge and Visa credit cardi,
Please add part costolcarriage and insurance asfollffi:
INLAND: Orders up to C20 - el;
Orders ryer€20- e2 50; Next day- n9
OVERSEAS: PIease see the orderino
information wilh our lists.

HART AUDIO KIIS - YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI.FI
HAFT kits give you the

opportunity to build the very best
HIGH OUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

i.

Doyourtapes lacktreble? Arcrn head muld bethe problem. Fitting
pneofour replacemenl hsads could restore perlorinance to bettei

Standard induclances and mountirig make litting e6y on
machin€s and our TCI Tesl Casse-ne helps yo-u sefite

power meter are als available
All amplifiere fit within ourstand
our400 SeriesTuner ranoe. Thecase

punched ror accuracy

QUALITY AUDIO KITS (06e1) 6528e4 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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ELECTRONICS
TODAV INTERNATIONAL

Business power supply board
Business pre-amplifier board
Water hole
Super Siren
Val! badge
Bass Amplifier DC Protection

PCB
SERYIC

E9101-4 SBC Micro-Controller Board .................. F
E9101-5 SBC Practice Interface Board ..... .....,.. ... F
E9101-6 5 in l Remote Sensing Switch .. E

E9702-7 Remote Control Timeswitch - receiver board F
E97O2-2 Anti Theft Alarm (2 bds) .........,............. H
E9103-1 Ariennes Lights .... .. L
E9703-2 64KEPROMEmulator ..... ... . N
E9103-3 SSB Radio Receiver ... G

E9103-4 ActiveLoudspeakerboard .........H

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442\
66551

ACCESS or VISA

Price Price
code (inc.

vAT)
c t1.80
D t2.50
E L3.25
F t4.00
G L4.75
H t5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L t8.80
M f.10.60
N t13.10
o f 15.80
P t,17.90
o f,21.80
R 823.90
s f25.90
T L29.OO
u L32.20
v 935.E0
w t37.90
x f.40.70

E9003-5
E9003-6
E9003-7
E9003-8
E9003-9
E9004-1
E9004-2
E9004,3
E9004-4
E9005-1
E9005-2
E9006-1
E9006-2
E9006-3
E9006-4
E9006-5
E9007-1
E9007 -2

E9007-3
E9007-4
E9007-5
E9008-1
E9008-2
E9008-3
E9009-2
E9009-2
E9009-3
E9010-1
E9010-2
E9010-3
E9011-1
E9011-2
E9011-3
E9011-4

E9011-5

E9012-t
E9101-1
E9701-2
E9101-3

J
.L
G

.D
.F
.F

Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser ..,. . . . L
Bass Amplifier Micro

Quad Power Supply
Business Display
Phone Lock and Logger
DarkRoomTimer ... G
Telephone Extension Bell C
Telephone ExternalBell . .. ,. .. . D

Fecko Box
Bug Spotter

G

E

,G
M

.E
C

J

Guitar Practice Amp
Digital Frequency Meter
Fbotstep Alarm
Tiansistor Tester

Decision Maker
AC Millivoltmeter K
Temperature Controller N

FM Generator , .. ,, .. . .. L
Slide Projector Controller ..., E

Ultimate Diode Tester . . D

The Entertainer ,.. G

Component Tester F

Active Contact Pickup E

R4X l-ongwave Receiver C
The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) N

lnfra-lock transmitter (2 boards) . . K
lnfra-lock receiver H
Four-track cassette recorder (record/playback

one channel) _* F

Four-track cassette recorder (Bias/erase oscillaior
board,... K
Infra Sifitch : F

Remot€'. trol - Main Board .. ........... J

Remtji4 trol - Display Board ........... H
Repotd'Control Timeswitch - Tiansmit board E

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS,SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

N
U
o
F

t-

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price Total Prlce

L0.75

f.

Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs ta (BrccK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

Name .

Address.

.... Postcode
I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASp Ltd. !

E9104-1 Testmeter - Volts . rr.w... .......... E
E9lO4-2 Active Direct Injection Box... ............. F
E9104-3 EPROM Eraser. ............. F
E9704-4 DigitalTachometer ......... F
E9104-5 Radio Calibrator ............ F

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines

Usetheformoraphotocopgforyourorder Pleaselilloutallpartsoftheform Makesureyouusetheboardreferencenumbers This
notonlyidentifiestheboardbutalsotellsyouwhentheprojectwaspublished Thefirsttwonumbersaretheyear,thenexttwoarethe
month

Termsarestrictlypaymentwithorder Wecannotacceptofficialordersbutwecansupplyaproformainvoiceifrequired Suchorders
will not be processed until payment is received

l

l

i

I

i

I

i
i
I

I

i
I
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Ray Marston takes an
in-depth look at
nodern voltage-
reference genemtor voltage-reference generators can

be easily and cheaply built using nothing more than
one resistor and an ordinary zenq diode, and high-

Fig. 2. Basic zener voltage regulator circuit.

he electronic voltage-reference generator
is a vital element in many modern pieces
of test and measurernent gear and
A-to-D converters, etc. Medium-accuracy

accuracy versions can be built by combining a Tcner
diode with an op-amp and a constant-current
generator. Alternatively, generators with very high
accuracy and excellent long-term stability can be built
by using a dedicated voltage-referencegenerator IC.
This article looks at the various options, and shows
practical versions of each type of circuit.

Fig. 1. Basic zener voltage refereniE'circuit.

voltages betwe en 2.7Y and 16 V. Note that all except
fhe 4.7V device have significant temperatuie
coefficients (causing lhe zener voltage to vary with
temperature), and that all devices have a substantial
dynamic impedance (causing the voltage to vary with
changes in zener current). Thus, the basic Figure 1 and
2 circuits give a performance that is adequate for many
simple applications, but can not be relied on to give

good accuracy if used in a hostile environment in
which the supply voltage, load current, or operating
temperature vary significantly.

The best way to generate a high-precision zener-
derived reference voltage is to drive a zero-
temperature-coefficient zener diode via a constant-
current source, to generate a basic reference voltage
that is independent of variations in temperatur" and
supply voltage, and to take this reference to the

Fig. 4. Precision variable-value voltage-.eference
generator.

and circuits.
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Fig. 5.Basic AVBE voltage-reference generator.
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TenerBased Circuits
The easiest and cheapest way of generating a
reasonably accurate and stable reference voltage is to
use an ordinaty zener diode and a series resistor in
the configuration shown in Figure 1. The zener's
output voltage is not greatly influenced by modest
variations in zener current (lz), which is normally set
at about 5mA; the R, value is found from the
formula;
R1: (VrN/Vz)lz
Note that this circuit can be made to act as a simple

E

001 01 .l 0 10
tE {mA)

Fig. 6. Typical VBE/IE transfer characteristics.

{VOLTS)

TEMP
COEFF
lmV/'C

DYNAMIC
IMPEDANCE
loHMsI (voLTs

TEMP
COEFF
lmV/'C

DYNAMIC
IMPEDANCE
{oHMSt

27
30
33
36
39
43
47
51
56
62

I
I
8
I
4
0
3
0
5
o

120
120
110
105
100
90
85
75
55
27

68
75
82
9.1

100
110
120
13 0
15.0
16 0

+21
+3 7
+4 5
+6 0
+7 O
+8 0
+9 0
105
't2 5
14 0

15
15
20
25
25
35
35
35
40
40

Fig. 3. Typical parameter values of 50O mW, 2.7V
to 16V zener diodes.
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Fig. 7. Typical Vr. thermal characteristics.

output of about 6.9 volts with excellent long-term
stabitity, or it may be of the 'band-gap' type, which
generates a stable low-noise output of {usually) 66o111

1.22Y. The output buffei acts as a current-boosting
(and Sometimes voltage amplifying) regulator, and
may be of either the shunt or the series type: ICs with
shunt ouputs can normally be used in exactly'the
same way as a sirhple Zener diode, and ate often
represented by a zeier diode symbol. .

Note that the poor long-term stability of the
conventionaldiscreiezcnei diode is causedby the Iield
effects of the serniconductor material's mobile surlaes
ions; in the modern zener-based voltage-reference IC
this effect is eliminated by siting the zenq below the
die's surface, i.e., by using a sub-sur{ace zener. The

zener is usually c ies
{orm a voltage a
e coefficient of less i.e.

below 0.7mVloC).

outside world via a non-inverting buffer stage that has
its gain set to give the precision relerence output
voltage that is required Note that the basic zener
reference voltage can be derived via either a single
4.7 V zener diode or via a 6.2V zener plus a series
1N4148 silicon diode (thus giving a 6.9 V reference
in which the +ZmV/"C coefficient of the 1N4148);
Figure 4 shows a practical circuit using the latter
option

Note that the Figure 4 circuit gives a low-

l

jl

J

.l

impedance output voltage that is variable over a 2:l
range via RVr, and that the circuit has two important
defects that are cornmon to all conventional zener-
based designs, but are not obvious in the diagram. The
first is that all zener diodes inherently act as white noise
generators, and thus produces a 'mushy' output; this
defect can easily be overcome by wiring a low-pass
filter between the zener output and the input of the
op-amp in Figure 4. The second defect is more
serious, and can not be overcome; it is that all
conventional zener diodes have poor long-term
voltage stability. lf long-term stability is important, the
easiest way to get it is to replace the Figure 4 circuit
with a design based on a special 'Reference-Voltage'
IC.

Voltage-Reference IC Basics
Voltage-reference ICs are simple units that, in essence,
house a precision voltage reference device and an
output buffer stage. The relerence may take the form
of a 'subsurface kner' that generatees a precision

ETI APRIT I99I

Here, Q, is used as a diode that is forward biased bt
1 mA via R3. and Q1's VBE voltage. Figures 6 andT
show the typical VBE/lE
temperature coefficient (TC)i c
two trarisistors. From Figure 6
and Q2 develop V6g values of
respectively, and,that a set ref eren ce voltage of 50 mV
is thus generated across R1 . From Figure 7 it can be

L

L

li
!,
il

DEVICE
NUMBER

VOLTAGE
TOLERANCE
AT r 20'C

DRIFT
PPM/" C
IMAXI

.,EFERENCE
OPERATING
CURBENT

OUTPUT
TYPE

LM 3 298
LM336B - 2 5

" 50
LM368 - 2 5

'' -5 0
'' -''10 0

1M385

1M385 1 2
'' 2 5

LM 39 99

6V9
2V49
5V0
2V5
5V0
't 0v
ADJUST
t1 235-
5V3 )
't v235
2V5
6V9 5

r2 4oh
r3 0%
!5 Ook

!5 OY"
t2 Oa/o

!4 O"h
-O 2oh

-o'to/o
tO 1"/"
+2 00/o

50
54
54
30
30
30
54

150
'150

5

0 6-1smA
0 4 10mA
0 4-1omA
0 55mAllO)
0 35mAllO)
0 35ma(lO)
1 3uA-20mA

1 5uA'2OmA
20uA-20mA
0 6-1omA

SHUNT

SERIES OUTPUT CAN
SUPPLY UP TO 1 omA

SHUNT

SH UNI

Fig. 9. Voltage reference lC selection chart (National
Semiconductor'commercial grade' devices, with
OoC to +70oC operating rangel.

POSITIVEREFERENCE NEGATIVEBEFEFENCI

Fig. 10. LM329B outline and basic reference
circuits.

+ 9-40V

POSITIVEREFERENCE NEGATIVEREFEBENCE

Fig. 12. LM3368-2.5 outline and basic reference
circuits,

39
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N

o

E

(TRIM BANGE = 17OmV)

(b)

Fig. 13. LM336B-2.S 'trim, circuits to give (a)
voltage and (b) temperature coefficient
cornpensation.

V+ {3OV MAX)o

6

=

(THIM RANGE = asoomv)

{al Vout i+2V5
OR + svol

ITRIM RANGE : asOOmVt

Fig. 14. LM3368-5.O 'trim, circuits to give (a) 
(b )

voltage and (h) temperature coefficieni
compensation,

Fig. 15. LM3368-2.5 or -5.0 voltage reference,
using wide supply voltage range.

OUT (+2V5
OB sVO PEAK)

rlf "u 3?i JL {+2V51

Fig. 16. LM336B-2.S or -5.0 square wave calibrator
circuit

Fig. 17. Basic LM368 voltage-reference application
circuits.

-13-3oV

Practical Voltage-Reference IC
ufacture excellent voltage-
st widely available types are
National Semiconductors.

Figure 9 details of ten popular,commercial
grade' v rence ICs -anlfacturna bv thlcompan these devices are also made in
'industrial' and 'military' grades, with greratly
enhanced specifications.-Soire of t'f.l" fi.t"a iC, ur"
a subsuiface zener reference, an d others use a ban d_
gap reference
Details of these ICs are as follows:

The LM 3298

fi9-r^.^"^]t shows a simple way of boosting the
LM329B outputto make a 10 V reference genJrator

Th.us, if R2/Ry have a 10:1 ratiq the final output
voltage has a value of 500 mV and a TC of
+2mV/oC.

_ figure 8 shows, in simplified form, the complete
band-gap reference ciicuit, which is similar to the
circuit in Figure 5 except for the addition of e3 and
also that the entire circuit is driven via a 2.J rnA

rentg res e3 operates
collec al output (V6ge)
ual to voltage (which
e TC) age (which has

a negative TC); in practice the R2/R1-controlled gain
is set during manufacture to ensuie that these two-TCs

EF ou out 1.22V.
nce g give output
le, ha ro TCs. and

(a precise 10 V can be set by trimi.ning the CAL
control).

The LM336B-2.5.
The LM336B-2.5 is a low-cost band-gap based

10R

Fig. 18. Low-noise version of the voltage reference
circuits.



Vout
(+ 2V5

Fig. 19. Narrow-range trimmable (+ 17o) version of
the voltage reference circuit.

Fig. 20. Wide-range trimmable version of the
LM368 voltage reference circuit.

+Vrel
OUT

Fig. 21. LM368 dual-polarity voltage reference.

V+

V2 OUT
{: REF1+REF2I

V1 OUT
l= BEFII

Fig.22. LM368 multiple voltage reference.

IC TYPE
MINIMUM Vour,TBIM'RANGE

1M368 - 2 5" -5.0" -100

2V2TO sVO
4V5 TO 6VO
6VOTO15sV

4

1

precision 2.5 V (nominally 2.49 V) reference and is
housed in a 3-pin TO-92 plastic package; Figure 12
shows its outline and basic usage circuits. The IC's third
pin can be used to either trim the output voltage by
about + 120 mV, as shown in Figure 13a, or to trim
the IC for minimum temperature coefficient (in which
case the output must be set to 2.490 volts) , as shown
in Figure 13b (where D, and D2 must share the same
thermal environment as the IC).

The LM336B-5.0.
This is a 5.0 V version of the above IC; it has the same
outline and basic usage connections (allowing {or
variations in circuit voltages) as already shown in

ETI APRIL I99I

Figure 12, its third terminal allows voltage or thermal
compensation to be made (see Figure 14).

Note that the LM336B-2.5 or -5.0 can be
operated from widely variable supply voltages (up to
30 volts maximum) by feeding it via an LM334
constant-current generator IC (to be described next
month), as shown in Figure 15 (where R1 sets the
constant-current value at 1 mA). Figure 16 shows how
these LM336 ICs can also be used to make a square-
wave calibration generator, for use in oscilloscopes
and the like.

OUT
I + 2VSl

Fig.24. Basic LM385-2.5 circuit showing (al
micropower reference from 9 V supply and (bl
reference from wide range supply.

The LM368- Series
The LM368 series of ICs combine a band-gap
ref.erence and a fixed-gain series-pass booster stage
that can supply output currents of up to 10 mA, to
make a precision 2.5 V 5.0 V, or 10.0 V voltage
reference, as indicated by the Ict suffix number. The
LM368 is available in 8-pih DIL or metal can
packages, but only pins 2 (V +),4 (V-), 5 (ADJUST),
and 6 (OUTPUT) are used. Figure 17 shows the basic
way of using each version of the IC, and Figure 18
shows how the circuit can be modified for minimum
noise generation.

The LM368 is provided with a TRIM terminal
(pin 5), to adjust the output voltage over a useful
range, as shown in Figures 19 and 20. Another useful

4

Fig. 23. LM385-1.2 outline (a) and basic circuits showing (bl reference from 1.5 V
battery, (cl micropower reference from 9 V battery, and ld) reference from
wide range supply.

5VO REFERENCE

Fig. 25. tM385 outline and basic application circuit.

+9V



feature is that the IC can be operated in the 'shunt'
mode (like a normal Zener diodel by shorting pins 2
and 6, as shown in IC2 in the dual-polarity voitage
reference circuit of Figure 21. Finally, Figure 22 shows
how a pair of LM368 ICs can be used to make a
multiple output refqrence in which V, is equal to the
sum of the two reference voltages.

The LM385-Series
The LM385-series of ICs combine a band-gap
reference and a shunt booster to make'micropower'
devices that can operate at currents ranging from a

few microamps to 20 mA. There are three basic
devices in the series; the LM385-1.2 is housed in a
TO-92 package and generates 1.235 V; Figure 23
shows the ICs outline and basic application circuits.
The LM385-2.5 is housed in the same TO-92 package
and generates a fixed 2.5 volts output; Figure 24
shows two basic usage circuits. Finally, the plain
'LM385' ls a 3-pin version that can be adjusted, via
its FB terminal, to give a precision 'micropower'
reLerence in the range 1.24V to 5.3V; Figure 25 gives
details of the device.

REFERENCE VOLTAGE = 6V95 r5olo
ZENEB CURRENT RANGE = 0.6-1omA
ZENER TEMP COEFFICIENT = 0 OOO2%loC
?lN 3 CURRENT = 12mA IAT 2s.C AT 3oV)
PIN 3 VOLTAGE RANGE = 9V.36V
IC WARM UP TIME = 5 SECONDS (TYPICAL)
lNlTlAL PIN 3 TUFN-ON = 140mA IAT 25.C)

T

Fig. 26. Basic details of the 1M3999 precision
voltage reference lC.

The LM3999
The LM3999 is a precision temperature stabilised
voltage ref,erence that houses a conventional shunt.
type Zener reference and a heater circuit in a single
3-pin package, giving a relerence temperature
coefficient of better than 0.0002% /"C The Zener
section of the IC generates 6.95 volts and can be used
over the 0.6 mA to 10 mA current range; the heater
section can operate from supplies in the 9 V to 36 V
range, draws an initial switch-on current of about
140 mA (to give rapid IC warm-up) but this rapidly
reduces (within about 5 seconds) to a niminal value
of 12 mA. Figure 26 shows basic details of the device,
and Figure 27 shows its basic applicatiion circuit.
Finally, to complete this look at voltage-reference
generator circuits, Figure 28 shows how the LM3999
can be used in conjunction with an op-amp to make
an ultra-high-precision 10.00 V reference that can be
used as a calibration laboratorv standard.

ASP Readers Offer, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Helel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST
Please supply RORM/14 GD f 7.99
I enclose my cheque/P.O. for C payable to A.S.P. or

debit my Access/Visa I ............1 ............1 ............
Signature Expiry date

Name.........
Address

Fig. 28. Precision 10 V reference.

Fig. 27. Standard 1M3999
application circuit.

E,T. I. Reader Offer
21 piece toolset

This superb 21 piece toolset offers an
invaluable selection of screwdrivers,
wrenches and nut drivers in all the useful,
smaller 'modelling' sizes and will be in
constant use around the workshop.
Here's what you get!

Five crosspoint hex key wrenches/screw-
drivers in 4,4.5, 5, 5.5 and 6mm sizes,
Five precision wrenches in 3, 3.5, 4,4.5
and 5mm sizes.
Five Hex nut drivers in 1.5, 2,2.5mm,
No. O and No. 1 sizes.
Six slot screwdrivers in 1, 1.4,2,2.4,3
and 3.5mm sizes,

And each tool is individually labelled in the
handy plastic container for easy access.
You'll wonder how you every managed
without them!
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rDlleHllly. 9" gr€en scl€en conpogt€ lrput
w,lth €tctpd non-glar€ scr€on plug swltch-

.,ry t1 45 ,"

keyboadsln standard
h and 'dlcky' solid leel
youl and e dgn. Green
EB"T'(B) rE135(D)

6loot 40u

Reductions
Virtually New, Ultra

Less Than Halt Price!
Top Wallty 19' rack caunets made in UK
by Optma EnclosulBs Lld. Unlts leaturs
deslgner, smoked acrylic lockable lrcnt
door, ,ull helght lockable hall louvercd back

!_"tYr_SryEL* -ol:l"tld.F 5V4'drlves €nabl€s us toRactl ConplelewlthEmovaHestdepanets......-E$/rq,
Pr€3€il ptlme prodJct at lndustry bsatng low pdcesl All unlts R.d(2 Less slde mmls -.-_...-- % m

t29.95r

DS
40 or 807

gEy pla3tlc case measrdng 15'L x 13nV x 12'H. A tenlfc

Multisv nction
l5pr belore h's to brlng you thts
Nrrrly Japanese c, munitunoiloo
prodessional grade monllor at an unheald ol low prlc€ll Th€
Eletohome ECt1311 with its hosl ol lnputs wlll connect lo
lsoEl computer systems lncluding: IBM PCDfi/AT/PS2 (CGA,
EGA! PGA, VGA modes) Atad, ArcHm€des (up to SVGA),
@mmodoE, BBC and many moE. Many otherleaijr€s lndu(b:
re8 snalog & TTL lnputs, s€parale horlzontal, vBrtical, com-
pclb and sync on grten lnFits; auto 15 lo 36khz op€raton;
031 mm t b€ dol pllch; tlnted non glaE etch€d scl€€n & 30 mhz
hrxnr|olh makes thls ltem an absolute sr{pll CuBnt m*q,
U pla ov* EnlD ! Each srrpplle'd wlth dala, tully tesH ln
us€d good condlton with tull 90 day RTB guarantoe. Ouantity
dscounts avallaHe. Wll alsoluncton asquallty TV with ourRGBirex' 

onry t1 75 ,"

(/tA) or 24 v
E5e.0s(B)

5a. +12v @
E1e.es(B)

6a,+12v @ta,tlsv@la.RFEandtu 20xs.bcms. C2A9S(C)
CHOOSE yOUR S tN Conver AClg). tgO watt spec.Swilch mode.iSiShugarlqxyqn &teded Stso.oo(E} @ 15a,-5v @ 1a,t12v 12.5 x 6.5cms.New.

lhugarl8sldou shedEtested E22sO0(El E49.95(C)

leaves lhe good otd ST506 tntortaoe standing. ln mlnl condition { lncft AC i r/2" thick
and comes complet€ with manua,. orry........................ti!90(E) 10 lnch Ac ound. gi2 thick. Rotron l lov

10lnch As
62 mm DC 12v.91424v.fl)mm DC .38mm.BFE.
92 mm DC
tl tnch DC

10 lor C28 (B)
at l-112 amps.
)lOtrorE E(B)

l'llPPnBtdo.r D€vlc€G SD5 A1O. Extre compact gsneral pur- venwrE your cotour monltol lnto a
pos€ suppre$o.. Plastc moulded cas€ wlth stngile bott flxlng UTY COLOUR TVlland 230 vac 5 amos. D{ms l-3/4a l--- ?,.rcffiand 230 vac 5 amps. Dlms l-3/41-
x l-l or 3 ttor ElO (A) 1O tor C2A (B)
BGlll malns RFltllters. Has a bullt lit
malns caHe (Engllsh codlng), and athEe pln mlnlalulE non-D-- matlnoDluo. ld€al

r plus an auxlllary ouput
any oth€r leaturEs: LED
Milns'oorniered. Bullt lo

12 voltt
6volL
12 volts
12 Yolts

t1.r.llk lrv &h 6ll aq& ndalnallw ma

ffifarbl*d lU89143 douUe sld€d swilchabl€ ' ' Boshert l3090,SYvit lorddves & system. +5v@ 6a,
hatd orsoll s€dors- BHANO NEW 8250.00(E) +12v @ 0.5a. ' rao_i'smi

SPECIALOFFERSII Feme{l @rtoa.Encased ess.mrci
yte capadty housed ln a smatt cas€

only C49$.aa 6;
End ol llneEnd ot llne g lnch AC. i14" tftid(qeS+ytg^.o! Arzincfi AC ETH| stimfine.Ontv i"rhick.standadsM { tnch AC 11o12/(Jv tta rnilu

14" Colour
matlngplug, ld€al
gg€d by RF pact.5".............. o(A)

Quallty l2v 4ah cell pack. Orlglnally ma* ,-, ..-
vl(bo company. Contalns 10 GE lop quallty D nicad cells ln a
sman robusl caso wllh a DC outDrJt conneclor. ldeal lor mdablesman robusl caso wllh a DC outprJt connec{irr. ldeal lor poilable
equlpm€nl. Brend n€w. S19.95(B)

5ltr;,"ffi :,iJl"A'ffi X;'*,,1?:'ii1"*""lTi#iHi
t;,fu,'fa;"1;;=;t ;Ufr. 

";;;itEla'rt";n 
;;iiDiablo/Clume command capaHllty. S€dal R$232C with full

handshake. Bidrectonal 25 cps, sirltchable 10 or t2 pltch, 136
cpl ln Plca, 163 ln Ellie. Frlc,tlon or tractor teed. Full ASCII

DEC VAX11Z5O lnc. 2 Meg Bam DZ ard tull docum-
enlaton, ln brand new condltlon C39(x)
Fqlltu M3041 600 LPM band pdnler Ii!05O
DECIS/OA(.:PII}hari E 15O

'l2OO baud modem. Fully BT.pFov€d unlt, pmvldes standard
\f22 ilgh spe€d dala comm, whlch at 120 cps, can sa\rE your
plErp blll and connecl tme by a staggpdng 75%l Ultra sllm 45

E 655 c€oroobt l5o
a 375 contnuous use -
i aio cPs wilh tl lonts a

E ff1ffi*x3,ti3
ADD' m vDU rermrnars-- brand nery 3 ,g l#EL1J'rtf,ro , o.u' ,"*, rracror or s/sip€1....814o.qr(
Sekonlc-SD lgll 18 channel tlybdd r€coder C2(m CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS lN STOCK
Tlqrd 1+l Data lransmlsslon bst sot E 525
Konwood DA€50{ CD tesbr, laser pldop slmulalor € 35O

IfRGE OOf,l{TtTlES OF OSCI]"IOSCOPES flND TEST GEf,R f,rwoys f,Vf,llf,Bl"E - Cf,lr- ]tOWt

lor dalsy-chalnlng. 3 front contmls and 6
sod(ets. Beautful hlqh conlrast scrB€n and atlrecfve re udthsod(ets. Beautful hlgh conlrast scrB€n and atfac[ve case wllh
caryhg l€dge. Perlect as a meln or bgckuo morftor and lor
qrantty userst f39.95 each 1o1 or S'for t1 85tel

I Spootak,l *
TEAC FD-55 hall hilght seiles ln your cfiolc€ ol rO trad(
douHe slded 360k or 80 track douUe slded 720k. Ex-equil
menl lully testod ln excallent condltlon wllh 90 day
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HIGH GRADE COMPONENT PARCELS
Unless othenvise stated, all the clearanc

components. lI some of the offers loP Eade' opti -- -'- - - rsurrvr! 
:t^t!,1llll:

^noi what
appy! Att offers apply only while
r nen month's Der6plg or hcfiar

silr, De tne flrsl lo hear new
putting your name on g list

L-- write in, Pete

MASSIVE
CLEARANCE SALE

PAR.C,!,1_?giIgO0+ rop grade componenrs tor e49! + VAT(Value E50(h)

0272522703 aftet
6.30 pm).

nlains some olj care to name!
, stve_s (restslors, to devices

@ i:l:ll#TXln""*",
ce.

..Th of excellenl quahty. ln paJks originally rntended fosell at sure you oackSUre VOU ^.^Lparel will nave no more lhan two 6t a ::;:'-,
will have al most live ol any one pack. p 5:*'

our cnorce
PAHCEL 1A: m PACKS lor fio + VAT

PARCEL 1B: t0O PACKS tor e39! + VAT

LEDs
All shapes, sizes and

colours of LEDs. Round ones
rectangular ones,re nd yellow ones,clear all sorts.

PARCEL 7A: 100 LEDs for 85.90 + VAT
PARCEL 78: 500 LEDs for 824.90 +surpnses.

PARCEL 3A: '100 lCs tor 812! + VAT

TANTALUM
CAPACITORS
A nice range of tants in values up to
47yF. Lots of useful caps, and we,re
not mean with the most expensive
ones. A fine selection.

PARCEL 4A: 100 TANTS for 86.80 + VAT
PARCEL 48: 500 TANTS for t29t + VAT

PARCEL 8A:
1000 CAPACITORS tor E6.50 + VAT

PARCEL 8B:
25OO CAPACITORS
lor t14.90 + VAT

An exciting selection of
capacitors. There are

' ceramics for decoupling and
general use, Polysgrdnes-for high

penormance circuits, diooed and

RELAYS
All kinds of relays: plug-in, PCB

ty
ir.

You'll be back for more!

PARCEL 164:
50 RELAYS for f1 2+VAT

PARCEL 1 6B:
200 RELAYS for f38 +VAT

TRANSISTORS
A mix of general purpose silicon

are BC212s, BC2l3s, BC548s,
BC238Bs, MTJ210s, and so on. Next
month - who knows? All top quality
components.

PARCEL 64:
200 TRANSISTORS for 87.80!+ VAT

HIGHGRADE
COMPONENTSLTD
Unit 102 SWoburn Road, Eastville, BristolBS56TT

44 ETI APRIL I99I



AIR IONISERS
By means of points raised to a very high voltage, ionisers re-structure the air

you breathe, turning ordinary air molecules into potent negative ions. The

ettects ol breathing in these ions can be quite startling. Almost everybody

reports that it makes them feel good, and there is now strong evidence that it

can also improve your concentration, make you more healthy and alert, make

you sleep better, and even raise your lQ.

THE MISTRAL AIR >
IONISER
The ultimate air ioniser, The Mistral has variable

ion drive, built-in ion counter and enough power to

drive live multi-point emitters with ease, lts nine

main drive stages, five secondary drives and lour

booster stages give an immense 15 billion ions per

minute output - enough to lill the largest room in

a matter of seconds.

The parts set contains evefihing you need to

build the Mistral: components, PCB, case, emitter

and full instructions, ll you're keen to increase the

output still further, there's an optional eight-point

internal emitter set to glve extra ionising capability,

and an almost silent piezo-electric ion fan to drive

the ions away from lhe emitter and into the room.

MtsrRAL toNtsER PARTS SET t32.66 E
INTERNAL EMITTER PARTS SET

(optional)t3.22 E
ION FAN (optional) t1l.27 A

( enoPHET PF3
The Prophet pertorms its own special miracle on the dashboard of your

car, First repons are most impressive: driving becomes a positive

pleasure, easier to stay alert on long motorway journeys, a child cured

of travel sickness. The ion eitect is not to be underestimated. Don't torget

the experiments either: there's the smoke trick, triffids, the living emitter,

and more. The Prophet can be used anyrvhere with a supply ol 9V to

12V DC, so don't restrict it to the car alone!

PROPHET PF3 PARTS SETT21.39 E

THE O.ION >
Check out the ion levels around your house. The Q-lon will measure

the output of any ioniser, test the air to see where the ions are

concentrating, help you set up lans and position your ioniser lor best

effect, and generally tell you anything you wanl to know about ion

levels in the air. The readout is in the lorm ol a bar graph which moves

up and down as the Q-lon sniffs the air in different parts of the room.

Readings up to 1010 ions per second, positive or negative.

Q-ION COMPLETE PARTS SET T21.16 f,

( rcnlrAN cAMERA
Bioplasmic fields, auras, or jusl plain corona discharge? No matter how you explain them, the effects are strange and
spectacular. Can you really photograph the missing portion of a torn leaf? Can you really see energy radiating lrom
your linger tips? Most researchers would answer 'yes'to both questions.

Our Kirlian photography set conlains everything you need to turn the Mistral into a Kirlian camera, your bedroom
or spare room into a darkroom, and to expose, develop and print Kirlian photographs (photographs made with high
voltage electricity instead ol light). The set includes exposure bed, salelight bulb, developing and fixing chemicals,
trays, imaging paper and full instructions, A Mistral ioniser pafts set is also required,

KIRLIAN CAMERA SET T19.78 E

Tel: (0600) 3715 LIMITED

SALES DEPT.. FTOOM 1OZ FOUNDERS HOUSE, REDBROOK, MONMOUTH, GWENT.

ORDERING
All prices include VAT

UK orders: please add t1 t5 postage and packing

Eire and overseas: please deduct VAT and add

t5.00 carriage and insurance

ACCESS
Phone 0600 3715 lor immedrate

attenlion to your Access order

* The Vanishing Smoke
Trick

Light up a cigarette and gently puft smoke
into a glass jar until the air inside is a thick,
grey smog. Carefully invert the jar over the
ioniser so that the emitter is inside. Within

seconds the smoke will vanishl This is one

of the best demonstralions ol an ioniser's
air cleaning action and with a large jar the

eflect is quite dramatic.

* Tritfids

Connect a length ol wire from the ioniser

emitter to the soil in the pot of a
houseplant, 0ne with sharp, pointy leaves

is best, Hold your hand close to the plant

and the leaves will reach out to touch you!

ln the dark you may see a laint blue glow

around the leaf tips - this works better with

some plants than with others, so try several

ditterent types. The plants don't object to

this treatment at all, by the way, and otten

seem to thrive on il,

* The Electric Handshake

Wear rubber soled shoes. Touch the

ioniser emitter for a few seconds until your

body is thoroughly charged up, When your

hair stands on end, that's just about

enough. Then give everyone you meet a
jolly electric handshake. Just think, you

could lose all your friends in a single

evening! (A meaner trick still is to charge

up a glass ol water or a pint of beer. Even
your lamily won't speak to you after that!)



John Smith now turns
the circuit design into
a working voltmeter
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Elecfionic
TestlUeter

ast month, a final design was produced for
an active multi voltmeter. Now we turn our
attention to the construction, but just
before that you'll notice that Figure 1 shows
the full theoretical circuit with the inclusion

of the range resistors, and the various FSD inputs.
Rmsh is placed across the meter and its value will
depend on the meter type - more of that later.

Construction
Referring to the view shown in Figure 2, looking into
the rear of the Plastlc Box. Make board A from plain
copper-clad PC material, with the copper on the

',. l;lt

^ 
bzri

24rt t' ,

?,rt

ry"tit

,"4,

upper sdrface. Cut a 'U' notch in the centre of the
lower edge as shown in Figure 3. Check that this board
is a snug fit into the lower part of the plastic box. Cut
board'B' as with board A to make a'U'notch in the
centre of the lower edge. Align the two boards and
ensure thar the excess width of board A is equally
13mm either side of board 'Bl

lf this is satisfactory, mark and drill the two 6 BA
holes through board A Again with board A, drill the
3mm holes ior the switch mounting, and cut the slot
for the switch tarigl

Assemble the two boards, using 6 BA bolts and
spacers and then add the switch, using 3mm bolts,

COMMON NEGATIVE INPUT Fig. 1 Full circuit of testmeter.

l/Ps R1O4c

R1 04d

R104c swl
ONeOFF

R1o4b l0M

10M

v
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

F104a
B+

'o ;[5iI
R103t 8M2

R103e
c1 I

1500p 
l

I

I

l

R103d

R103c

(H-1v5

14

R6u5 2k2

13



to see that everything is {itting so far.
Dismantle and make the 5mm holes in board A

for the sockets, being careful with alignment, as the
appearance of the completed instrument will be
affected by this. Still with board'A, countersink the 5
BA and the 3mm holes on the plain side.

Mount RV1 on the copper side of board 'Bl so
that it is a little less than 6mm proud, and set exactly
along the centre-line of the board

Drill a pilot hole in board A to coincide with
adjusting slot of RV1. Assemble the two boards and
check that this hole will give access to RV1. If this is

satisfactory, enlarge this hole. Complete the work on
board 'Bi noting that Rro and Rro are mounted on the
copper side, for convenience

Also fit and solder the IC the chip contains only
normal silicon transistors so, although care must be
taken, it is not so easy to damage as a FET. The IC
may be mounted on a holder, if desired.

L-eave all outgoing Leads over-length.
Using board A as a template, make the 5mm

holes, the slot for the switch 'tangl and the access hole
for RV1 in the front panel o{ the Plastic Case.

DO NOI DRILL THE 6 B.A. OR THE 3mm
HOLES THROUGH THE FRONT PANEL. The
large hole, and the four small (2.5mm) holes for the
meter may now be made. Check that the dimensions
in Figure 2 agree with the information given with the
meter. Also check that the meter will fit between the
top of board A and the protruding plastic moulding
at the top of the box.

If all is well so far, the meter may be fitted and
held in place with the 2.5 mm nuts and washers
supplied.

Fit spacers and switch to board'A, remembering
to use the shortened c,/s bolts for the spacers. Wire
the switch as shown in detailin Figure 5, fitting C1 and
C2 ftom the + terminals of the switch to the copper
surface of board A Select the value of R..n from the
chart in Figure 6 and solder the resistor(s) directly to
the meter terminal tags, this will convert any meter to
one of 1mA full scale. Connect the -r meter leads from
board'Bi

Fit board A into lower part of the case, holding
it in with the socket locking nuts. Fit board 'B' on to
spacers.

ETI APRIT I99 I

FOUR HOLES
2 5mm

METER
HORIZONTAL
CL

NOTE:
CHECK THESE
MEASUBEMENTS
WITH METER
INSTBUCTIONS

+ I

6seaY

BOARD'A'

SLOT FOR
SW'TANG'

BOARD 'A' COPPER
PC BOARD-

COPPER THIS SIDE

$uro
I@\

t\tfl

E
mlltllt
Lll

'3uifl:',,f'
-

o
Fig. 2 Detail inside box.

Check that the switch is OFF and temporarily
connect the battery, noting that the '0' volts wire
should go between the two cells.

Switch on, and see that the meter can be zeroed
by RV1, then apply 3 or 4.5 volts to input two.
(Remember that a new alkaline cell will give more than
1.5 volts.) The reading obtained should be accurate
to 1%, but if a check meter is available - so much
the better!

If things are not going too well at this stage, switch
OFF, disconnect the battery, and check:

That the i.c. is the right way round. (!)

That the correct value components are in the
correct places.
If the instrument works, but the ranges are badly

in error, check that R.rn is the correct value for the
meter in use, and that the high value range resistors
are right - high value colour codes can be confusing!

Assuming that all is now OK, check that the
battery box willlit in the corner of the lid, without the

47



+ 1V5 +'lV5
-'lv5 1v5

Fig. 4 Component Overlay for Testmeter.

provided - if you haven't lost them - and away you
go!

The instrument onlg take about lt/zmA
full scale - so you shouldn't
atteries very often. A battery
provided, if the volts fall much

below 1.5v., change both cells
Values of meter shunt resistors R*.n for various meter
movements.

PARTS LIST
nE$STofiS - MetatFilm' 1i, '

R1

R2

R3

B4

R5

f6

c1,2

c3
1 500p

330p

50k (or R1a, R1b - l00k eachl
47k

50R (or B3a, B3b - 1008 each

24k
2.2k

2.2k
RANGE RESISTOBS

R101 ]M

f102a,102b 10M

8103a, c, e 6,8lVl

, R103b, d,f 8.2tr/

, R104, a to e 101\4

' flVl 2k2 horiz preset

. !T!! Va[ie depends on meter usecj (seelable)
CAPACITORs

I SEMICONDUCTORS

,r lC CA3046
Mts

. B* (50 uAf gwitsS lDouble Pole), Skts 2mm RED,BLA lder

I Cop , ?1x60mm

: 6MTappedSpacers (l/r inchl

: 6 BA c/s Bolts l% inchl
, 6 BA Rnd. Head (% inchl
, M3 c/r Bolts 16mm)
, Connecting wire

i Solder tag - about 6 BA - lor extra battery connection,

: Two A,A,A. cells - Alkaline preferred.

, Set of TestProdswith 2mm, Plugs,

z '.1 i t.,i

{r{.{i

*?.1

,,tr"a,

"9 
tt

(20/

w
7t:?,e

.i.t i.r; ;, di
.i..', i't,;i . ,/

tc1

c3 b4 e4 cL

Fig. 5 lC wiring derail

OV

-1V5 TO B BOX

-'tv5

OV

COPPER FACE
OF BOARD'A'

- lv5
-1V5
COM NEG

Fig. 6 Switch wiring detail.

Fig.7
Values of meter shunt resistors Rr"n for various meter movements.

Panel Meter

Maplin Code

Full Scale

Current

lnternal

Resistance

Shunt for
'1mA

Made from lwo
Resistors in

Parallel.

F[/ 98 c
RW92A
RW94C

50 uA

100 uA

lmA

4300R

3750R

200R

226 3R

416 7R

n0t req.

910 & 300R

1600 & 560R

1.1>4' 'l



@qJE one lor porer and ore ior Frbed power (prcgramr
ldoal lor all sois ol peision li EEr appl€tions 6t e6 00 Fl
FIBEE OmC CABLE. Strsded of,icalfibres sheathed in

VIDEO TAPES. Thce hour supedor quality tapss made
[cence from iho famous JVC comparry Pack of 1 0 lap6 t20 00

PVC FiVe metro bngth e7 m rol 7P29
12V SOI-AF CELL 20omA ilr.put ide8t tq
t id(ls ciarging etc 3OO mm squ8re O.ir pi€
815 m rel l5P42
PASSIVE INFRA-RED UONOil SENSOR.
Cmphe with daylght$Mr, 8djEtablo [9ht3
or limr (8 sB -15 rins), 50 Engo with a 90
deg cowrage, Manual oEride taciEty Cor
plele trith wall brackots, bub holdeE etc BEnd
new end guarenteed E5.6 tol25P24
Pack ol trc PAR36 bubs lor above unit e1 2.00
td 12P43

E4O.OO REF 4OP1O. MAINS POWER SUPPLY KIT

VIDEO SEI{DER U]lT, Transmit borh audio and \rideo
SWTCHEO itrODE POWER SUPPLY (Boshert) +s at 1sA, +
at 3A, -1 2 at 2A, +24 ar 2A 220 or 1 1 0v input Brand new f20 0O
20P30from dther a \rideo €mra, vida rorder or @mputer to

stsnd€rd TV $t within 8 10O range! (tune TV to s spare

REAL FOWER AIIPUFER Foryora, il has 150 watts
Froquencl Espome 2OHZ to 20 K[3 and a signal to noise
botter tha 6odb Has buihn short ciroit protection and adjus
input lryelto $it y@o €isting carsto@, I needs rc
WoilsiniostEakeB rel 3OP7do$ibed bsbw A oal bargain
q57 00 Order rel 57P1
REAL POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stem pair@F,d 1 oow
4ohm inpedarce and @nsisling ol 6 1P wmler ? mid range
1'tweetor ldealtowod{withthe arf,plifi erd@dbed €bow Pd@
pair e3O OO Ordor rel 30P7
PEFSONAL STEREC Owbmer retrms hrt @trElete u,ith
pair ol riom hoadphonea very g@d vah,E d e3.00 rel 3PE3
1 2@175 llOOEilS M€de to frt into PC.s hn @b b€ adsDteb
cmdote with dagrare etc fl5.@ ech rd 1 5P45
2KV 5(tlt WATT TRANSFORHERS Suit*b tor high
e)perirent8 orsaspaElq.a ricrcwaE ovs 6tc 250v AC
e10 00 rel 10P93
LCROWAVE COI{TROL PANEL Mains op€rated, with
ev*tches Cotrploi. with a digit display, digital clock, and 2

-&>

'lzv DC op e15 m re, 15P39 Sritable msins adaptor f5.OO
5P191
Ftl TRAI{SIITTER hil$d in a etandad wo*ing t3A

innertube Wheels are bl8ck, spoked onepiecepov €rbonate
wheel e6 0O rel 6P20 16'wh@l !6 m ref 6P21
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KlTtorcs molo. PCB and
cmpqenbto build aspeed contrcller (Gg5%of spoed)
Uss puls width modulEtion e 17 00 ret 17P3
SOLAB POWEFED NICAD CHARGER. charsos 4
AA nicads in 8 h@B BEnd new and esod C6 00 rel
6P3
IT OSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS ETC. loo watt
pair2sJgg and 2SK343 e4 00 a pair with pin out info rel 4P51
avaliable is a 2SK41 3 and a 2SJ1 1 8 at E4 00 rel 4P42
10 MEMORY PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONES. Thee are
tomerretums'sotheymay ireedslightattonton BTapprowd
each 61 6P16 or 2 lorC10 00 El l 0P77
12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN 4 1/2" square band n6w ideal
boat. €r. €ravan etc EB 0O €ach rel 8P26
a@rn data reorder ALFsO3 Made lor BBC computer but
lor otheE lncludes mains adapter, I6€ds and book 11500
1 5P43

20P20
ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP. Sound and im-
pacl controlled. responds to claps and shouts I nd
rewres whon it hits anything Kit with completo
asembly instructions e10 00 re, 1oPE1

H:[Ifr4
SURFACE MOUNT KlT. Makesa high gain snooping amplifieron
a PCB le$ thanan an inch squarc! Q7 @ rcl 7P15
SUBFACE MOUNT SOLDER. ln e*ytouetube ldoallorabo6
projeci e12 00 cf 12P1 8
CB CONVERTORS. Convedsa ca.radio into an AM CB re@iver
Casod with cirdit diagram E4 0o rel4P48
FLOPPY DISCS. Pack oI 1 5 31/2' DSDO el 0 00 ref 1 0P86 Pad(
of 10 5'll4" DSDD 85,00 rel 5P1 68
SONIC CONTROLLED MOTOR One click to start, two c[ck to
r€voE direclion, 3 click to stopl q3 0O each ref 3Pl 37
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x s2mm el 00 rel 80827
LCD DISPLAY 4 1/2digitseppli6d with conneclion dataeg 0O ref
3P77 or 5 lorEl 0 00 re, 10P78
TRANSMITTER AND RECEVER The$ units reie designed
ior nure call systoms and transmit any one ot 16 dirferent @d6s
The transmitter is esed and designed to hang round lho n*k
812 OO a pait rcl 12P26
Al-ARil TRANSMITTERS. No data avaliable bur nicaly mado
complex transmiltere 9v operation !4 00 each ref 4P81
100M REEL OF WHITE BELL WRE ligurc 8 patlern idealfor
inier@ms. d@r b6lls etc €3 00 a Eei cl 3P107
ULTRASONIC LIGHT This battery operated unit iE id@l for tho
shed etc I it detects movem€nt a nd t/rns a lig ht on fora pr66ttims
(light included) C@ld be ued as a sensor in an alarm syslem
!14 00 each ref 14PB
GI-AP llGHT. This device turns on a lamp at a fingor'snap' etc
!4 00 each rel 4Pg2
ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK KlT. Contains all yd needto hJild an
elecironic devi€ io give a 10 l€re| liquid indi€tor e5 00 (ex cae)
rel 5P194
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER. Takes AA's. c's, O'e and
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 batteies a1 once New and c6od, mains
operated f6 0o Ef 6P36
ONE THOUSAND CABLE nESl Tsmm x 2 4mm white nylon
ceble ti6s only E5 m rel5P'! 81

Hl-Fl SPEAKER. Full range 1 31 mm diamot6rg ohm 60 watt 63-20
khz ex@llent reprduclion f1 2 O0 ref 1 2P33

ASTEC SWITCHED ll/IODE POWER SUPPLY. 80mm x 1 6smm
(PCB size) giws +5 8t 3 75A. +12 at 1 5A, -12 at 0 44 Brand nil
el2 @ ret 12P39

VENTILATED CASE FOF ABOVE PSU with IEC filt€red ecket
end porer ss,itch e5 00 rel 5P190
lN CAR POWER SUPPLY. Plugs into cigar eckot and giv6
3,4,5,6,7 5,9, and l2v outputs at 800mA Complete with univeHl
spiderplug !5 00 rcl 5P167
CUSTOMER RETURNED switcheril rcd€ porerspplies Mixed
type, gmd lor spares or Epair !2 00 each rel 2P292
DFILL OPERATED PUMP. Fis arry dnll and is sellpriming E3 0o
ref 3P1 40
PERSONAL ATTACK ALARM. Complet€ with built in torch and
vanity mirrcr Pod(et sizBd, req's 3 AA batteries !3 Cl r€l 3P135
POWERFUL SOLAR CELL 1 AMP .45 VOLTI onry es 00 ret
5P192 (other sizes avaliable in catalogue)
SOI-AR PBO.IECT KlT. Consissof asolarell, specialDC motor.
plastic tan and turrtables etc plus a 20 page b@k on elar energy!
Price is E8 00 Gf 8P51
RESISTOR PACK. 10 x 50 vsluee (500 r€sistors) all 1/4 wstt ?/"
metalfilm e5 0O rel 5P'170
CAPACITOR PACK 1. l0o assrted non electrottic capacitoc
e2OO td 2P286
CAPACITOR PACK Z 40 asorted eloctrclytic capacitoB E2 0o
d2P2A7
OUICKCUPPA? 12v imm6rsion h6aterwith lead and cigarlighter
plug A3 00 rel 3P92
LED PAGK . 50 red leds, 50 gre6n leds and 50 yellow leds all 5mm
EB 00 r€{ 8P52

12 " HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. AMBER SCREEN
BEAUTIFULLY CASED NEEDS 1 2V ATl A TTL INPUT (SEP
SYNCS). E22.oo REF 22P2.

RADIO CONTROLLED CAR. Sigle channel R/c buggy with for-
ward revers and turn controls. ofl road tyres and suspension
!12 00 El'12P40
FERRARI TESTAROSSA, A true 2 chennel radio @ntrolled €r
with toMard, EveEe, 2 geaB plus turbo Working headliglts
E2ZOO Bl 22P6
SUPER FAST MCAD GHARGER. Charges 4 AA nicad's in lo$
than 2 houE! Plugs inlo standard 13A s@kgr Compl€te with 4 AA
ni€d batteriesql6 0O E 16PB
ULTRASONIC WIRELESS ALARU SYSTEM. Two units, qE
a sensr which p|Jgs into 8 l3A sockel in the aea you wish to
protect The othq, a centEl Elam unh plugs into arry other sockel
elserere in th6 building When tho ensor is triggeEd (by bod
movement etc) tho alam rynds Adjustabl€ senstivity Pri@ por
pair e20 00 r€l 20P34 Addlional snsrs (mil 5 per ahm unit)
!11 0Orcl I1P6
TOP OUAUW MICROPHONE. Unidirectional eleclret con-
densr mic 600 ohm $nsitivity 1&18khz built in chimo complelg
with magn€tic microphone stend and mic clip Q12 @ El 12P42
WASHING MACHINE PUMP. Mainsopeeted nilpump Notsell
pdming e5 0O Ef 5P16
IBM PRINTEB LEAD. (025 ro centronics plug) 2 metro pEEll€l
!5 oO rel sPl 86
QUICK FIX MAINS CONNECTOR. ld@ltorthelagtconnoclion ot
maing equipmenl Neon indicator and colour @ded connecloE
!7 00 El 7Pl 8
COPPER CLAD STRIP BoAFD 1 7' x 4"ol 1 " pitch "wro' board
e4 00 s sheet re1 4P62 ot 2 sh@ls lot 27 @ pl 7P22
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL E2 00 rel 2P3s2
3 1/2' dis drivs 72OK @padty made by NEC f6o 00 Bl 60P2
W LOUDSPEAKER$ 5 watt magnetically sreened 4 ohm 55 x
125mm e3 00 a p8ir rer gP109

W LOUDSPEAKERS. 3 watt I ohm magnetically $reened 70 x
50mm E3 00 a pair r6f 3P,l08
TOROIDALTRANSFORiIER.24v 5A en€pslated 4" dia Es oo
.d 5P34

PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HEUUM NEON
I.ASER TUBE BRANO NEW FULL SPEC

b5nds, FM, AM and LW O)Olealswitch. tuni.E'ey€' mins
or battery Cmdde with sholder str+ end mins bad
e34 OO rel 34P l
WIiSPER 2000 LISTEI{NG AlD. Enables y@ to h€ar
that wdld othorvie be inaudible! Compleie vith
Ced €5 m Ef 5P179
CAR STEREO AND Fll RADIO. Low ost st6m srstem

porer atrtP! 2G21 KHZ,SR 1 2-1 4v DC nogatiw oarth Casd
td25P11
I{CAD BATTERIES. Brand new top qualiry 4 x AA's e4 OO

4P41 2 x C'a 24 @ to, 4P73. 4 x O's e9 00 El 9P1 2. I x PP3 €€
rd 6P35 6lso ereqdp MA,s at 25lore10 00 El 10P12O
TOWERS INTERNATIO}IAL TFANSISTOR SEI
GUIDE. The uhimte equivBlmts b@k Lstod editq e2O OO

frP32
CABLE TIES. r42mm x 3 2mm white nylon p3ck oi 1oO E3 @
3P104 Butrpd p€ck d l,0OO ns e14 0O

BUILD AN IBM COMPATIBLE
PC!

HEF 20P33 READY BUILT AND TESTED LASER IN
cAsE c75.00 REF 75P4.

SOLDER 22SWG resin colEd solder on a 1/2kg r@l Top
E4 @ a .@l ref 4P70
6@ WATT HEATERS, ldeallor air or liquid, will not corode,
loryears colllypo @nstruction3"x2" mounted on a4'dia metal
lor 6asy lixing e3 m e E, 3P78 or 4 for el 0 00 ref I 0P76
nilE AND TEMPERATURE MODULE A cl@k, disital
mometor (Celcius and Farenheit (0-l 60 deg F) programmable
hot and loo cold alarms Runs for at lsast a yer on one AA
eg 00 cf 9P5
Remote lemperature prcbe lor above unit e3 O0 ref 3P6O
GEARBOX KITS ldeal {or rcdels etc Contains 1E gears (2
each size) 4x50mm axles and a powerlul 9-12v motor All th6
etc are Frsh fit fg 00 lor completo kii ref 3P93
ELECTRONIC ICKET MACHINES These units @ntain
magnotic €rd reader, trc matrix printeG, motors, snsors a
loads or eleclronic components elc (12"x12"x7') G@d value
812 00 Fl 12P28
JOYSTIGKS- Bend hew with 2 fir6 buttons and Nclion feet
units can bs modilied lor most computeG by changing
€tc Pdca is 2tore5 0O td 5P174
OUAUTY PANEL METERS. souA movement with 3
s€leg that can be brought into view u/ith a leverl €3 00 each
3P81
GAR IONIZER KIT lmprove the air in your carl cleaE smoke
hglps to reduce f ali gue Case Equired E1 2 O0 rcl I 2P A

METALDETECTOR Fun light weight device torbur-
i6d lreasur€! 33" long with lune and line tune @ntrolg
ll00Ord10P101
6V 1OAH LEAO ACID sealed battery by yuasha ex
oquipment but in ex@llent condition now only 2-for
fl0 00 Ef 10P95
12 lO mV INVERTER KlT. As $pplied il will
handlo up to about 15 w at 220v but with a largertransfomer il
handb 1m watts Basic kit f12 m rcl 12P17 Laryet
E12 00 El 12P41
VERO EASI WRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEM ldeallor
ing prcj@ts on etc Complete with tools, wire and Eusabie
Ou, pi@ g6 0O rof 6P33
ltifiCROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. complete with
sensing eleclronicsthatrculd hEve vaiod thecooking time ldel
windw displays etc 15 00 ref 5Pl65
STC SWTCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY 22ov or 1 1 0v
giving 5v at2A, +24v ato 25A, +1 2v ato 15A and +90v at 0 4A! 1 2
pl 12P27
CAilERA FLASH UNITS Hequire a 3v DC supp! to flash !2
€ach rel 2P38 or 6 ror Cl 0 00 ret 1 0P1 0l (ideal multijlash
raphy)
TELEPHONE AUTODIALLERS. Theseunits, whentrissercd
automsti€lly dial arry tolophone number Oiginally made lot
panels BT approwd 812 00 re, '! 2P23 (pleas staie i6leph(
req'd)
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER ic STK043 With the addition
a handlul olcomponentsyou can hJild a 25 watt amplilier E4 00
4P69 (Cir@it dia included)
20 WATT 4 OHM SPEAKER Builtin twester hifi quality 61/2'
pi6 is e5 00 rel sPl 55 or 1 0 forE40 ref 40P7
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 22ov input +5 at 3A, +
al 1 A, -1 2 ar 1 A Short circuit prolected 812 OO rel 1 2P21

pc13 UAINS FANS Snailtype construction Approx 4"x5" mountod on
metal plate ior eary ,ixing New €5 00 5P1 66
POWERFUL IONIZER KlT. Generates 1o times more ions
commercial units! Complete kit including ca$ f18 00 rel 18P2
MlNl RADIO MODULE Only 2" square with lerrileaeial andtur

AT 12 meg tr6o 286 mother b@rd
1 meg memry lor abow b@rd
{ meg momry lor aboE b@rd
AT keyboard
AT powor wpply ad Frc ese (corplete)
AT @ntDller cad wilh 2 x seial, 1 x parallel
Floppy and had @ntIollor + moo
Display ddver
I 2 mog 3 1/2" dis dive
1 ,44 tr€g 5 1 /lll dive
Ambor mnitor 1e.
rO mg had disc
1m mg hard di$

11 15 00
css 00
e21 4 00
r49 00
E1 t5 00

1740o
e74 00
e66 00
e99 00
e270 00
!595 00

pcl
Pe2
pca

Pc4
pc5

Pc6
Pc7
pc8
pc9
pc10
pc1 1

minimm gystom conaisting of mthor board, 1 meg of mmory
ce, porer upply. 1.{4 meS tloppy. interla@s, and monitor
!525 0O inc VAT (singb driw rcno 2E6) pc12
!7q5 0O i rc VAT (,O ,pg + lbpPy + mno 286)

1991 CATALOGUE AVAII-ABLE NOW IF YOU DO
HAVE A COPY PLEASE REOUESTOI{E WHEN
OR SEND US A 6"X9" SAE FOR A FFEE COPY.

GEIGER COUNTER KlT. Cotrplote f,ith tube, PCB and
nents io build a battery op€rad goiger c@nter ES) 00 rel 39P1
FU BUG KlT. No design with PCB etrteddod @il Transmits
any FM Edio 9v battery req'd e5 00 rel 5Pl58
W SOUND DECOOER. Nicoly casd unit, mains powered
channelwilldi€ a ffill spealor di@tly orc@ld be f€d into Hl
etc Our price !12 0O r6f 12P22
COIPOSITE VIDEO KITS, These conwrt @mposita \iideo
s+arato H sync, V rync and vido 12vOC !8 0O Bl 8P39
SlllCl-AlR C5 IIOTORS 12v 29A (tutl t€d) 3soo tpm 6"x4" 1

O/Pshalt Nil t?!0od2OP22
As 8bore hx with fitted 4 to 1 inlre Educlion box (EOOlpm)
loothed nylon belt drive @g E4O 0O rel 40PB
SltrcLNB C5 W{EELS 13'or 16" di8 incbdng tcaded iyre



Tbchnology for', 
"*',0r.

or every engineer and budding boffin,
there comes a critical moment when that
brilliant idea or clever implementation
must finally be transferred from a plate of
matrix-board spaghetti onto a piece of

paper You may be submitting a dissertation report,
writing an exam paper or a manual, or even
documenting your latest phone-bill-fiddler for
Hacker's Monthly: whatever line of business you are
in, you willeventually have to produce some kind of
technical document which can be read and
understood by other engineers, or even by real
people

There are a number of computer programs for
producing circuit diagrams, and some combine these
diagrams with PCB design, but a proper technical
report is not merely a set of diagrams: it is a text
document with illustrations. Yet when it comes to
adding text to circuit diagrams, it seems that existing
packages offer the ability to label components, and
very little else. Proper reports have to be compiled
using word-processor printouts with gaps left for the
diagrams, or using a very expensive WYSIWYG
word-processor with diagrams imported from an
equally expensive CAD package.

But the need for a more sensibly-priced solution
now appears to have been filled by MicroDesign2, a
program which combines technical drafting with a

basic text processing and typesetting system. It
incorporates features of word-processing, desktop-
publishing, graphic design and CAD, and while it does
not do any of these specific jobs well enough to replace
a dedicated package completely, it does provide all
the facilities you need for writing technical reports,
What's more, it does it in a single, totally integrated
and RAM-resident program, for a very reasonable
pnce

Integrated What?
MicroDesign2 calls itself an Integrated Page Processor,
and it has been a major player in the Amstrad PCW
market for some time: the new PC version was
released in December 1990. According to Creative
Technology, it is deliberately intended to be
compatible with the most basic PC hardware: the
program will run on a CGA machine with only 512K

of RAM, and the program produces
surprisingly good-looking results
from a standard 9-pin printer,
although it includes drivers for
24-pin, inkjet and laser printers too.

The Integrated Page Processor
label sounds like a piece of marketing
hype, but when you start using the
program, it does start to make sense
Unlike word-processor and'proper'
(ie 200) DTP programs, which deal
primariJy with documents, Micro-
Design2 operates on only one page
at a time You might imagine that this
would impose certain limits with
multi-page documents, but the
manual which accompanies the
program would seem to disprove
this: about 180 A5 pages, all
designed and printed using the
program

Finding Your Way Around
The program's diflerent functions are separated into
six sections which can be accessed from a single main
menu The page layout section of the program is
straightforward enough: the current page is displayed
on ihe screen at reduced size and detail, and any part
of it can be picked up and copied, moved or erased.
Typesetting and printing are also controlled from the
Iayout section: typesetting is limited by a rectangular
'windowi but once the text is on the Page, it can easily
be moved around Printing is simple because the
MicroDesign2 Page is assembled as a bit-image, there
are no Postscript-style disagreements between
computer and printer about what it should look like

Text is dealt with primarily in the text editor
section This is a little word-processor in its own right,
albeit a {airly limited one, and it can import text from
any ASCII file It can also import some word-
processor files complete with control codes (for Bold,
Italic, Centred text and so on): WP-packages
supported in this way include Wordstar,
Wordperfect5, Protext, and even (showing
MicroDesign2's PCW origlns) Locoscript PC This
compatibility is probably intended to compensate for
the limitations of the MicroDesign editor, which has
basic tut copy-paste'facilities and very little else: any
text file longer than a page or two is easier to prepare
using a proper word-processor, and then load into
MicroDesign for illustrating and typesetting The
MicroDesign2 manual appears to have been
produced in this way, and the quality is certainly good
enough for most applications

On the drafting and design side, standard
electronic component symbols are available as sets of
'icons': these are small graphic images which can be
defined, edited and saved using the Icons section of
the program Three sets totalling 66 icons can be
recalled instantly, and rotated or reflected as required.
For the artistically inclined. the icons system can also
be used to define fill patterns. arrd brushes for
'painting'

The diagrams are assemhled in the Design
section, where a portion ol the page is shown at full
size: symbols are simply'picked up'from a menu and
'stuck down' on the diagram As well as circuit
symbols, there is a good range of graphics facilities
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including circles, rectangles, elJipses and triangles, as

well as the right-angled lines which are essential for
any electronics application. Text can be 'written'
directly onto the page in any position or direction, so

component labelling could not be easier Graphics
files can also be imported from other packages using
a conversion utility: TIF, PCX. .lMG and CUT are
among the formats supported

When the diagrams are complete. the text in the
editor can be typeset above below. around or even
over it. 25 'Fonts' (or ASCII sets of characters) are

supplied with the package and the program includes
a font design section: this is very useful if you want
to incorporate special mathematical or scientific
syrnbols in the text of your report. and it is a feature
which is often overlooked in budget DTP programs
Extra fonts discs are also available. and the complete
range of typefaces is large and varied

Finally, the fjnished page can be saved on disc
and prinied. Although each page is a complete bit-
image, data-compressron keeps the file-size down
to around 50K for a {ull. detaiied page, or about 5K
for an almost empty one Print quallty is good, but
printing time is a little painf ul: an A4 page takes about
15 min utes using a Star LC-10 9-pin printer, or about
10 minutes using an HP Deskjet Both these tests were
conducted using an Amstrad PC1640: a faster
processor should speed things up

'Not Just a Program,
More a Way of Life'
One strong impression that I have, both from using
MicroDesign2 and from talking to the authors, is that
this program was written by people who use it. (And
when I say that I spoke to the authors, this is not a

reviewer's privilege: there is a free technical support
service for MicroDesign2 users, available between
4-Tpmfive days a week ) Creative Technology seem
to regard it as a point of honour that all their manuals,
catalogues, and even headed notepaper and front-
panel artwork are produced using MicroDesign2. This
means that all the little problems which might irritate
you also irritate them, and they have found ways
around them The printing time js a case in point: if
you want to print a number of pages in sequence, you
can simply type their file-names into a 'print queue',
press Return, and go away for the weekend

Moans
There are certainly some features of the program
which are not 4s well implemented as I would like
Specific moans, apart from the printing time, include
the fact that the text editor is rather slow, and that even
those lucky people with Super-VGA cards willstill only
see monochrome CGA-quality screen graphics. But
these are minor drawbacks: MicroDesign2 is not
intended to replace word-processors or colour art
programs.

Summary
One aspect of MicroDesign2 which makes it very
difficult to judge is that it does not seem to have any
competitors There is a trend in the software industry
to convince users that they need a 386 processor to
tie their shoelaces, so a technically-biased DTP-type
program which does not even require a hard disc is
something of a novelty. While I would not like to
suggest that this program is a professional-quality
publishing tool, I am genuinely impressed with the
results, especially considering the price tag of 869 95
ivloreover, the package is tailored specifically towards
an application which I need to use, and I have not seen
any other program which flts the job of report-writing
quite as well as this one. So I have to say that I like
it, and if I hadn't acquired it for free, I would probably
go out and buy it.

Printed on a Star LC-10 9-pin printer

Tech-Tips"..
f his circuit is a simple timer
I origiualty designed to hetp a friend

who wears soft contact-[enses!
Apparently some types of leus have to be
'boiled' iu a special appliance for about
twenty miuutes each moming before they
are wom. The problem is that if they are

lelt boiliug for [oo long they dry out and
are irreparably darnaged.

The complcte circuit was built into a
small potting box and hung on a string
so that it could be worn around the user's
neck whilst in use. Once swifched on the
unit 'wails' f or about 20 minutes and
then bleeps continuously until switched
off agairr.

The delay time can be altered by
changing values of Rl and C1 (Cl should
be a low-leakaqe type otherwise the
charging current could be less than the
leakage current and the device wi[[ never
'trigger' ihe schmitt input of the 4093).
By experiment I found thal a sO-minute
delay is about the maximum possible.

The rate and pitch of the bleep can be

altered by changing R2lC2 tbleep rate)
and R3/C3 (bleep pilch); the values
shown give a hi6h pitch bleep similar to
a digital watch alarm.

The bleeper itself is a 27mm piczo
transducer available from r\'laplin. Ou the
prototype this was glued to a cardboard
washer then glued to the top o[ the
battery! (The piezo mounting effects the
volume of the blccp you cau
experiment with this).

The unil draws a tiny current from the
3V lithium memory battery, and original
unit has been used every day for tfue
years ou the same battery I fully
expect it to 80 for another five!

This panel was designed, typeset
and printed using MicroDesign2.
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band However if the constructor moves on to trans-
mitting then the onus is on the amateur to prove that
he or she is operating within the allotted bands and
at that time the calibrator becomes essential if not a

legai requirement
The initial aim was to build a device suitable for

providing frequency market points for a 20 metre
radio that the author had constructed With a little
design thought it is in fact possible to extend the useful
range from the medium wave frequencies into the
VHF bands. Thus the unit will cover most bands thaj
the newcomer to radio will be interested in

Construction
The only circuit components not on the board are the
selector switch SW1, an on/off switch not shown in
Figure 1. There is an optional 78L05 regulator IC6
that will be needed if a 9V battery forms supply source
but will be left out if the unit is run from a 5V supply
In this case a link wire will be needed to short across

In the authors prototype the unit was mounted in
a '100 series Veroboxl Holes were drilled in one end
for the two BNC connectors. the select switch and an
onloff switch These need to be kept close together
or they will interfere with closing the box The PCB
jtself was fitted with four plastic standoffs that were
stuck into the box thus holding the board securely A
PP3 battery was fitted to the other end of the box using
a single tywrap and a stick down strap holder
Although the battery can move slightly from side to
side when the box is secured it will be unable to fall
out of the tywrap and rattJe around in the box When
the battery needs changing it is a simple matter to
open the box. slide the old battery out sideways and
install arlother in the same tywrap

Final assembly consists of connecting the battery
wires to the on,/o{f switch, shortening the selector
switch wires tf.they were made overlong during testing
and to connect the output wires to the sockets as
shown in Figure 2

ARadioC ihr or

mateur radio constructjon projects pro-
vide an introduction to both radio and
electronics. One of the first projects that
can be attempted ls The construction of
a simple low cost receiver for both SSB

and morse transmissions. [n a low cost receiver it is
unlikely that a frequency read-out will be fitted but a
calibrator will allow the read-out of the tuning dial to
be converted into a frequency that is being received
Whilst it is very interesting to be able to set up the
receiver frequencies no real problems will be seen if
the receiver scans outside of the range of the amateur

where the regulator would have fitted In the
description it will be assumed ihat a battery supply is
used

Initially fit and solder in all 5 IC sockets as these
give a good indication of the locations for the other
components. Take care to ensure that the solder does
not form a bridge to the tracks passing between the
pins as serious problems could occur if that happens.
If the constructor decides to solder the IC's into the
circuit directly then this stage should be skipped at
present. Sockets are to be recommended as it is easy
to damage CMOS chips Fit CV1, the resistors and
capacitors using Figure 2 as a guide to their location
Next installthe crystalfollowed by the regulator chip
if used. Connect the battery or power supply and
check that 5V can be found across all of the ICs pins
7 or 8 will be negative and pins 14 or 16 wili be
positive. If this ts OK install IC1 only or solder in IC1
if using that construction method This will allow the
unit to produce a lMHz square wave and this can be
detected on pin 6 of IC1 using a logic probe and can
be detected as a signal on a medium wave receiver.
If this is satisfactory and wires for the output
connections and for the switch SW1 Install the rest
of the ICs The unii can now be retested using the
receiver and the logic probe

tc1 = 74HC132
tc2,3 = 74HC160
tc4 = 74HC253
tcs = 74HCOO
IC6 = 78105 VOLTAGE REGULATOR

XTALl
1MH z

TO lcl 5 PtN 14

FROM 9V BATTERY

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of Calibrator

OPTIONAL
5V INPUT
{SEE TEXT)

B

C

D
tc3

ENP

ENT

CLR

'crx t

i o*,

1C1 lY
lC2
1C3

tc4
2CO 2y
2C1
2C2

ASEL

BSEL

.- 
GND

TO lcl 5 PtN 7
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HOW IT WORKS
Fourier anaylysis of a waveform shows that if we generate a simple

square wave then this will have all of the odd harmonics in its

frequency spectrum. Now a 55 5 timer running at 1 kHz will genetate

frequeneies into the low RF bands and the author has used such a

generatorto locate laults in domestic radios, But as a calibration signal

the 555 timer it totally unusable as no reliance can be placed on it's

output frequency fine though it may be as an uncalibmted signal

source, For a frequency standard we have to use a Crystal as the

reference element so that the output will be ol a known aRd stable

frequency.

A second problem now comes from the use of the square wave

signal in a calibrator. ln thistype of signa thelevel of the harmonics

generated falls rapidly with the lrequency and at high frequency the

signal level may be too low to be of any use. The alternaiive is to use

a high speed pulse with a repet tion rate controlled by the ctystal, lf

we use a lMHz c'ystal we car o'oduce an ortpr,t with signals at llV1Hz

steps over the full RF bands up to VHF, lf we add a pair of ten timesr

d ividers then signals at 100kHz or 10kHz steps can be fitted into the

ll\/lllz steps uslng the divided crystal output, Thus the full circuit is

shown in Figure L

The crystal oscillator consists of lCla and the associated

components X1, R1, C1 and CV1, XTALI, the crystal controls trle

oscillator frequency although there is a slight adjustment provided

by CVt. This variability s to allow the crystal t0 be set to osciltate at

exactly 'llVHz I a reference better than the crystal tolerance is

available, ln some cases this will not be possible and in this situation

the capacitor CV'l is set to half capacrtance with the vanes half

meshed, The oscillator stage is buffered by lClb and lClc before

passing to the rest of the circuit, Since all inputs to a Clil0S circuit

must be conflected to something or they may break inio self

oscillation it was decided to use lClc stage as a second bufler. The

input could equally have been connecled to ground or positive supply,

the output left open cir,cuit and the rest 0f the circuit connected to

the lClb buffer at pin 4,

The two 74HC 100 lCs are connected as a pair of divide by ten

stages with outputs at frequeneies 0l 100kHz and l0kNz at pin 11

of lC2 and lC3 respectrvely, All of the three signals at '1lVlHz, '100kHz

and 10kHz pass to the selector chip lC4, thB 74HC253.

It was felt that it was extremely unwlse to have three high

frequency signals lloating around on wires oll of the board as these

may make the unit unstable especially as we are trying to build a high

frequency signal generator, The 74HC253 allows a DC signal at TTL

levels to select one of the three signal frequencles we have alteady

generated, Thus the three signals go to the selector input lC4 pins

4, 5 and 6, The DC control signal iomes from the single pole centte

off switch SW1 with pulldown resistors R 2 and f 3 passing to the lC's

select pins 2 and 14. Thus the three switch polsitions can select one

ofthe three signals, Some readers will notice thatthere is a fourth

input allowed by two blnaryinputs and this is indBed provided as pin

3, Howevei is rioi'a selection allowed by SW1 the spare

input is co!:r giound, There is in fact a complete second

Selector inthe chlp but this is also unused. The outputs are always

enabled. Thus in lC4 pins 1, 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 cohnect to

ground. The output of'the selected frequeney is from pin 7,

One output is taken thiough a buffer of lCSc and out via a

capacitor C4. This is a form ol clock signal although it is not an exact

sq(]arc wave,

The problem remains that the square signal does not contain the

high frequencycomp0nentsthat will allow use at VNF, To get higher

levets of thesg high frqUency components we need to produce a hrgh

speed pulse atthe selecled repetition rate, These high speed pulses

are derivedfrorn the squafe wave train using a ciicuit that in normal

logic circuits produces glitches that lead to false operations, In the

calibrator these gittches are the high speed pulse that we need,

The square wave output from lC4 passes to the 'glitche/ through

a second buffer lC 5d, The output is a rising and falling signal opposite

to that ol the coinTer. Thls squaie wave passes to a NAND gate lC 5a

on input pin 2 bui to the other input on pin 1 through three buffers,

Now conslder the situation whete the input to lC 5d is low, The

output ofJC5d wjll be high, one input to lC5a will be high but because

ol the three inverler stages lC 1 d, e and I the other input is 1ow, Now

with one input low lC5a output is high and thus the output of lC 5b

is [ow, When IC5d input is high it's output is low and lC 5a output is

forced high aild the tlansition ls not seen at the output of tC5a,

Ihe interesting elleit occurs when lCSd output goes high.

lmmediately pin 2 ol lCSa goes high but becauqe ol the propagation

delay in the thrge inverters lCld t0 lClf the output ol lClf will remain

high lor typically,33 nanoseconds. At tho end ofthis period lC 5a input

pin 1 flips low and it's output rises. Thus lor every clock cycle the

circuit produies a single 22ns pulse at a repetition rate controlled by

the clock, From the clock fiequency we have the basic reference

signal but the, high,speed puhe provides the harmonics to give us

signals into the VHF region, IC5b provides a buffer lor the'glitche/
and the 0utputsignal qoes via a capacitorC3to protect the calibrator

liom any exteraal adverse voltages,

,The only remaining components to mention are the five

capaoitors; one aci'oss the power pins of all of the lCs to keep

oscillations on thepower gupply linest0 a minimum, The actual PCB

has in addition a 78105 regulator chip to allow the circuit to be run

from a 9V batter\r as a sell powered unit. These components are not

needed if the calibiatoi is powered hom a 5V power supply,

HY

E'm4

PULSE OUTPUT OUTPUT GROUND CLOCK OUTPUT

Fig. 2 Component overlay for the Calibrator

PARTS LIST
RESISToRS (alt 0,25W metal film)

Rl 1MO

R2,3 10k

CAPACITORS

C1 68p ceramic

C2 to C9 '100n ceramic

CV1 6 to 60p trimmei

SEMICONDUCTOBS

tc1 74HC132

tc2 3 74HC160

tc4 74HC253

tc 5 74HC00

ICO 78105 voltage regulator

fuIISCELLANEOUS

Single pole change over centre off switch

Single pole onioff switch

BNC sockets (21

Verobox 
,]00 

series

Battery, Battery connectol tywrap, tyrap securing pad.
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As mentioned earlier if arelerence with a better
accuracy than the crystal is available this should be
used to set the crystal frequency using CV1 If this is
not available the CV1 should be set to mid position
with the vanes half meshed The unit is now ready to
be used to calibrate that receiver
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AnElecfionic
EPROMEraser

n EPROM eraser is one of those pieces
of equipment which has a price tag of
such a magnitude as to make me
wonder how the manufacturers can
possibly justify it No doubt many

electronics enthusiasts have had similar thoughts and
have accordingly bought just a replacement UV tube
for an eraser and used this in conjunction with a
miniature fluorescent fitting. To anybody who has
taken such a course of action, we now address the
warning that this is a dangerous practice. EPROMs
require exposure to ultra violet radiation with a
wavelength of 2537 Angstroms for maximum erasure

efficiency. This is quite short wave ultra violet and
uniike the radiation of black light UV tubes found in
discos, which is of a longer wavelength, is potentially
hazardous. The eyes are the most vunerable part of
the body and can suffer great damage, resulting even
in blindness. Even exposure to the skin is potentially
dangerous, ultimately leading to skin cancer. In order
to protect the health of our readership, ETI now
presents the design of an EPROM eraser complete
with electronic timer. This follows on to the series o{
articles describing the construction and programming
of the SBC-09, a 6809 based micro controller, as it
describes the construction of the final piece of
equipment necessary for firmware development.

An EPROM eraser normally consists of a small
UV fluorescent tube in a light tight cabinet There is
a removable drawer which, in the case of the smaller
units, can take up to 10 EPROMs. Removal of this
drawer causes the tube to be extinguished thereby
preventing accidental exposure of the skin or eyes to
ultra violet radiation. There is also a timer, usually of
the mechanical run-back type, which allows exposure
times in the range 0-60 minutes. In this design we
have kept fairly much to this basic framework but since
mechanical timers are quite expensive this has been
replaced,by a less expensive electronic counterpart.
It could be argued that the amateur could do without
a timer at all and, on cost grounds, this was the
approach taken on my last project which included a
UV tube namely a PCB exposure unit. However,
unlike photo-resist PCB laminate, EPROMs cannot
be over exposed (unless really over- doing it) and so,
unless the user is eagerly awaiting an erased EPROM,
the eraser could easily be left on and forgotten about
for long periods drastically reducing the life of the
expensive UVtube. Commercial EPROM erasers cost
in the region of 1100 + VAT - the one presented
here can be built for about 135 + VAT including the
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Fig.l Mechanical Details-Drawer
ALL DIMENSIONS
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case and tube or significantly less if using surplus
fluorescent fittings and making the case.

Construction
The electronic part of the construction is quite
straightforward, everything goes on the single PCB
except for the fuseholder on the rear panel, the neon,
push button and poientiometer on the front panel and
the fluorescent tube. choke and starter which are
positioned at various places within the case. The
majority of the time taken on this project will be
concerned with mechanical aspects and in particular
the construction of the EPROM drawer and bracket
for the tube and then the assembly of the various
components (this word is not necessarily used in its
electronic context). As always, it is much easier to
illustrate than to describe and accordingly Figures 1,
2 and 3 should be rcf.ened to for the mechanical

details. The following willbe kept as brief as possible.
Both the EPROM drawer and the tube bracket

are made out of aluminium sheet which will require
cutting to size and then bending. On the assumption
that most readers won't have access to professional
bending equipment, it is recommended that the
bending is carried out by firmly clamping the
aluminium between two blocks of wood along the line
of the bend in a vice and then effecting the bend by
use of a further hand held block of wood along the
length of the bend. Clearly this will only allow bends
of up to 90 degrees to be made so the drawer will have
to be bent by hand once removed from the"vice to
create the two acute bends. The front of the drawer
is made out of a separate piece of aluminium and
attached to the main part of the drawer using Araldite.
This front piece is deliberately over-sized compared
to the hole cut in the cabinet front panel in order to
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prevent UV light
from 'leaking' out.
The top surface of
the drawer has con-
ductive foam at-
tached to it using
contact adhesive
The foam should
only be placed on
that part of the
drawer indicated on
the drawings as the
remaining parts do
not receive accept-
able UV exposure.
Whilst on this topic,
the recommended
case has ventilation
slots in both side
panels which need
to be blanked to
prevent UV spillage.
Offcuts of the ion-
ductive foam used

Speed knob
and potentiometer
omitied Ior clarity

PUSH
BUTTON

mt: ubiSEs i

Fig.3 Overall view of component parts

ie
;<
HH
Xo
=)IF

Excess length cut
otf microswitch
contacts to prevent

Ic

E ali

EEIf ;
:i i &:94a2

PCB FIXING
PILLAR

ADJUST HEIGHT
TO ACHIEVE
SPECIFIED TUBE
HEIGHT USING
END CONNECTORS
OBTAIN ED

FLUOBESCENT TUBE
IFBONT-BACK POSITIONING
MAY BE DETERMINED FROM
THE OVERALL MECHANICAL
DRAWINGI

ALL DIMENSIONS
IN MILLIMETRES

on the drawer are used for this purpose as limited
ventilation will then be still possible.

The bracket for the tube is quite a simple
construction but it is not made until the fluorescent
tube lampholders are obtained. The lamp holders for
the prototype had steel brackets attached thereby
requiring the aluminium bracket to be quite tall. There
is no reason to believe that lampholders are of identical
dimensions from other manufacturers and so the
aluminium tube bracket should be made to position
the tube at the height shown in Figure 2. This bracket
requires the back right hand corner to be cut out to
allow the micro-switch lever on the PCB to spring
forward (switch open) when the drawer is removed.

The way most of the bits fit together is clearly
seen in Figure 3. The bracket for the UV tube doubles
as the right hand guide for the drawer and since the
aluminium bending method recommended is not
super accurate, the drawer should be completed and
put in place before the tube bracket is finally bolted
to the base of the case. Care should still be taken with
the construction of the drawer since if it comes out
significantly over width, the PCB won't fit in the case
The left hand side of the case makes up the left hand
drawer guide but the front self tapping screw used to
fix the top cover to the case would cause problems
here. This will need reducing in length using a file in
order to prevent it from fouling the drawer. Coming
now to the circuit board, this is critical in its positioning
in the front to back direction since the micro-switch
needs to switch off as soon as the drawer starts to be
removed The best way to do this is to drill fixing holes
in the PCB and make corresponding oval holes in the
case base hence allowing some adjustment. A further
slight adjustment in the micro-switch's trigger point can
be achieved by wrapping insulating tape around the
lever. Remember that board has mains voltages on
its tracks and if fixed too close to the base could result
in a rather loud bang.

Now a word about wiring up the constituent parts
of the fluorescent circuit, namely the lampholders, the
choke and the starter socket (and starter). The
terminals on these will almost certainly not be of either
the solder or the screw types we are familiar with on
electronic components but will be of the push-on grab
type. To make contact, insert the stripped end of the
wire into the terminal and push. It would be wise to
get it right first time as once these terminals have
grabbed' it can be difficult to persuade them to release
although poking around with a thick needle or very
small screwdriver whilst pulling the wire usually does

55



C1

c2
c3
c4
C5

C6

the trick eventually. This sort of terminal only works
with solid conductor wire. The stranded variety can
only be used if the end has been tinned. This can be
tricky as the remaining non-tinned portion is too
flexible to push with sufficient force.

To give a professional appearance, a few legends
are appropriate on the front panel. The push button
is labelled 'Start'and the potentiometer Timei It would
be a good idea to calibrate the time control by
experiment, perhaps indicating L0,15,2O,25 and 30
minute positions. The tabelling could be done using
transfers and then applying a protective coat of matt
lacquer.

Operation
For those who haven't used an EPROM eraser we'll
outline the steps to erase an EPROM. The drawer is
removed and between 1 and 10 EPROMs oI the 24
or 28 pin variety are secured in the drawer by pushing
their pins into the conductive foam which covers the
top surfaces of the drawer. These must be lined up
with their longest dimension across:the width of the
drawer hence causing all the windows to be in line and
close to the tube when the drawer is inserted.

Although not designed for use with larger
EPROMs, in the unlikely event of needing to erase 40
pin devices, 2 could be accommodated but these
would have to be aligned with their longest dimension
along the length of the drawer and positioned along
the centre of the upper drawer faces. Once loaded up,
the drawer is pushed fully into the eraser The
potentiometer is then set to the time required. If using
it for the first time, an exposure of 20 minutes is
recommended but this may be adjusted in the light
of experience. Now press the 'Start' push button. The
neon will light, indicating the EPROMs are being
erased, and will remain on the for time period
selected. If the drawer is removed before the timer has
expired, the light will go out and the timing will have
to be re-initiated using the push button when the
drawer is pushed back in

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS (all %W 570)

Rl 1k

R2 10k

B3 560k

RV1 2M2 variable, linear

CAPACITORS

1000p, 25V axial electrolytic

20n

470n,

l0! 25v tantalum

10n, ceramic

47 0y 25u, axial electrolytic

1A bridge rectifier

SEMICONDUCIORS

BI

D1,2 1N4001

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

rc1

tc2

MISCELLANEOUS

FS1

SW1

PB1

RLAl

T1

N1

781 5

NE555

20mm panel mounting

[4iniature V3 type microswitch with lever

Mains rated, momentary action, N.0.

Miniature SPDT, 'l0A contacts, 12U1210R

0mron G2R117PV or Fujitsu FBR611

3VA, 0-15, 0 15@0 1A, PCB mounting

Red panel mounting neon

Flourescent tube 4W, 150mm, 2537 Angstrom UV, tube

Lamp holders mini bi-pin (2 off l

Choke 4WOW8W type

Starter socket screw mounting, Starter 4-40W

Case 220mm longxl25mm widexg5mm high

Aluminium 18 swg, 295mm x lg5mm (2 olf )

Grommet To lit mains cable
'l3A plug

Conductive foam high density

Fig.5 Circuit Diagram of Eraser
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HOW IT WORKS
The unit needs an electronic timer, Furthermore, the circuitry should

draw no mains current once the timer period has expired since it

should be possible to set the unit to erase and then forget all about

it without running the risk of overheating. Also the unit must be forced

off when the drawer is removed. The circuit to do this is very simple,

SW1 isanormallyopenmicroswitch positioned attherearof the

unit and will be closed when the drawer is inserted, 0nce closed, the

circuit is completed by pressing the momentary action push button,

PB'1 and applying power to the neon (which indicates that the UV tube

is on), the lluorescent circuitry and the transformer. The transformer,

T1, together with the bridge rectilier 81, smoothing capacitor, C1 and

regulator lC'1 together with stability capacitors C2 and C3 make up

a conventional low cunent 15 volt power supply which feeds the

NE555 timer. This has an RC network consisting of R2 and C4

connected to its trigger input and so starts timing as soon as power

is applied. During the timing period, the NE555 output goes high,

endrgising the relay. The normally open contacts parallel the push

button and maintain the circuit. The timing period is controlled by C6

and the R3/RV1 combination and will allow times in the range 10-30

minutes.

BUYLINES
The translormer, relay and microswitch are available from Rapid

Electronics, The case and choke are RS/ Electromail, Electromail is

on 0536204555, The UV tube is from Farnell under part number

170J33 but if you don't have an account this will have to be obtained

lrom Trilogic (0274691115) Aluminium sheet comes from Maplin
(0702554161) as part LH12N. Conductive foam is Maplin part FA82D.

The PCB is available from the ETI PCB service and all the other

components are available from just about anywhere,

The following test program is a corrected re-run
from ETI Feb 91. The 64k EPROM Emulator last
month should have displayed Fig2c2564pod Fig 2d
2532 pod

ETI SBC-09 control cOmputer test progrsm

.equ

.equ
,equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ

.equ

."q,

.equ

.equ

org

nt LDS
CLB
CLR
CLR
LDA
STA
CLR
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
CLR

dw nit
dw nrt
dw nit
dw nit
dw RO
dw nit
dw nit
dw nit

lOarea, X'8000
PlA, lOarea
PortA, PIA
DDRA, PortA
CRA, PortA + I

PortB, PIA + 2
DDRB, PortB
CRB, PortB + I

EPROM, X'COOO

RAt\4, X',0000
Stack, RAIM+X'loo
Running, Stack+l

X'FFFO

EPROM

TST
cotvl
RTI

ANDCC # X'EF

TST Running
BEO Count
INC PortB
BSR Delay
BRA Count

:llO area
;6821 PIA
jPort A
;Data direction register A
;Control register A
:Port B

;Data direction register B
;Control registerB

;Start oI 271 28 EPROIM

;Start of RAIVI

;Top of stack
;Counting in progress

;Vectors - end ot EPROM

;Reserved
;SWl3 (unused)

;SWl2 (unused)

;FIRO (unused)

;lRo
;SWll(unusedl
;NMl (unusedl
jReset

;lnitialise stack pointer
;Running not enabled
;Select DDRA instead of PortA
;Set PortA to all inputs
iCode for PortA instead oI
DDRA and inteilupt on CAI
;Select DDRB instead of PortB
;Set PortB to
all outputs
;Code Ior PortB instead oI
DDRB and no interrupts
furn all LEDs ofl

;Enable interrupts

;Counting f lag enabledT
;lf not loop
;lncrement the LEDs
;Wait a while
;Loop back to start

org

RO

;Code - startof EPRoI\,4

PortA ;Read PortA to clear IRO
Running ;Complement counting tlag

;Return

# Stack
R unning
CRA
DDRA
# x'05
CRA
CRB
# x'FF
DDRB
# x'04
CRB
PortB

Count

belay,
Delay'11

end

LDY
LEAY
BNE
RTS

# X'2000 ;Delay loop initial value
1,Y ;Decrement
Delayl ;Loop if not zero

;Return

What's so $pe
about
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Construction
Using a PCB a compact unit can be produced quickly
and relatively painlessly. When mounting the com-
ponents on any PCB a logical sequence should be
followed to avoid any difficulties with component
mounting as the assembly nears completion.

Begin by installing those parts with the lowest
profile first like the wire links, resistors and diodes.
Icave R2 to one side for now. Take care with the
orientation of the diodes The resistors feeding the
seven-segment riisplays are mounted vertically to save
space. One diode is also mounted vertically. These
parts should be {itted later. Fit the IC sockets,
capacitors and the preset RV1. Use of IC sockets is
recommended as the CMOS logic chips are sensitive

afi easy-to-

for the

Eil(J
Fv=t

-
--d\-

vety year new cars are brought out with
improvements in performance and
economy. To gain the maximum benefit
from this the driver needs to know as
much as possible about the car's

behaviour and response while driving. One of the
most useful is the speed at which the engine is turning
Horsepower and fuelconsumption are related to the
engine speed measured in revolutions per minute. On
some models a rev-counter or tachometer is fitted in
the dashboard to provide this information. These
instruments can also be brought from car accessory
shops and dre almost invariably of the analogue type
(dial type) with aneedle pointer. Forthose who want
something a little different this article describes a digital
tachometer you can build yourself. And if that isn't
enough, you will find that it is cheaper to build too.

A digital rev-counter offers a number of advant-
ages over the analogue type. Digital readouts can be
read accurately more easily than is possible using a

dial and pointer. In digital form 2200 rpm means just
that. In analogue form same reading is merely just
over 2000. Also an average value rather than the
instantaneous value is displayed. This is because in
an analogue device the pointer used to display rpm
has some inertia which prevents it responding to rapid
changes in the input signal. The pointer cannot keep
up with rapid changes in engine rpm. At low engine
speeds another problem arises as the pointer begins
to follow the changing input signal. It is seen to oscillate
around an average value. As the revs drop lower, the
oscillations become increasingly apparent. The digital
rev-counter counts the number of input pulses over
a fixed period of time and this value is latched onto
the disptay. No pointer inertia, no oscillations at low
engine speeds.

The digital tachometer displays the engine speed
from 100 to 9900 rpm in multiples of 100 rpm on an
LED display. The design is compact and will fit into
a remote controlcase to produce a neat finished unit.

to overheating during soldering and easily damaged
if proper handling precautions are not exercised. They
should be carefully plugged into the correct sockets
last of all, after the soldering has been checked. Then
mount the resistors and diode which are to be fitted
vertically. Again check the polarity of the diode before
you install it and snip the wires. Finally fit the two
7-segment displays. Make sure they are the right way
up by checking the position of the decimal points.
They should be positioned away from the board.
Bend the pins on the upper side so that the display
can be mounted vertically on the PCB. When cor-
rectly inserted it will be possible to read the display
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Fig. 1 Comporrent OveTlay of Tachometer.
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R4
4k7

ov'

R2
15k

ov.

NOTE:
lC1 = 4001
tc2 = 4518
tc3 = 4042
1C4,5 = 4511
tc6 = 4069
lC7 = 4011
01 = BC337
D1-5 = 1N400i
ZD1 = 8V2 4CJr'.i ZET EF
DlSP1,2 = 7 SE6l,'lEtuT

DISPLA /S

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of TachJincter

from the end of the board with the component side
facing downwards. The PCB assembly is completed
by soldering the wire links between the top of the
display and IC4-5. Leave the links to IC7 open and
R2 in a safe place until the tachometer has been
calibrated. Connect a red lead to the positive terminal
and a black lead to the ground terminal. Use flexible
PVC covered wire for the pickup. Make sure the pick-
up wire is about 4 feet (1.3m) in lengih as it must
extend from the passenger cornpartment to the igni-
tion coil in the engine bay Only strip the wire at one
end, that which is to be soldered to the PCB.

Setting Up
A 12V DC supply is required for testing and calibra-
tion. Read this section caref ully before switching on,
For calibration a known frequency is fed to the
tachometer and the preset adjusted until the correct
reading is displayed The mains frequency is perfectly
adequate as a calibration reference {or this project.
With R2 disconnected, the input of the tachometer
is very sensitive. The plckup wire behaves as an
antenna and picks up the 50Hz mains field radiatinq
from any nearby power lines Now switch on. ThJ
tachometer will display a random number between
0 and 99. Connect the pickup ',uire to the grcpnd rail
temporarily. The display will now read 0 The leading
zero should be suppressed Disconnect the pickup
wirefrom the ground rail and noie the reading If it
is 20 then you are in luck and no adjustment is
necessary. Otherwise adjust ihe preset until a steady
reading of 20 is obtained As the correct setting is
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approached the display willfluctuate between 20 and
2l or 19 and 24. Fine control of the preset will
establish a steady reading. That completes the
calibration procedure. Switch offthe power and solder
ln R2, which will protect the CMOS inputs from any
build up of static charge. Now program the tachometer
on the PCB for the number of cylinders in your car.
The majority of cars have four cylinders. A switch can
be installed to allow the tachometer to be used with
a very wide range of cars

The layout of the PCB will require a case with
a urinclow or aperture at one end so that the LED
displays can be seen. I{ there is no aperture one must
be made Carefully cut away part of the end section
and smooth down the edges with a file. A coloured
display filter is necessary for good contrast when
viewing in bright light. A remote control type of case
having sufficient height to accommodate the vertically
mounted displays would be most suitable, with the
display LEDs situated where the infra-red LEDs would
have been located. Cut or drill an opening at the far
end of the case to allow the power and pickup wires
to be taken out

Locate a suitable ground point to attach the
ground wire. This will usually be where a screw is
aff ixed to a metal part of the car or the ground can be
shared with equipment already fitted such as aradio/
cassette player The positive rail should be taken to
point in the wiring which is "live'when the ignition is
switched on. This is to ensure that the tachometer
does not remain on when the car is left parked. Just
identify the connections to the car's electrical system
for now. Do not make any connections just yet.

Place the tachometer on the dashboard where
it can be easily read by the driver without taking
his/her eyes too far off the road. Use some sticky tape
to hold it in place temporarily. Make sure the ground
and power lines can easily reach the connection points
you have selected. The pick-up wire must now be
taken into the engine bay. Find a cable or a bundle
of wires urhich are carried from the engine bay into
the passenger compartment. These are usually
locateC under the dash. The pick-up wire can be
passed through one of the holes already made by the
manufacturers. Identify the hole you intend to use

LT"LI

O

Fig. 3 Timing diagram.
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from the engine compartment and make sure that it
can be reached easily. Back in the passenger section,
pass the wire through the hole past the cable or wires.
When a few cm have been pushed through, locate the
wire in the engine bay and pull it through gently. Do
not tug too hard and pull the tachometer off the
dashboard. There should be ample length of wire to
reach the ignition coil HT lead. Route the wire
carefully, avoiding the engine and any moving cables.
Following the original wiring in the car is the safest
route. Wrap the pickup wire around the thick HT lead
between the coil and distributor. Two or three turns
are sufficient. Any excess wire can be trimmed off.

From the driving seat, check that the wiring
cannot become entangled anywhere for example by
the pedals, driver's feet or steering mechanism. With
the ignition off, complete the power and ground con-
nections. If you are in any doubt about the ground and
power points chosen then disconnect the car battery
before wiring in the tachometer. Those of a nervous
disposition can use a cigar lighter plug to terminate
the power and ground wires of the tachometer. This
is simply plugged into the cigar ligher socket.

After double checking allthe wiring, turn on the
ignition but do not start the engine. The tachometer
should come on and display a single zero. Now turn
on the engine. The tachometer will display the engine
rpm in multiples of 100. Typically the readout will be
in the range of 600 to 1500 rpm when an engine is
started from cold. As the accelerator is depressed the
reading will increase as the engine speeds up. Con-
versely the revs will fall when the pedal is released.

When all is well affix the tachometer to the dash
where the driver can easily read it without casting his
or hers eyes too far away from the road. As the unit
is very light it can be fixed in place using sticky pads
or Velcro strips if you do not want to (or cannot) drill
holes in the dashboard. Otherwise use self-tapping
screws and mounting brackets for a really permanent
installation When drilling holes in the dash or the case
check that there are no components or wires to
damage where you intend to start drilling.

COMPONENT

Fig. 4 Orientation of seven-segment display.

HO\v IT WORKS

c0unters arc r

is able to beg

in lC2 when i

lor which the unitissef lC7 willreset when it counts4,5,6oi 8,fu,,,,
time between lC7 counting 2 and resetting itself is the gae time For

a 4 cylinder engine this time is 300ms.

monostable to shape the incoming pulses for .
C2, R'1 limir the current that can flow into lCl

if it is connected to the low tension side ol the coil directly. The two
counters on lC2 are cascided s0 it ean count lrom Oto 99. tC3 is used, ,

the diodes.

Power Regulation
A car's power line is not steady at the best of times and
the astable's frequency output changes with supply
voltage, some measure of regulation and protection
against voltage spikes is needed. This task is per-
formed by the PSU This is a straightforward regulator
circuit with the output voltage set by ZD1. D5 is
included to protect against reverse polarity connection
which would damage Q1 and ZDl.

PARTS LIST
RESISIORS - min. 0,25W 5% or better

R1

B2

R3

H4

n5

B6

R7

fl8
R9

R10-23 680R

470k hsrizontal prese!

SEMICONDUCTORS

33k

4k7

100k

't,.::

'.'.:l':

.,'.:l

1k

15k

100k

390k

390k

1808

'100n

100p

100n

RVl

CAPACITORS

C1

(')

C3

u t-5

zD1

Q1

lc1

tc2
tc3

rc4,5

rc6

1N4001 gen. puipose

8V2 499mW 570

8C337

4001

4518

4002

4511

4069Ireque scalibrated to read

' irectly per second,

a
a commenced.

When lC hs eount on lC2 is f roze

latcheso lC4and lC5 are enabled.

:'l lonel the latchesof 104 and lC 5 are disabhd. At the same time lC 2's

rc7 44fi
DISP 1,2 l3mm 7 seg, LED display,

MISCELIANEOUS

14 p1n lC sockets x3
16 pln lC sockets x4
Case

PCB Ell PCB Service

BUYLINES
A iult kit o:f parts is

postage: send t0 59
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CircuitsForFree
he successful electronics engineer is the
one who is better informed about what is
possible in the present state of the art than
his colleagues and rivals. Keeping abreast
of technology is of vital importance to

Sullivan, assigned to the B.S.A. Medical Co Ltd of
Rochdale, final patent no. 2236067 977LRF granted
October 1959)

This patent has now expired, so the arrangement
described may be used with impunity for both home
and overseas sales in any territories. As can be seen
from Figure 2, it covers the use of a diode in parallel
with the on,/off switch of an equipment powered from
a DC supply. When the switch is ON the load ts
powered via the low resistance of the metallic switch
contact whilst when it is OFF, the flow of current is
blocked by the diode.

thei i'J::::iffi::ffj
and equipment, which
must in no circumstances be turned off. This
requirement is simply met by reversing the polarity of
the supply and interchahging terminaliA una g otin"

us all, analogue and digital engineers alike. This
means attending seminars and conferences whenever
possible and keeping an eye open for important
papers in the relevant sections of the proceedings of
the IEE (not forgetting Electronics Letters), the tEEe

until recently
ical magazine
canned.Even

amateur market should not be neglected - for
instance I recently came upon a most useful article in
one of these (ref. 1), quite by chance.

However, there is another storehouse of useful
circuit which rivals I of the
above together: Ir patent
applic true that so not be
used without paying a royalty or riskin tion
for infringement, but with many othe d of
validity has expired, or the provisional has
never progressed to a f atent has
been granted abroad an e country
of origin. In all these and the circuit
arrangements are now free for allto use. With the help
of a lifelong friend in the electronics department of the

ent Office, I have been following the
patent scene for many years. I am

astounded by the rich and varied harvest
of extremely useful but little known circuits that
circulate through the patent offices of the world and
at the editor's request I have selected just a few of these
for inclusion in this article. They are all free of patent
re or have n gressed
to ut of validi of them
m fidence in e home
market, and also for export except where stated.

1) Buffer Amplifier. (lnventor S McGomez,
assigned to Bovine Corning S.A.

- Buenos Aires, provisional application No.
2P7 18281828 lodge d Ju n e 1 985, no iinal application
received)

This RF buffer amplifier is designed to provide
exceptionally h tion,
required in syn igh s
It may be descri ode'
pair of transist men
aspect is not new (ref 2), having appeared as long ago
as 1965. The really novel aspect is the additional
intermediate stage, the presence of which is claimed
to increase the reverse isolation at VHF to in excess
of 195dB. My friend in the Danish patent office has
constructed the circuit (see Figure 1) and measured
its performance. The forward gain was not evaluated.
buta lOOMHzsignal at +20dBm was applied atthe
output and a sensitive receiver used to measure the
resultant signal atthe input There was no measurable
response, so the signal applied at the output was
raised to +20dBW; however the test had to be
terminated before a measurement could be taken.
Nevertheless the circuit undoubtedl
isolation of a very high order.
colleague (Dr. Mustafa Berribe
Bangalore fbchnical College) is of the opinion that this
is due at least in part to the unusuil decoupling
arrangements

2) Improved switch arrangement. (lnventor G

ETI APRIL I99I

load
Interestingly, no mention is

made of use of this circuit with
an AC supply. Had this been
covered, Mr Sullivan might
have made a fortune, for it is
universally employed in filter
coffee makers and other house-
hold electrical appliances to
provide a choice of full or half
heat. However the loss was not
his since, Iike most of us, he had
to assign his invention and any
rights in the patent to his
employers.

5) Fourier Filter. (lnventor
J Harrisontwistle, assigned to
Scottish Rubber and Kamptu-
licon Co Ltd, Darlington. Pro-
visional lodged April 1985, no
final application made.)
This invention demonstrates
vividly how, in certain circum-
stances, an analogue.solution
can prove more economical
than a DSP based one, such as FFL IT describes a filter
which makes available at its output all of the Fourier
components of the signal present at its input terminal.
Unlike a spectrum analyser, which provides infor-
mation only on the relative amplitudes of the com-
ponents and throws away the phase information, the
components at the output of a Fourier Filter are all
correctly aligned in phase. It took me a little while to
grasp just how simply this can be accomplished, but
on reflection it is clear that such a filter can be
constructed for not a great deal more than the cost
of a screening box and two good quality coaxial
connectors. If several of these filters were to be
cascaded, a signal could be propagated for a con-
siderable distance with minimal degradation, the
Fourier components all being available at the outpui
of the last filter in the chain.

REFERENCES

1) Simplified Filter Design Routine B Sullivan.
Practical Wireless, p.28 April 1989. (CAD program
in Basic for the design of allstop filters).

2) A Complementary-Pair Cascode for H.F.
Amplification. M D Wood, Electronic Engineering
Feb. 1965, p 110 (Vol. 37, No 444).

Ian March has delved
into the patent office
archives for some
intiresting circuits.
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The Active Direct lnjection Box foil

Multi-volt testmeter foil

EASY-PC, SCHEMATIC and PCB CAD

o Runs on:
PC/)(|-/AT/S86/486
CGA EGA VGA.

o Design:-
Single sided,
Double sided and
Multilayer boards.

o Provides Surface
Mount support.

o Standard output in-
cludes Dot Matrix /
l-aser / lnkjet
Printer, Pen Plotter,
Photo-plotter and
N.C. Drill.

Not copy

over 7000 lnstallations in 50 Countries wortdwidel

Only
898.00!

Plus P&P+VAT

T,F+s!

FG
3t3 IEL-rpf'
t;6a"

k

"'-1

BEF: ETl, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS,qEIT 4WR, ENG|_AND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (Tlines) Fax: 0480 494042 ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, vtSA Wetcome.

For lull info' Phone, Fax or use Enquiry cardl 1
Nurnber One Systems Ltd. L See us at CAD-CAM, Stand 201
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ELECTRONICS

James Trott
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 15 words)

etre (+ VAT)
(+ VAT)

Ri
Ail
Ad ions
pri

PC WAVEFORM GENERATOR

*
*
*
*
*

FEATURES
Powerfulcomplex
waveform generator
Four analogue outputs
Five TTL outputs
Externaltrigger input
Up to 6MHz clock rate
Comprehensive
software included
Standard waveform
library
User definable
waveform library
Fullgraphicaleditor
Time delay, continuous
& single shot
Example microcode
and assembler also
included for OEM
applications.

BLACKMORE
ELECTRONICS

LIMITED

APPLICATIONS
* Arbitrary waveform

simulator
* LowcostATE
* Process control
* Robotics

FREE DEMO DISK
ON REOUEST

We also supply a full range
of DIY parts for PCs and
clones. Call us for nrore
inforrnation or a free
catalogue.

Designed and
manufactured by us in the
UK. Full technical support
from the designers!

Unit 14A,
Sunrise Business Park,
Blandford Forum,
Dorset. DT11 8ST.
Telephone (0258) 451347
Fax (0258) 456046

*
*
*

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCMNCE LIMITED
Dlglblmultlm€l€r,14Enge6wlrhlea&,lnSructlons 164165174191,193,24O,253'2b7,260'?9B,OS3'365tftry...,,.,..,., t1600each '3re'390'399,6rc

-":::--11'.T: .l8iil*"""n E;xx'J,,ffTllr rt.z6;;*El'l3s?ffi!
rouayrewincnesrers,usea,Smoni'niwiy [o133333X ,.***epnous ffi:3:::X

l€ad on CD&microi/f....e8.Ooeach
oDudt4.ooeach ,si ght,19,,6ck ...it3.O0sach

ksl ..........C3.50sach es & panl€d blt unused

zsmcpumc,iiiicrzoe"chrDMAc2ro 'lo3o""1il roroidar mains 'ii"n.ro,,"i. iiV +n [tto""o":n
74LS[L,pickandmix,buyl0ormor€hr t0,126ach 12-0'121A& A 9-0-92A C4oofC600/2!800/3
Typ6s availabl. '00 '02 '04 '08 '11 '12'13'15'20'21 '26 Smoks ddecto6, small size C7.00 each

3'85'86'9610109'122 Smok6 delodors, larqe wrlh escape light and paus€
132136138139161511531571581m162163 lgature.......-......:......................:... el3.Odeacn

Prices include poslage. Add 5Op(plusVAT) toorders below C5.00. All ilems new unlessstated
Add l50,6 VATloall pric€s. Send an SAE forour lalest list orlor more info.

Dept ETl,374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1SU
Tel:0223 424602 or 0831 430496 (Please note mail order

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEABS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

iTO ADVERTISE
IN ETI MAGAZINE

CALL
044266551

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret
microphone, high quality PCB,
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit
ONLY t5.95, assembled and ready
to use 89.95 post free. AccessAy'isa
order telephone 021-411 1821.
Cheques/P.Os to: Quantek Elec-
tronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 45A
Station Road, Northfield, Birming-
ham 831 sTE. S.A.E. for details of
this and other kits.

FM transmitter kit, tunable
80-115MHz up to 1000m range, high
quality PCB, free PP3 battery and
solder, only 14.75, or built ready to
use 86.95 inc P&P Cheques or PO's
to K&N Stokoe, 118 Finchale Road,
Hebburn, Tyne & Wear NE31 2JS.

NEl'll COI/IPACI TEST GEAR

DOES ]'/|UCH, COSTS LITTLE
our NEW MicrqLab instr!menls are ideal lorlests,
repai6 and experimenb, aid lhgy're GREAT VALUEI

PTl SIGNALTRACEH+RF,AF prcbs Find iaulls hst
P38 oSCILLAToR 5Hz-20H2G2V.50 0hm
4 wavolorms
P40 DISIOFTION ANALYSEB lor P41 6 lrequenc€s
P41 MILLIVOLTMETER 10Hz.2MHz 1mv-l00V

6 rangos

P37: e44 50 + $ p&.0 + VAT = e54.62
P38,40, 41: c64 95 + $p&p + VAT = C78.14each

lccessories PP9 Batlories:02 90 inc p&p &VAT

BNC toCroc-clip cabb, e350 inc p&p & VAT

Reg Mains PSU roplaces PPg; 11991 inc p&p & VAT

COLEBOURN ELECTRONICS
Dept. PE, 20 Folly Lane, St Albans,
Heds AUI S'T
9x4 SAE or Tel: 0727 44785 lor morc details

SOLAR PANELS. 100mm x
60mm, 2 5V 0.2W t1.30. 6 for t7.00.
6" x 6",6V 0.7W, E5.00 12" x 6",
12V or 6V, 1.4W, t8.00. 12" x 12",
12V 3W, [14.00. 36" x 12",12Y
5-6W €20.00. Prices include UK
P&P. Complete panels available up
to 12V 12W, POA. Orders to, Bob
Keyes GW4lED, 4 Glanmor Cres,
Newport, Gwent NP9 8AX.

FM Transmitter Kits
Also a Telephone Bug oetector Kit

R€ady bu I FM uansm tt€r e650 includhg Posl A hck n9
Th.e.E CommeEi.l Kll. -W..le Block i.electlon ol
&.nnlng FmlhD, e l.l.pbm brl.t.at.tekori.k br

.,Ee cablogu.

9? LEIGH RD, ATHERTOI, OT UITCICSTLN
Tel6phone Atherton (0942) 891140 ti4ail Order 0nly

CATALOGUEeI + 25pP&P
Fes,slo' !acr. 85 di1€,.nl E12 v6rJes . zero ohm I nk lorat
conlenl 1000 rosrBlors a89s
LEOS3fl nrorsmm Gdorg.ee. 6p€achy6llow llpeach
Cabl6U€s lpeach€535pe.1000t495Oper1OmO
Sl€pprngmolo(4phasel2v75st6p50ohms 895
sAA1o2/sl€pprnomo6rdnvech! a395
FM nansmill€r k l, good qual ly so! nd eB 60
Highaualil,phorores'sl soepo,yqra(sooa'ds
Dr€ns'ons dod doLotesded
3x{rn t095 e1 074x8in tzAA E26O
6)12i. 53/
12t12tr 11066

Compuler grado capacilors w th screw t€rmrnas 38OOO!t 2Ov
12 50

&SoLl10v,a1 95 68,0001115v,e295 10@0ul t6v tr sO
Tseqme.lcommonanodeeddspayl2mm C045
LM2931Al50lowdropoul5v.e9ulaloi 10 220package eO85
Bs2s0Pchanne moslerc0{5 BC559transsror13.95per1OO
741&5 h€r rnv€ilor 81000 p6r 100, u6ed U48 M croconlo 16r
1350
sr6€o LWMM V luaerrp.eampassv wil1 votLn6rone co1rc s
& luning scale I dno ne*'n na.ers calon t695. taJ[] r 3.50
c rcuilerclorabovee0.S0.
HourcounlerusedTdlgil24Ovac50Hz Et 45
LCDdEplay16dqtTx5dols dolmarix e250
ffEmYk€yb@rd, 58 koy,@odqu6[y swilch€s new E5OO
OWEFTYkeyboardwilhsenatoutpulnodata a5OO
Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Lhear nansisioE krc
capac rors loo serc aMaysin s@k Pleaseadd 95p towardsPaP

VATr.cl!ded

JPG ELECTRONICS
276.278 Chatsorih Road, Chestedield 540 2BH

&cesvvsa Odersl0246)2112o2 CaieBwetcome

ELECIRONICS F0R THE HOBBYIST is a90minute
v deo-cassette usingcomputergraphicsimulalions
to erable lhe hobbyisl or sludent to undersland the
way n which common eleclronic components work
and isavailable directly from usal onlyf19.95inc P&P
other titles available. SAE for list. Allow 14 dayslor

delivery Send Cheques/PO payable lo;

On-Line Video Marketing (Dept EV-2)
The Cottage, Tredown Farm, Bradstone,
lvlilton Abbot, Tavistock, Devon PL19 oQT
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PACKAGED SHORT COURSES

I
I

I

I

/VA
LU
LOG

NA
c0L
TEC

Tt0
LEG
HNO

Electronics tr Radio, Audio
and TV Seryicing tr

Basic Electronic
Engineering (Cir/ & cuilds) !

Radio Amareur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) tr

Electrical Engineering tr Car l{echani<s tr
Electrical Conrracring/
lnstallation tr

Compurer
Pregamming tr

GCE over 40 'O' and 'A' tevel subjecrs tr
I ..

I
I

I

I

I

I

The National College of TechnoloCy NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics, fibres and
optoelectronics and prograrnmable logic controllers
for study at home or at work. The advantages are
that you may.

- Comm atyourownpace

- have a re is no travelling
involved. available subjecl
to the conditions of the award. These higtrlypopular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 ZBU

or telephone (0296) 68067 Ext.2O2

P, Code
uflon SurcySl,i1 1pB a""0,

ELECTRONIC PLANS, taser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-pu tablet. 150 projects.
Fo SAE to PlancentrePu Unit Z Otd Wharf
lndustrial Estate. Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

RING FOR MORE
DETAILS ON

ETIMAGAZINE
AND ASK FOR
JAMES TROTT

CALL 044266551

KITS, plans, etc, for surveillance,
(sonic and HV), "007"
2 x 22pslamps. For list
53 Woodland Way,
, Staffs.

CALLJAMES TROTT

FOR DETAILS ON

RAIES AND SERIES

DISCOUNTS

0442 66551

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 Rer:Er/04/s1

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

tr Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 gUN

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range of electronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Tel:031 6672611
Open: Mon-Thur 9.'15am-6pm. Fri 9.15am-5pm

Sat930am-5pm - 1990i9'1 CatalogueE'1.50

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 DaleStreet Tel: 051 236 0154

4TWhitechapel Tel:051 236 5489
Liverpool 2

,T 
H E ELECT RO N IC S SP EC I ALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5 30

oneof thelargestcomponenl relailers ln the UK Faslandellicienl,
same daypersonal servlce on 1N SfoCK lTEltiSl Verycompetative

prices. No mlnimum order Call Cricklewood Eleclronics nm.
40cRtcKLEWOOD BBoADWAY, !0ND0N NW2 3ET

Tolr 08t-450 09951452 0161

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELE TRONICS
42 ELM GBOVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

DIRECT ELECIRONICS
E LECT RO N IC S CO M PON EN T SP EC I ALI STS

627BOMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDON EI2 sAD
Tel:081-553 1174

Mon-Sat l0-O pmlThuts l0-lpm
We stock a latge range of W & Video spares
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1 9" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES
This range 01 19" rmk cffislsaturgssalin bl6ckfinished 16SWG (1smm)ge€l lront panels(no lixino holssvisible),
wilhlhe rearbox assemblyconslrucled kom 20SWG (.9mm) sl€el. Thostandard unitsaie'10, (2l54mm) deep:
NEW FOR 

,l990 19'projectcasesonly4'(101mm)deep and are available inthe lollowing popularsizes:
PFOJECTCASES

Type Height Price
PUI 1Y."(44mm) t16.50
PU2 3%" (88mm) c18.50
PU3 57a'(133mm) 820.50
PU4 7" (178mm) t2250
PU6 10%'(266mm) e26,s0

EOUIPMENTCASES
U1 1q." l44mn) t20.70
U2 3%" (88mm) C24.15
U3 5%"(133mm) 127.60
U4 74 (t78mm) t29.90

D6livery includ€d (UKonly).
All prices includeVAT.

BLANKING PANELS, RACKING CONSOLES
and RACK CABINETS are alsavailable,
Plaase send SAE tordelails
Tel: 0275 823983lsAcceswis Salesorcheque
withorderlo:

RACKZ PRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotsfield, Brlstol, England, BS17 3RY

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices

Plus Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods.
Mailorderonly.

All inclusive prices NO post, or
VAT etc to add on, UK only.

Write or phone for catalogue/clearance list at least
2,000 offers to amaze you.

Brian J Reed Electrical
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

Epsom, Surrey KTl7 3EO
Tel:071 2235016

081-393 9055

f n next months thrilling installment of ETI we bring you more
Ion detecting the shange VLF waves within the ground, some
other ideas in America for the production of High Definition
Television in the future and more on our circuit file series on
constant current generators from Ray Marston.

How's your image? Now we do mean stereo image and
not yourface or your ego. The reason we ask is because your
acoustic image might not be as you thought it was. This feature
Iooks at the physics of what we hear and how we hear it. Back
to Basics looks at the analysis of some simple AC circuits.

On the construction side we build a circuit around a laser
tube to modulate the beam output for a possible 101 uses, a
thyristor tester and a frequency plotter to test the response of
audio and speaker circuits on the oscilloscope screen.

All this and more in the May issue out in your newsagents
on April 5th.

The abow anicles arc in prepanion but circumstances may Wvent prblication

EPROM EMULATORS
April 8 - I Bit Emulator 065 (inc p&p)

April 16 - 8/16 Bit Emulatorel05 (inc p&p)
E m u lates 2764, 27128, 27256 EPROM's

via intelligent PC Iink.
Price includes: PC software, cables and manual.

Please write or call for more information to:
BUSINESS INTEGRATED TEST SYSTEMS

UNIT 1, HOLMSIDE, HARROW ROAD EAST
DORKING, SURREY RH4 2AU, ENGLAND

TELEPFIONE: 0306 883309

f'\ur March issue saw projects on a versatile micro-conholled
\.f hght display called Arienne's Lights, the amateur radio
enthusiasts took joy in seeing a construction of an SSB Receiver
and the computer freaks wallowed in the delights of a 64K
EPROM Emulator.

Features included Designing a Testmeter, RIAA
Characteristics and the last of our long running series, Testing
Testing. A limited number of back copies are available from
Select Subscriptions (address on contents page).

VELLEMAN KITS
Over 100 Project Kits in stock

Send 50p for 1991 Catalogue + Price List

RETAILERS WANTED
Why not b many retailers who carry our top
range of .kits (Discounts to.be arranged)

ils and Letterhead to:

HIGH.Q.ELECTRONIGS
DEPT ET!, PO BOX 1481 LONDON NW7 4RF

rct:o7o7 26,356.2
FAX:081-2091231

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES WELCOME
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Take the Sensible Route!
Boordwoker is o powerfulsoffwore toolwhich
provides o convenient ond fost method of designing
printed circuit boords, Engineers worldwide hove
discovered thot it provides on unporolleled price
performonce odvontoge over other PC-bosed ond
dedicoted design systems by integroting sophisticoted
grophicoleditors ond CAM outputs of on offordoble
price,

ln the new versionY2,23,full
considerotion hos been given to

ollowing designers to continue using their existing
schemotic copture pockoges os o front end to
BoordMoker, Even powerful focilities such os Top Down
Modificotion, Component renumber ond Bock
Annototion hove been occomodoted to provide
overoll design integrity within the links between your
schemotic pockoge ond BoordMoker,

Equolly, powerfulfeofures ore included to ensure thot
users who do not hove schemotic copture softwore
con toke full odvontoge BoordMoker,

V2,23 of BoordMoker is still o remorkoble
9295,00 ond includes 3 months free
soflwore updotes,

BoordMoker ond
BoordRouter ore priced
ot 9295.00 eoch. As o

speciol inlroductory offer,lhey con be
bought logether for only S495.00
which puts sophisticoled PCB CAD
softwore wilhin lhe reoch of oll
engineers. This price includes 3
monlhs free soflwore updotes ond full
telephone technicol suppoil.

Don't just toke our word for it, Coll us
todoy for o FREE Evoluotion Pock ond
judge it for yourself

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge C83 0DJ
Tel 0223 277777. . lelVZZOZlllll

tSten Fax0223277247

Full analogue, digital and SM support - ground
and power planes - 45 degree, arced and any
angle tracks with full net-based Design Rule

I Net list input from OTCAD, Schema, etc
I Top down modification
I Forward and back annotation
I Component renumber

r P tput
IS
r E nual routing

BoordRouter is o new integroted gridless outoroute
module which overcomes the limitotions normolly
ossocioted with outorouting YOU specify the trock
width, vio size ond design rules for individuol nets,
BoordRouter then routes the boord bosed on these
settings in the some woy you might route it youself
monuolly,

This obility ollows you to outoroute mixed technology
designs (SMD, onologue, digitol, power switching
etc)in ONE PASS while respecting ALL design rules,

No worrying obout
whether trocks will fit

between pins lf the trocks widths ond cleoronces
ollow, BoordRouter will outomoticolly ploce 1,2 or
even 3 trocks between pins,

You con freely pre-route
ony trocks monuolly using

BoordMoker prior to outorouting, Whilst outorouting
you con pon ond zoom to inspect the routes ploced,
interrupt it, monuolly modify the loyout ond resume
outorouting,



...set your sigh s on a better sound !

Experience a new sensatior. An experience that

Eo'pens up a whole new spectrum df sound.

Put yourself on stage at the Albert Hall, surrounded by a great

orchestra, lmagine the sound you will hear, every nuance, every notei

ortravel up the Nile with an intrepid explorer, a journey not onlytul of

breathtaking beautyind lour, but rich in the sounds of another

continenti orcapture the dden gasps of 100,000 hardenedfansat

Wembly for the F.A. Cup Final, when the ball skims the crossbar with

the last kick of the match; lollow with your ears as well as your eyes,

dodging the bullets, as y0ur favourite hero battles out of yet another

tighf corner, it's just like being in a cinemal
Nlcam hi-fi stereo will turn your living-room into a living room of

ELECTRON ICS

CREDIT GARD I{OTLINE
0702 5541 61
For a lriendly welcome and the very best ol s6rvice why not visll our

hton, Bristol, Leeds, London (Edgware and
er, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Nottingham,
d Southend-on-Sea,

Subl e ct to avai la b i I ity, Price s su bj ect to c ha nge,

soundl You don't settle lor second best with televisi0n plcture qual ity,

why settle lor second best in television sound quality? Nicam sound is

the new high quality digital stereo sound system, pioneered by BBC,

ITV and TV/video manulacturers. ln fact so good is Nicam it is

comparable to the superb sound reproduction of the compact disc,

when played through your existing hiJi arrangement. lf your television
hasn't got a built-in Nicam decoder, you wlll need the Maplin Nicam

Tuner System. U ltimately almost all of your favou rite programmes will
be broadcast in superb hi-ti quality stereo-sound, Without a Maplin

Nicam Tuner you won't be able to capture every sound to its full.
Nicam hi-fi stereo, Catch your breath, open your eyes, and pln

back your earsl lt's what your hi-fi system was made tor , , , lt's what
your ears are made for!

@
Cumnl
NICAM

Cov.r!9.

Dlgllal eterco sound compenlon lor yout fV sea,

III
DIGITAL STEREO TV
SOUND FROM YOUR HI.FI
The complet6 kitcontains all lhe componsnts

required to build the unit, How6veryou will also

nsed i a power supply, 1 2V at 600mA tegulated

o,g, YZl X at 88.95i e co.u Y adaptor e,g,

FS23A Et t1 ,20i a co.u lBad to connect lo your

W orvideoi RW36P 2m long at f1.28, JW39N 5m

longatf1,98, orJW40T 10m longet12.95i a

phono lead to connecl to your hi.,i €,9. BW50E at

98pora SCARTi Psrilel lead JW36P al !4,95, An

inlra.red r€mot6 control kit is alsoeveilable
LP20W att29,95,
complrtc klt LPl9v only 8l 39.95 lncl. vAT + 8'l

mlll{rdcrhandllngchl'ga,


